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Abstract 
Immersive environments such as 3D virtual spaces enable collaborative learning and 
facilitate better connections between students, virtually. Learners do acquire new knowledge 
or skills while practising collaborative activities in such spaces. However, recognising 
evidence of learning to assess students is a critical issue which must be considered when 
organising learning activities in virtual environments. Although there is extensive coverage 
in the empirical literature regarding assessing learning in real-world classrooms, there is a 
lack of research focused on identifying learning evidence and assessing students who are 
performing educational activities within virtual worlds. This thesis aims to fill this research 
gap, exploit the affordances of immersive environments, and investigate appropriate methods 
for identifying users’ performance within these.  
 This research proposes a computational framework, and a number of virtual observation 
models, for classifying learning evidence in immersive environments – and then maps all 
these elements to an appropriate learning design. In order to implement the computational 
framework required, the research includes the construction of a proof-of-concept prototype. 
The prototype employs virtual observation components and applies fuzzy logic and multi-
agents approaches in order to assess students’ performance in real-time; this is from a number 
of different perspectives and based on multiple pedagogical frameworks. 
 The present study also goes on to evaluate the research framework proposed by putting 
together a large number of educational sessions which are then carried out in a virtual world. 
These evaluation sessions involve both student and expert participants collaborating together 
to validate the model used. Subsequently, the thesis discusses the findings from the 
experimental sessions and their broader significance for the research area. Overall, the results 
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strongly supported the effectiveness and usefulness of using the proposed virtual observation 
method when assessing collaborative students performing within immersive environments. 
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“The secret of getting ahead is getting started.”  
— Mark Twain 
 
In this, the era of the Internet, knowledge and learning are everything. Acquiring knowledge 
and accumulating intellectual capital have become key factors in the success of ventures and, 
indeed, of societies. The old saying, ‘two heads are better than one’ quite accurately 
represents the collaborative way of learning. With this, learners try to connect and collaborate 
within either physical or virtual environments in order to increase their knowledge and 
achieve better understanding. A technology which greatly enables collaborative learning and 
facilitates better connection between students, virtually, is the immersive environment such 
as a three-dimensional (3D) virtual world (VW). The use of such 3D virtual spaces is growing 
in popularity because such spaces facilitate the connection of geographically dispersed 
learners in real-time [1].  
 The features of such virtual 3D spaces which distinguish them from other kinds of virtual 
platforms include engagement, interactivity and exploration. Learner engagement and 
interactivity are enhanced when educational applications operate in virtual worlds. Virtual 
worlds (VWs) facilitate the exploration of ideas, places and situations which may be difficult 
or impossible to access in real life. Also, VWs have the ability to visually represent 3D 
objects which relate to a field of study in order to help explain complex phenomena to 
students. For example, Alrashidi [2] suggested an approach to the enabling of the currently 
unrecognised pedagogical gains offered by embedded computing activities - by providing 
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learners with real-time feedback. 3D VWs can also enable students to conduct practical 
experiments that may be difficult to perform in the real world [3]. It has been shown that such 
VWs can make it considerably easier for participants to collaborate in real-time and share 
their ideas in a group setting [4-6]. Such collaboration is particularly beneficial in terms of 
supporting shared experience and students’ knowledge development.  
 However, the use of collaborative learning is beset by a number of issues, including task 
allocation, communication, evaluation and assessment. According to Blumenfeld, working 
with peers is not just a matter of gathering people together; successful collaboration depends 
on who the members are, what the tasks are, and how the members are assessed individually 
and as a group [7]. Learners acquire new knowledge and skills in the course of taking part in 
learning activities, and the new knowledge and skills can often be of a kind which is difficult 
to assess using summative tests. Consequently, rather than looking only at the final product 
as evidence of learning, instructors should assess the whole process [8]. Schallert et al. [9] 
reported that learners can provide evidence of learning while they are taking part in online 
discussions and collaborative work.  On the other hand, collecting data to trace students' 
behaviours as they interact within 3D virtual environments is more challenging than doing 
the same in face-to-face, traditional learning sessions [10].  
 Several issues can arise when assessing a group of learners who are interacting within an 
immersive environment. First, in immersive environments, observing users’ behaviours 
dynamically and collecting evidence of learning are complex tasks. Second, numerous skills, 
including communication and negotiation skills, can be gained from collaborative activities, 
but it is difficult to automatically detect evidence of these as they emerge in these spaces.  
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 This research has enhanced the learning affordances of immersive environments by 
presenting students’ evaluations in a visual way in order to improve the accessibility of the 
kind of assessments which are possible vis-a-vis activities in such spaces. The research 
introduced a novel computational-architectural framework that specifically facilitates the 
observing and recording of collaborative learning activities which take place in VW 
environments; this was done in order to enhance the evaluation of the learning outcomes. In 
particular, this research created a virtual observation model that can map between virtual 
observations and the evaluations of students acquired from physical settings. It focused more 
on providing methods of identifying and classifying learning evidence and assessing group 
working than on mapping all these elements to an appropriate learning design. To achieve 
these goals, the virtual observation model provided a mechanism that mixes natural agents 
and software agents in order to support the recording and labelling of learning evidence 
gathered from virtual activities and so simulate teachers’ observations. The research 
demonstrated the ways in which employing learning theories alongside technology can 
enhance the recognition of learning evidence within VWs. Such learning evidence can 
support the creation of lifelong learning portfolios, providing feedback for learners so that 
they can identify their weaknesses and strengths and can also enable the identification, to 
teachers, of  lessons which have proved effective, based on participants’ performance. The 
computational-architectural framework is made available in order to bridge the gap between 
the collecting of learning evidence by technology and the collecting of such evidence by 
human educationalists, and such a framework can solve some of the issues which emerge 
from the evaluation of differing interactions, activities, knowledge and skills in collaborative 
immersive environments.  
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1.1. Motivation  
The motivations for this work have come from many different directions. First, there is the 
growth in the use of immersive environments and virtual reality in the education sector and 
the benefits of applying these powerful tools in education. These technologies deliver 
effective solutions for educational situations where the most relevant physical surroundings 
cannot be made available due to, among other things, their high cost, or the physical risks to 
the students which would be entailed [11, 12]. This motivation is becoming stronger on a 
daily basis because of the use of virtual technologies in training and teaching and their other 
applications in education and the workplace.    
 Secondly, there is the need to improve the measuring of students’ learning in relation to 
3D VWs and to think about assessing outcomes in novel ways in order to cope with today's 
advanced learning environments, generally. Accordingly, the aim of this study was to expand 
the affordances of 3D VWs as regards learning through applying existing educational 
frameworks in order to further explore the potential of observing and evaluating collaborative 
learning activities within 3D spaces. Gardner and Elliott [13] stated that ‘learning within a 
technology creates a pedagogical shift that requires teachers to think about measuring 
outcomes in non-traditional ways’. 
 The third motivation was personal and was related to my current employer. Since the use 
of immersive learning environments in my country (Saudi Arabia) is limited, I was asked by 
my employer (my PhD sponsor) to conduct a research study which could contribute to the 
improvement of online learning and educational technologies (both in Saudi Arabia and 
elsewhere).    
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1.2. Research Issues 
 
This research looks at the following issues and problems. The first problem it investigates is 
the recognition and analysis of the learning evidence generated by users in real-time. Where 
several learners are interacting in an immersive environment at the same time, tracking and 
analysing are made much more complex. This issue necessitates the creation of a suitable 
mechanism for collecting and managing such data, generated from such spaces.  
  The second problem is that it is hard to trace and capture the entirety of the learning 
outcomes which can emerge in 3D environments. Numerous skills can be gained from 
collaborative activities, but it is difficult to automatically detect evidence of these. Thus, a 
method which can identify the learning outcomes achieved could allow 3D VWs to provide 
definite advantages over conventional approaches.  
 Therefore, finding a technique which can dynamically recognise users’ behaviour, collect 
learning evidence and analyse events to measure the quality and quantity of learning 
outcomes is necessary. Such a mechanism could help to identify and gather proof of learning 
in the course of collaborative activities within immersive worlds and correlate the evidence 
with learning objectives in order to assess the overall outcomes of the learning processes.  
1.3. Research Hypotheses 
This research proposed the following hypotheses: 
It is possible to create a computational observation framework which can support the 
gathering of the learning evidence from collaborative distance students using immersive 
environments – and which is capable of being used as the basis for student assessment.   
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1. Such an observation framework will be able to integrate between software and human 
agents - such that users will have positive attitudes towards their roles as human 
agents when performing distance-learning tasks in the virtual world (H1). 
2. Systems based on this observation framework will provide collaborative distance 
learners with assessment feedback, and users will report positive experiences of such 
assessments (H2).  
3. Systems based on this observation framework will provide assessments that are very 
similar to human-expert assessments; these system assessments will be produced 
using less effort overall (H3).  
4. The assessment results and feedback from such an observation system will be 
preferred by users over and above that yielded from human experts (H4).  
5. Users of the observation system will express their acceptance of it (H5). 
1.4. Research Contributions  
The main contributions of this research are:    
1. A synthesis of the existing learning theories into a novel virtual observation 
computational framework for observing and assessing collaborative learning within 
3D environments (MIVO Framework - Chapter 3). This framework to consist of two 
innovative models:  
• The Observation Lenses model (OLens) – an observation model for 
identifying and structuring evidence of student learning within 3D virtual 
environments; this forms part of an e-learning assessment process (OLens - 
Chapter 3),  
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• MixAgent model - a computational model that enables the integration of 
software and human agents in order to demonstrate mechanisms for collecting 
learners’ data. (MixAgent - Chapter 3). 
2. A proof-of-concept prototype system that implements the MIVO framework with its 
observation models and which utilises fuzzy logic approaches for assessing students’ 
performance from different perspectives, based on a pedagogical framework 
(Observe Portal - Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). 
3. Empirical research findings derived from the evaluation of the prototype which 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the approaches and models used for collaborative 
learning activities in 3D spaces, and which allow for a comparison with equivalent, 
traditional approaches (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). 
The present study also delivered the following secondary (in terms of being less 
important) contributions, these were also accomplished as a result of conducting this 
research: 
1- The design of assessment interfaces driven by learners’ performance (to assess 
students taking part in collaborative tasks). 
2- The creation of hierarchical fuzzy logic systems which emulate human reasoning as 
expressed in 3D virtual environments.  
3- The encoding of a collaborative problem-solving skills taxonomy [14] and applying 
this in a 3D virtual environment to assess student collaborative skills. 
4- The introduction of instruments for measuring the effectiveness of the natural agent 
tools; these instruments measure, specifically, the perception of the chat 
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communication (COMM) subsystem and the perception of the natural agent rating 
procedure (NA). 
5- The use of instruments for measuring the experts’ assessment experience (EXP) and 
the experts’ reflections on the effectiveness of the assessment methods (REF).  
1.5. List of Publications 
Some of the thesis contributions listed here have also been presented in the following 
publications: 
• Conference Publications: 
1. S. Felemban, "Distributed pedagogical virtual machine (d-pvm)," presented at The 
Immersive Learning Research Network Conference (iLRN 2015), 2015. 
2. S. Felemban, M. Gardner, and V. Callaghan, "Virtual observation lenses for assessing 
online collaborative learning environments," presented at the Immersive Learning 
Research Network (iLRN 2016), Santa Barbra, USA, 2016. 
3. S. Felemban, M. Gardner, and V. Callaghan, "An Event Detection Approach for 
Identifying Learning Evidence in Collaborative Virtual Environments," in 2016 8th 
Computer Science and Electronic Engineering Conference (CEEC), 2016. 
4. S. Felemban, M. Gardner, V. Callaghan, and A. Pena-Rios, "Towards observing and 
assessing collaborative learning activities in immersive environments," presented at 
the Immersive Learning Research Network: Third International Conference, iLRN 
2017 Proceedings, Coimbra, Portugal, 2017. 
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• Journal Publications:  
5. S. Felemban, M. Gardner, and V. Callaghan, "Towards Recognising Learning 
Evidence in Collaborative Virtual Environments: A Mixed Agents Approach," 
Computers, vol. 6, 2017. 
6. S. Felemban, M. Gardner, V. Callaghan, and A. Pena-Rios, "Mixed Agents Virtual 
Observation Lenses for Immersive Learning Environments," Journal of Universal 
Computer Science, vol. 24, pp. 171-191, 2018. 
1.6. Thesis Outline 
• Chapter 1 (this chapter) presents the introduction, the motivation behind this thesis, the 
contributions which are intended and the basic hypotheses informing this research - in 
addition to the list of publications that have arisen from this work.  
• Chapter 2 starts by introducing various learning theories/frameworks and the methods 
which have been applied in the past to the collection of learning evidence and to the 
assessment of students’ learning. It also provides a detailed literature review with regard 
to virtual learning environments and the numerous learning affordances of 3D worlds. In 
addition, this chapter discusses many techniques that have been used previously to 
evaluate students’ progress in virtual worlds. Further, it provides a review of the fuzzy 
logic and multi-agent approaches, and the means by which these can be integrated into 
immersive environments so that learning can be assessed.   
• Chapter 3 introduces the innovative computational framework (MIVO) used here; this 
includes the Virtual Observation Lenses (OLens) and the Mixed Agents model 
(MixAgent); these together simulate teachers’ observation and assessment of 
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collaborative students in virtual worlds. The OLens model and its observation layers are 
then explained in detail by describing the lenses utilised and by providing supporting 
examples.  
• Chapter 4 describes the experimental work associated with the creation of the proof-of-
concept prototype, Observe Portal. It describes the practical work which has been 
undertaken in the learning environment to incorporate the research models within this, 
including the development of the 3D virtual world and of the evidence collection agents 
and also the implementation of the observation lenses. Additionally, it explains the 
construction of the assessment presentation unit and the design of the feedback dashboard 
interface.  
• Chapter 5 continues by describing the experimental work which was undertaken; in 
particular, it provides a detailed narration of the development of the fuzzy logic systems 
implemented in the research prototype. The chapter describes the way in which the fuzzy 
logic method used combines all the data produced by the agents in order to make 
decisions about student performance and so assess their learning.  
• Chapter 6 starts by introducing the approaches used in the research experiments to 
measure the effectiveness of the research models. Then it explains the collaborative 
learning activities employed to study the students’ and the instructors’ experiences, and 
also the activities employed in the experiments. 
• Chapter 7 discusses the results of the evaluation and their analysis in detail. It describes 
the data analysis procedures employed and demonstrates the results yielded from the 
hands-on student learning activities and human expert assessments carried out in the 
virtual world. 
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• Chapter 8 discusses the outcomes and findings of the evaluation experiments, debating 
their wider importance in this research field.  
• Chapter 9 summarises the achievements of the research and its contributions. This chapter 
also describes the future work leading on from this research and its challenges.  
Chapter 2 
2. Literature Review  
“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.” 
— Benjamin Franklin 
 
The capabilities of computers and networking have led to the development of technologies 
that support learning and connect geographically dispersed learners via systems which 
provide enhanced learning experiences. This chapter provides a review of a number of 
important topics which are associated with this research. It begins by introducing some 
learning theories and frameworks which have been applied in education, and it presents the 
methods utilised to assess students and gather evidence of learning. Additionally, it gives a 
detailed view of virtual learning environments and the several learning affordances of three-
dimensional spaces. It also discusses some computational techniques which have been used 
previously to evaluate students’ progress within virtual worlds. In particular, it discusses 
agents and multi-agent approaches and how these can be employed within applications. Also, 
it looks at fuzzy logic reasoning methods and the ways in which these can be integrated with 
immersive environments in order to assist in assessing learning.   
2.1. Learning 
In general, learning is the process of acquiring new knowledge, skills, values, behaviours or 
visions and may involve combining various types of information. People may use differing 
methods and settings in order to learn new skills or acquire new knowledge. Schunk defined 
learning as “an enduring change in behaviour, or in the capacity to behave in a given fashion, 
which results from practice or other forms of experience (p. 2)” [15].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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2.1.1. Learning Theories 
Three main learning theories have been recognized by educators and researchers: 
• Behaviourism Theory: This theory stresses that learning is achieved when an 
appropriate response to a specific environmental stimulus is demonstrated and that all 
behaviours are directly affected by external stimuli; such behaviours, this theory 
maintains,  are not, necessarily, based on inner mental situations or awareness [16]. 
The theory focuses on the sequences involved with the making of a connection 
between a stimulus and a response — as this association is recognised, reinforced and 
then sustained. 
• Cognitivism Theory: This emphasises the acquiring and storing of information in 
the inner mental structures and is more concerned, than behaviourism, with the mental 
activities of the learner (how the knowledge is obtained, stored, organised and reused 
by the brain) [16]. Learning is associated with isolated changes in states of 
information rather than, necessarily, with changes in the likelihood of particular 
responses (as with behaviourism). However, the environment nevertheless  plays a 
significant role in both behaviourism and cognitivism. 
• Constructivism Learning Theory: This is “the theory of knowledge acquisition 
obtained through interactions and building upon [learners’] own knowledge and 
which produces the highest type of learning [17].” This approach stresses learning-
by-doing: learners can reach advanced levels in terms of gaining knowledge and 
understanding through taking part in activities [18]. According to Dalgarno [19], as 
far as constructivism is concerned, learning occurs when students discover a new 
domain which reveals the existence of a gap between their experiences and their 
current representations of knowledge. In addition, for learning fulfilment, learners 
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should be involved in an associated social context and actively interact and debate 
with others in order to construct knowledge [19]. According to the descriptions of 
this process, the educator’s role is to monitor the learning processes and encourage 
students to explore principles with which they can construct information by working 
to solve problems [20].  
2.1.2. Collaborative Learning 
Collaborative learning is considered to be an approach based on constructivism. Students 
achieve learning through working with their peers, who support them to enhance their level 
of information and skills, resulting in the construction of new knowledge and experience.  
 Gokhale [21] conducted a comparative study between individual and collaborative 
learning; the study showed that students in groups significantly performed better in critical-
thinking evaluation tasks than did individual students who had acquired the necessary 
knowledge on their own. Collaborative learning also enhances problem-solving strategies 
because learners come to view a given situation from the differing perspectives and 
understandings provided by other students. So, it is possible for learners to acquire both 
critical-thinking and external-knowledge skills from a system of co-operation and implement 
those skills in future logical operations [22]. A group’s ability to perform tasks relevant to it 
successfully is called collective intelligence [23]. The factors which influence collective 
intelligence are as follows: (a) the group’s composition (the members’ intelligence, skills, 
and diversity); and (b) the group’s means of interacting (structures, processes, and norms). 
Thus, when formulating frameworks for collaborative groups, we should consider these 
factors in order to achieve effective collaboration and optimal group performance.   
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 In recent years, a popular movement has arisen which clearly illustrates the value of 
constructivism and collaborative learning: the ‘maker’ or ‘hacker’ space. A maker space can 
be viewed as a kind of informal learning space because maker space groups include less-
skilled participants who learn from experts by working collaboratively with them [24]. The 
group acts as a team when developing a project and all tend to have an enthusiasm for creating 
and building new products. This collaborative way of creating helps makers to acquire new 
skills, resulting in them being available for more opportunities and challenges in the future. 
Figure 2-1 illustrates the world’s largest maker event (so far); this occurred in 2018, in Saudi 
Arabia, and was called (Hajj Hackathon) [25]. It facilitated participants meeting in groups 
and working together to create software and/or hardware to assist Muslim people to perform 
Hajj more easily. Such an event illustrates collaborative learning very well and the 
advantages of working with other people to enhance each individual’s knowledge and skills.     
Figure 2-1: Hajj Hackathon - Collaborative Learning [25] 
2.2.Assessment and Learning Evidence 
Angelo defines assessment as “an ongoing process aimed at understanding and improving 
student learning. It involves making expectations explicit and public; setting appropriate 
criteria and high standards for learning quality; systematically gathering, analysing and 
interpreting evidence to determine how well performance matches those expectations and 
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standards; and using the resulting information to document, explain and improve 
performance” [26]. Moreover, Suskie [27] said, “The more evidence you collect and 
consider, the greater confidence you will have in your conclusions about students learning 
(p.46).” 
 In school-situated formal learning, teachers evaluate their students by gathering evidence 
of their (the students’) learning and analysing this evidence based on the specified learning 
goals and objectives in place. According to Suskie [28], there are two methods by which 
evidence is collected in education: direct and indirect. The direct method examines whether 
the student has acquired knowledge of certain subjects, or the use of a specific skill, or is able 
to perform a particular task and demonstrate work of a required quality. Examples of direct 
measures used to provide evidence of learning are class participation, presentations, research 
projects, quizzes, theses, and the resultant grades and scores. Indirect measurement methods 
merely infer that learning has taken place and focus on characteristics that are related to 
learning. These characteristics might be focused on individual learners, e.g., the number of 
hours a student spends on a project or class activity, or they may be measures which can 
reveal a whole class' or institution’s learning result, such as course evaluations, the 
identification of skills and concepts covered in tests, the percentage of time a class spends in 
active learning, the course grade average, or the number of scholarships and awards earned 
by students [28].  
 In relation to group work, Webb[29] argued that it is important to identify, explicitly, the 
assessment purpose and to take into account the goal of the collaborative work and the 
processes of the collaboration. Thus, three purposes of assessment in collaborative work have 
been defined: the assessment of the individuals’ levels of knowledge and skill after the 
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learning process, the measurement of the productivity of the group, and the evaluation of the 
learners’ capabilities in terms of communicating and interacting with other group members.  
 On the other hand, Vygotsky assumed that evaluating learners taking part in group 
projects should be undertaken during the learning process, not just after finishing the learning 
sessions, because students usually acquire new knowledge while practising learning activities 
[30]. To evaluate collaborative groups effectively, it is critical to assess the product (the 
produced work) and the process (the students’ performance) [31-34]. Wells [8] agreed and 
stated that educators should evaluate the whole learning process when leading learning 
activities rather than just look at the final artefact as evidence of learning.  
 Evaluating the process of collaborative work can be achieved using many different 
measures, such as the ability to create a range of ideas, to listen respectfully, to communicate 
effectively and to resolve differences [34]. The following evaluation methods can often be 
useful in this regard: 
• Group-evaluations: learners evaluate the dynamics of the whole group. 
• Peer-evaluations: students assess the contributions of the other team members.  
• Self-evaluations: learners evaluate their own contributions to the group. 
 However, no one assessment solution can be generalised so that it suits every scenario 
because different situations demand different methods and systems of assessment.  
The 21st-Century Skills Assessment 
In the last few years, educational research has found that a number of particular kinds of 
skills, called 21st-century skills, need to be developed by learners. Numerous authors have 
suggested various classifications for these skills - which are essential for facing the demands 
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of modern life and jobs [35-37]. Although there is no one definition of these skills, Kyllonen 
[38] has developed a useful 21st-century skills taxonomy: cognitive skills (creativity, 
problem-solving, and critical thinking), interpersonal skills (social skills, teamwork, 
communication skills, cultural sensitivity, dealing with adversity) and intrapersonal skills 
(self-development - lifelong learning, time management, self-regulation, adaptability, self-
management, executive functioning). Assessing such skills requires the setting of well-
designed tasks which permit participants to interact and communicate with other learners and 
also training professionals. Additionally, providing students with feedback about their 
performance is important, so that they can recognize the levels of such skills that they exhibit.  
 Many studies have suggested that peer-evaluation and/or self-evaluation are useful 
approaches for the assessment of interpersonal skills. According to Kyllonen [38], assessing 
interpersonal and cognitive skills cannot be effectively accomplished by simple assessment 
approaches such as multiple-choice questions, essays or other tests. These skills require more 
advanced means of measurement, so Kyllonen suggested using self-rating or other rating 
approaches. Self-rating has been used in many educational studies to evaluate individual 
skills and assess personal experience. However, other studies have proposed that peer-rating 
assessments are more predictive and accurate than self-rating when evaluating 21st-century 
skills [39].  
2.3.Observation 
Observing students is another method which can be used to assess learning outcomes. 
“Observation involves teachers in observing students as they participate in planned activities. 
Teacher observation occurs on a continuous basis as a natural part of the learning and 
teaching process and can be used to gather a broad range of information about students’ 
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exhibiting of learning outcomes”[40]. Therefore, observing learners can help educators to 
evaluate students by gathering evidence about their learning. The evidence can be saved and 
recorded so that it can subsequently be used to provide feedback for learners. Observations 
can take place in a number of different settings and using a variety of different methods. 
Observation may emphasise learners’ performance in the course of a single activity or it may 
be applied to a group of activities. Applying observations in class requires the determination 
of when to observe, what to observe, and how often to observe. Moreover, tutors must plan 
how to record what they see and hear.  Maxwell [40] summarised the types of evidence which 
can be gathered by educators as in Figure 2-2.   
Figure 2-2: Types of Evidence [40] 
2.3.1. Types of Observation 
Teachers can observe learning activities (lab classes, seminars, lectures), teaching materials 
and documents presented, learning resources, interactions between participants, and also 
learning environments. According to [41],  there are two types of observation: unstructured 
observation and structured observation. 
• Unstructured observation or informal observation occurs when teachers observe students 
without determining what and whom to observe. Through this type of observation, 
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educators may become aware of, for instance, which students work independently and 
which collaboratively and of the students who require more guidance.  
• Structured observation is a formal and very systematic approach. It has a particular focus 
on students behaviour. It can include predetermined components of evidence such as 
checklists, frequency of performing particular actions, or specific events to be looked for 
in a specific situation. It is difficult for a teacher to assess problem-solving skills in a lab 
activity among a team without observing these in use.  
 Observation can help teachers gather information about individuals' and groups' 
behaviours and skills. According to [42], teachers can use observation for formative 
assessments of, for instance, particular behaviours, ways of thinking, writing skills, speaking 
skills, social skills, or athletic skills. In groups, students can also use observations and 
checklists to evaluate the progress of their peers and to monitor the entire group's 
development [42]. Some studies observe groups and gather information to assess the success 
of a collaboration based on task and time management, the success of collaborations and of 
individualised tasks. Others focus on group performance based on social interactions and 
communication. The third type assesses the process of constructing knowledge and skills 
within a group [43]. 
2.3.2. Observation Frames 
Borich [44] introduced conceptual frameworks that follow educational standards in order to 
define the basic frames for observing. Because observing classrooms is very complex, he 
suggested that each teacher should select a specific frame or ‘lens’ to gain more insight into 
a specific classroom characteristic. The ‘lenses’ are identified as follows (Table 2-1):   
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1. The learning climate 
2. Classroom management 
3. Lesson clarity 
4. Instructional variety 
5. Teacher’s task orientation and content presentation 
6. Students’ engagement in the learning process 
7. Student success 
8. Students’ higher thought processes and performance outcomes 
Table 2-1: ‘The Observable Signs Pertaining to the Eight Question Areas’ [44] 
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 Although observation is a great method that assists educators to evaluate learner skills 
and knowledge, it has some limitations. First, observation requires many resources and is 
time-consuming. Second, observing activities may affect participants’ behaviours because 
they might be concerned about what the observer is evaluating. Third, students’ thinking 
cannot easily be observed, so some educators utilise other methods, such as surveys or tests, 
to evaluate creative and critical thinking.    
2.4. Learning Environments 
The capabilities of computers and networking have led to the development of technologies 
which support learning and connect geographically dispersed learners with the purpose of 
enhancing learning experiences. In addition, the building of proficient and intelligent online 
learning systems has attracted several researchers [45-47]. Many educational technologies 
have been widely applied to connect scholars and educators in order to provide a variety of 
different types of activities and to access learning sessions remotely without requiring 
physical attendance. Organizations can more easily educate and train learners without 
reserving specific physical venues or hiring a large number of geographically dispersed 
tutors. The various educational environments which have been used to enhance educational 
activities are discussed in the following: 
2.4.1. Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) 
Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) are technology-based environments created to allow 
instructors and learners to share and access resources remotely without leaving their own 
localities. These environments were developed for managing the resources and activities 
required for successful computer-based learning [48]. A number of different types of VLE 
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have been created. These environments can be categorized as either web-based applications 
such as Blackboard1, WebCT2, Moodle3, 3D virtual worlds or a mixture of these different 
applications (Sloodle4). Several features [49] of VLEs have been categorized, as follows: 
• They are developed as information spaces. 
• They are designed as social spaces in which learning interactions can happen. 
• In VLEs, the social spaces and the information spaces can be represented in several 
forms, from text to 3D worlds. 
• Students are not only active but can also be actors who construct the virtual world. 
• VLEs enhance school activities. 
• The environments are constructed using many different technologies and a number 
of different educational approaches. 
• Most VLEs overlap with and simulate real learning environments. 
2.4.2. Immersive Environments (IEs) 
Generally, immersion is achieved, in terms of the impressions of users, if users are allowed 
to interact with digital, realistic, and/or virtual environments that are able to deliver a 
sensation of presence [50, 51].  Well-designed educational immersive environments (IEs) 
can provide great experiences for learners. For example, the Immersive Education Group 
projects at the University of Essex [4, 52-57] exemplify different IEs that support learning 
activities. These projects have shown the advantages of using such environments to enhance 
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educational setting; the implementors should not just be concerned with the technology [58]. 
The environment should be conceptualised beyond the technology to form an effective 
learning system. IEs have attracted a great deal of attention in education and there is interest 
in all the different types available, including mixed reality (MR), virtual reality (VR) and 
multi-user virtual environments (MUVEs). 
Mixed Reality (MR)  
MR technology allows learners to interact with objects in new ways; it merges physical and 
virtual worlds in order to create new visualised worlds wherein users can interact with both 
real and virtual objects. MR environments allow learners to travel beyond virtual worlds, and 
allow them to seem to become embedded within the associated physical world [13]. 
In 1994, Milgram and Kishio introduced an important model for MR technologies; this 
is shown in Figure 2-3. They defined a mixed reality environment as “one in which real world 
and virtual world objects are presented together within a single display, that is, anywhere 
between the extremes of the virtuality continuum” [59]. 
Figure 2-3: Reality–Virtuality Continuum[59] 
 This model defined four stages of the ”Reality–Virtuality Continuum”, spanning the 
space between the physical and virtual worlds. The real/physical environment includes only 
physical objects which exist in the real world. Augmented reality (AR) merges the physical 
environment with 3D objects which are generated by computers and are able to interact in 
real-time; AR can produce feelings of immersion in the user through the overlay of the 
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computer-generated objects onto the real environment, and facilitates interaction between 
these two environments [60]. Augmented virtuality (AV) projects physical objects into the 
virtual environment in order to enhance virtual spaces using real data [61]. Finally, the virtual 
environment (VE) provides a simulation of real world experiences by generating virtual 
objects with the aim of producing virtual spaces wherein to practise activities that are a 
simulation of activities in the physical environment. Examples of mixed reality environments 
are shown in Figure 2-4.  
   
Figure 2-4: Mixed Reality Environments in Education [62] 
 Educational researchers [63-65] have recognized the importance of combining virtual and 
physical environments to provide innovative opportunities for learning [58]. Via the 
development of an interactive MR environment, students are enabled to use 2D or 3D objects 
and practise activities that are problematic in terms of being executed in other spaces [66]. 
In addition, MR may help learners to experience the exploration of phenomena that do not 
exist in the physical world. Moreover, it assists students to better understand complex 
concepts and visualize relationships between the elements of such concepts [67-70].  
Virtual Reality (VR)  
Virtual reality (VR) is an enhanced form of virtual environments for which users generally 
use VR equipment (Figure 2-5), log-in to a computer-generated environment, and obtain 
a) Using AR in a biology class b) Using AV in a chemistry class 
class 
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the impression of ‘being there’ – a feeling of presence [51], providing users with a greater 
sense of reality in relation to the virtual space [71, 72]. The key purpose of VR is to 
simulate an imaginary or real environment [73] and the principle unique features of VR are 
that the environment will respond to a player’s body movements and actions in real-time, 
the level of immersion possible, and the use of devices for  unusual human-machine 
interaction such as haptic devices and data gloves [74, 75].  
Figure 2-5: Virtual Reality (VR) [76] 
Multi-User Virtual Environments 
Multi-user virtual environments (MUVEs), also called 3D virtual worlds (3D-VWs), are a 
type of virtual environment, as mentioned by Milgram in [59], where people can meet 
simultaneously with many others (Figure 2-6). Such environments provide users with avatars 
in order to enhance the visual interaction between users and virtual objects. Examples of such 
spaces are Active World5, Open Wonderland6, Open Sim7 and Second Life8. In general, it is 
intended that people’s behaviour in virtual environments remains what it might have been 
expected to be in the physical world [77]. Such 3D-VWs do not have levels or scores in the 
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collaborate and communicate in a natural way [1, 78]. In this research, we applied a 3D-VW 
as our immersive environment of choice to implement our proof-of-concept prototype. 
Figure 2-6: Multi-User Virtual Environments/3D Virtual Worlds [79] 
2.5.Learning Affordances of 3D Environments 
Educational researchers have recognised the importance of 3D environments as innovative 
opportunities for learning. Numerous organizations worldwide have implemented virtual 
worlds for distance learning, created virtual classes and developed virtual campuses. 
Educators and students have stated that such environments provide them with a sense of 
‘being there’, as if they are attending physical classes but with virtual people [80-82]. Many 
studies address presence and immersion as important aspects of learning in 3D environments. 
Presence is the feeling of being in a real place and being immersed in the measurable 
characteristics and technical capabilities of the technology that leads to this feeling of 
presence [3].  
 Others have also reported that using MUVEs can stimulate users' enjoyment, engagement 
and motivation [82-84]. Moreover, MUVEs can help students to better understand complex 
concepts and visualise relationships between elements. Other advantages of 3D virtual spaces 
were reported in [85]: they enhance teamwork and facilitate decision-making within groups 
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and increase shared understanding between learners. Coffman and Klinger [86] argued that 
learning with 3D virtual worlds is valuable when applying a constructivist approach. This 
approach emphasises learning-by-doing: learners are enabled to reach advanced levels of 
understanding through collaboration and discussion [18]. Therefore, these spaces can connect 
students and create collaborative activities to help them discover meaningful connections 
between academic content and the real world.  
 Dalgarno [3] documented a framework that illustrates the affordances of applying 3D 
virtual learning environments. He summarized the affordances in the following points: 
1- They facilitate learning activities which enable the development of knowledge 
representations for the field which is to be explored; 
2- They support the exploration of phenomena which do not exist in the physical 
world; 
3- They improve learning engagement and motivation; 
4- They support the transference of skills and knowledge into real situations through 
learning contextualisation; 
5- They facilitate collaborative learning in a more effective way than do 2D 
environments.   
 However, there is a need for more research into 3D-VWs so that their potential for 
learning can be enhanced and to increase the affordances of using such spaces [87]. Many 
issues need to be resolved before the learning benefits of virtual worlds can be fully realised; 
the determining of students’ performance and skills, particularly in relation to collaborative 
learning activities, is one of these issues. Identifying learning evidence is problematic 
because of the large number of variables involved and the complex relationships between 
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these variables and students’ performance in these spaces. The next section highlights the 
issues, frameworks and approaches associated with evaluating multiple students in such 
spaces.  
Identifying Learners' Performance 
One way that the level of students’ learning can be estimated is from text-based data collected 
from online discussions [9]. On the other hand, in simulation spaces, learning evidence can 
also be found to be embedded in users’ patterns of action or in data generated from decisions 
that students have made [27]. An essential step towards achieving effective assessment is to 
create a record of everything which has taken place in the course of a learning course or 
session [28]. However, collecting learning evidence from simulation and 3D environments 
is more challenging than it is in traditional face-to-face learning sessions or from the use of 
tests [10]. Identifying evidence of learning is very straightforward when using, for instance, 
the multiple-choice test format, but becomes more problematic in 3D virtual environments; 
this is because of the large number of observational variables involved and the complex 
relationships between these variables and students' performance [88]. The relationships 
between the basis of the decisions and the actions that students take when solving problems 
in such spaces is not so clear as the relationships between learning and the answers to a test.  
 Although the high level of technology involved in 3D-VWs can mitigate this situation 
and assist in the recording of the data which is generated, understanding and analysing the 
composite data that results require more complex processes. Mostly, in 3D-VWs or learning 
games, the students’ performance is extracted from the log files which are auto-generated 
while they are playing [89]. Learners can be assessed by analysing the data logs and tracking 
the students' pathways and the decisions they made when accomplishing tasks [90]. However, 
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the log files save all learner responses to the given educational problems, including the 
students’ faults and mistakes [91]; this raises practical issues in relation to analysing such 
data. The log files contain huge amounts of data, creating a serious obstacle for researchers 
collecting learning evidence from learning environments [92]. For example, in relation to a 
basic puzzle game between a limited number of users, nearly 400,000 rows of log data were 
generated [93]. This kind of situation makes it very hard to capture an individual student’s 
learning, knowledge and skills, and also makes it difficult to identify the actions and 
performances that represent learning. Therefore, analysing various learners’ behaviour/data, 
identifying the meaningful actions and combining those actions into learning evidence to 
show learners' skills are very complex processes in such environments.  
 Another issue with identifying students’ skills is that simple technologies cannot capture 
all of the learners’ skills. Several skills could be gained from collaborative activities, but it is 
a complex matter to automatically detect evidence of all of them [90]. For example, the 
relational skills of teamwork, collaboration, negotiation and communication are hard to 
measure using conventional kinds of assessments. Identifying a mechanism that can record 
all of the pertinent knowledge and skills obtained by the learner in order to evaluate learning 
outcomes from immersive learning activities is essential.  
2.6.Assessment in Learning Environments 
Assessment should measure a number of different aspects of students’ learning such as 
learner performance, success, knowledge and skills. On the other hand, all these different 
aspects require different methods to be applied. For instance, knowledge can properly be 
assessed by traditional exams, but evaluating skills requires more complex activities and the 
use of techniques that enable the student to demonstrate them. MUVEs can facilitate the 
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latter by creating complex situations and allowing for the exploration of phenomena that do 
not exist in the physical world [3]; this supports the enhancement of skills and competencies. 
Providing assessments and feedback as part of the learning process can enhance student 
learning and improve performance.  
 Several approaches have been used for the assessment of student learning within learning 
environments. A first approach is the traditional school test approach, which involves giving 
paper tests to students or generating automated questions with multiple choice answers – 
either during the learning activity or after. For instance, in Second Life, most educators use 
an extension of classroom summative tests to provide a final assessment [94]. Another 
example is the quizHUD project [95] in SLOODLE [96] that uses a multiple choice interface 
to assess students’ knowledge. This test-based approach can be useful when an environment 
is used to host lectures, imitating the physical classroom setting, and where the evaluation 
objective is to assess the student’s knowledge. However, traditional school tests should not 
be applied to measure learning outcomes when the learning environment offers hands-on, 
experiential or experimental activities in order to teach students. In these settings, summative 
tests do not provide a full perspective of the students’ learning and cannot adapt to the needs 
of learners, nor provide them with immediate feedback while they are working. Immersive 
environments provide significant learning opportunities for distance learning through 
distributed systems offering collaborative and cooperative activities; these require new 
assessment methods to meet the complex learning requirements which are supported. 
Thompson and Markauskaite [97] stated that ‘educators need to move beyond traditional 
forms of assessment and search for evidence of learning in the learner interactions with each 
other and the virtual environment, and artefacts created’. 
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 A second approach that has been applied to assess learning is analysing the actions of 
students. Such techniques are usually based on the cognitive task analysis method which 
consists of creating logic rules to track students’ behaviours and to distinguish between the 
specific levels of skills of learners [98]. An additional technique which can be used to analyse 
the actions of students is to extract the performances of students from generated log files by 
applying machine learning or data mining methods. For instance, Kerr and Chung [89] 
analysed the log data of a user by applying cluster analysis algorithms in order to define the 
key features of the performance of a student in educational game environments. In addition, 
Bernardini and Conati [99] applied cluster methods and class rules to the log data of users to 
find out the different models used by learners exhibiting successful as opposed to 
unsuccessful strategies within the learning environment. Even though these studies were 
investigating the behaviour of users, they are limited to studying the relationships between 
data and identifying the quality of learning outcomes only from the log files as they are 
constituted. Moreover, it is more challenging to identify learning evidence in relation to 
collaborative learning activities where there are many contributing users. The log files store 
all the actions students make in response to problems, and this generates a large amount of 
data; the quantity of data represents a serious obstacle for researchers when collecting 
learning evidence in relation to learning outcomes [92]. Capturing the data of users without 
identifying how they are to be scored is not an effective way of creating information for 
assessments. It is preferable to develop, from inception, facilities in the learning environment 
which gather learning evidence and assess students learning [100]. 
 According to Gobert [101], educators can encounter serious issues when attempting to 
assess learning within immersive environments. The first issue is that there is an absence of 
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theoretical guidance regarding how to analyse streams of data generated from the 
performances of learners. The second issue is the lack of theoretical foundations which can 
be discovered in the literature regarding learning assessment and assessment approaches. On 
the other hand, some studies have applied the Evidence-Centred Assessment Design (ECD) 
framework introduced by Mislevy and Riconscente [92, 102]. ECD is a general framework 
originally created to assist with the assessment of student learning, using computer-based 
tests. This framework consists of a number of different models: the ‘student model’ (which 
determines what is best to measure, skills, knowledge, and/or abilities), the ‘evidence model’ 
(which determines how to measure these things) and the ‘task model’ (what situations can be 
used for measurement). ECD has been used to assess students using simulation environments 
[103, 104]. For instance, Shute [105] developed the Stealth assessment, based on ECD, which 
applies Bayesian networks to model a student’s actions in a learning game and then infer 
their level of problem-solving skill. Shute found that the inferred learning events closely 
matched with the students’ actual learning. However, most of these studies apply assessments 
which are specific to the game context involved and which assess a specific competence or 
skill, based on the behaviour of the player. In contrast, there are no standardised assessment 
models or guidance on observing learning activities, generally, which cover all aspects of 
learning, including student interactions, success, knowledge and skills. Furthermore, most of 
these latter studies focus on assessing individuals, but one of the most important features of 
MUVEs is that it allows for collaborative activities and the sharing of knowledge. To measure 
collaborative learning activity, we need to evaluate the learning of the group as well as the 
learning of individuals. Nevertheless, there are few studies that provide theoretical guidance 
on assessing such things. 
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2.7.Agent and Multi-Agent Approaches 
Nowadays, agent-based techniques have become an important and very useful technology 
employed in applications generally because it provides the ability to control distributed 
systems. In particular, computer agents can make decisions and solve problems 
autonomously — which benefits large systems. Thus, this section discusses the background 
of the techniques involved with agent and multi-agent systems and highlights the importance 
of these approaches and their wide application. 
2.7.1. Agents Background 
In 1988, Minsky proposed a significant theory in his book The Society of Mind [106]. After 
studying human and artificial intelligence for some years, he hypothesised that a mind, per-
se, is made up of components which are assembled to create a ‘society of mind’. He 
considered the simplest component of a mind to be an agent. When agents are connected to 
perform a particular task, they are called an agency. Agencies are assembled to create a 
society of minds that can think and work. Minsky’s theory has been used in the construction 
of several software engineering and artificial intelligence (AI) systems. It has been widely 
applied to attempts to create AI minds and imitate human thinking, communication, 
negotiation and action.  
 Many computer applications have been created based on this theory of agents and 
societies of mind. An agent is a computer-based system, located in an environment, which 
has the ability to act in this environment in order to achieve the aim that it was designed for 
[107, 108], see Figure 2-7. Some say agents should have the capacity to learn while others 
argue that learning is not important and is in fact an undesirable ability for individual agents 
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to possess [107]. The agent definition used for this research does not specify that an agent 
must be intelligent and does not define the environment that the agent acts upon. Agents can 
be any computer application that takes input and performs in an environment to produce an 
output.      
Figure 2-7: An Agent in its Environment [107] 
 One use of Minsky's theory is in the definition of multi-agent systems (MASs); these 
consist of a large number of agents that have differing roles and objectives, connected to each 
other in order to process input and produce output. The structure of a multi-agent system 
includes protocols for communication and interaction between agents. Communication 
protocols permit agents to understand and exchange messages, and interaction protocols 
facilitate agents in having conversations [107]. A MAS can also be defined as a group of 
problem-solvers that act collaboratively to solve problems which are beyond any single one 
of the agents’ abilities or knowledge [109]. The significant advantages of such systems have 
led to the growth of research into their capabilities and the construction of applications using 
them. 
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2.7.2. Agents Classification 
Figure 2-8: Multi-Agents System [110] 
Figure 2-9: Complex Agent [110] 
Figure 2-8 represents the structure of a multi-agent system; an agent can perform one or many 
tasks, and the data held by the agent, obtained from other agents, means that the agent also 
serves an information function [110]. An important characteristic of the agents is autonomy 
which means that agents are at least partially independent, autonomous or self-aware.  In 
some systems, the making of individual, autonomous decisions by agents is avoided because 
of general concern about the input from environments so that decisions reflect a 
comprehensive view of the input; the agents collaboratively decide on the team’s behaviour. 
They choose optimal actions according to rules of behaviour in an environment.  
Another type of agent implemented within multi-agent systems is the complex agent 
(Figure 2-9) [110], defined as an intelligent agent able to do numerous tasks concurrently. 
Such an agent receives input from sensors in the environment, stores this input, identifies the 
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tasks which need to be executed at specific times, and then produces output actions via 
actuators.   
Moreover, Sánchez [111] has proposed a different taxonomy of agents as shown in Figure 
2-10. He assumed that all agents are software agents and can be classified into different types 
according to the specific tasks they can perform and their capabilities. Programmer agents 
deal with complex software and hardware entities, network agents act across networks and 
distributed systems, and user agents are explicitly for utilization by end-users. User agents 
either collect users’ data in order to produce personalised recommendations (information 
agents), provide visualised characters and objects for user interfaces (synthetic agents) or run 
synchronously with user applications to watch users' actions and automate specific actions 
(task agents). There are two classes of task agent: group agents which support computer 
collaborative tasks and personal agents which support tasks performed for each user 
individually.  
Figure 2-10: Agents Taxonomy [111] 
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2.7.3. The Application of Agents 
One application which focuses on the use of user agents is the intelligent tutor system in 
COACH [112], which gives personalised recommendations to learners who use a computer 
to learn about specialist topic areas such as programming languages or operating systems. 
The note-taking system developed by [113] is another example of the use of a personal agent. 
The note-taking apprentice continuously attempts to predict the possible endings of notes 
taken via a touch-screen computer. Users can choose to use the predictions or reject them - so 
making their note-taking faster and more accurate. 
 On the other hand, Kautz et al. [114] constructed an environment that utilised a group 
task agent. The agent helped groups of users work together collaboratively. These researchers 
designed an environment in which user agents can communicate in order to seek out users 
who are experts on specific subjects – in order to solve shared issues within collaborative 
work situations.  
 An example of an environment that combines both personal agents and group agents is 
given in the study by Ikeda, Go and Mizoguchi [115]. They introduced a model called 
‘Opportunistic Group Formation’ (OGF), based on artificial intelligence and multi-agent 
systems. Each learner is represented by an agent, an intelligent tutoring system, and this agent 
negotiates an effective learning group. The agent helps determine the situation of a learner 
and the extent of their need to join a group; thus, when the student faces difficulties in 
completing a task, the agent shifts from individual learning (personal agent) to collaborative 
learning mode (group agent). The study [116] developed a learning goal ontology that plays 
an important role in negotiating the group formation in OGF. The researchers used learning 
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theories to classify learning goals and cause the formation of groups which were of maximum 
benefit to learners.  
  The study [117] created a methodology called the Adaptive Course Sequencing 
Approach (ACSA) which is a model for online tutoring systems with adjustable autonomy. 
The implementation of ACSA utilised a number of differing agents and a fuzzy logic 
analyser. The model includes human-agents, context agents and iTutor agents. The human-
agents are the teachers/students - who can adjust and control the criteria/policies of the fuzzy 
rules and the autonomy level. An iTutor agent is a pedagogical agent that manages learning 
activities, leads learners according to their knowledge, identifies the autonomy level and 
enacts the active guidance rules. The context agents tracked learners’ behaviours, sent 
information to student profiles and inferred the appropriate iTutor agent to notify of changes 
if there were any changes in a student’s learning scenario or knowledge level. The system 
allowed the tutor agents and the human agents to collaborate in improving sequence rules of 
the tutoring system. Finally, a fuzzy logic analyser was utilised in order to map the input data 
sets, representing learner activities, to an appropriate class or lesson for the students. All these 
agents collaborated together in order to suggest appropriate classes for the various learners 
and courses that they needed to study – according to their knowledge level.    
 The cases outlined above have explored the use of agents in the MAS approach; this 
approach is effective in providing services for users. Agents solve problems, make decisions 
and communicate with each other. In addition, enabling the use of user data allows agents to 
manage or reason based on data/information stored in repositories. 
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2.8.Fuzzy Logic Approach  
Fuzzy logic (FL) refers to some kinds of expert reasoning translated into a form that is 
understandable by computers. It is considered one of the techniques for artificial intelligence 
(AI), where the intelligent behaviour is achieved by creating fuzzy classes of parameters. 
Fuzzy logic has been applied in expert systems and is the basis of fuzzy expert systems [118]. 
It can work with logic representations containing linguistic variables and various values such 
as ‘poor’, ‘average’ and ‘good’, unlike classical logic which deals only with true or false 
values. The main drawback of classical logic is the limitation that it is constrained to deal 
only with these two values; these do not readily represent the complexity of the real, non-
binary world. FL can be considered a multiple value logic, but with a reasoning logic purpose. 
Fuzzy reasoning represents the inference of an imprecise but possible deduction out of an 
initial set of fuzzy conditions.  
Why Fuzzy Logic? 
Fuzzy logic is able to model some common human reasoning mechanisms; these can be 
difficult to emulate using conventional approaches [118, 119]. This form of logic can be seen 
as closer to the way human brains work than strict Boolean logic. In this research, FL was 
applied because such logic is in some important ways similar to that used in human decision 
making and reasoning, and such a process was needed in order to simulate the way teachers 
make their assessments. The data we needed for this simulation was gathered from a large 
domain of experts (teachers) who provided information about their experiences of assessing 
students.  
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 FL was the AI method of choice applied in this research as opposed to such methods 
as machine learning and deep learning. These latter approaches require extensive training 
sets so that they can build their classification models; however such training sets were 
unavailable to us in our situation because there were no data for the learning environment in 
question since it was created for this present research. Moreover, fuzzy logic is better for 
performing the kind of human reasoning our research requires [118, 119] while machine 
learning and deep learning perform better in prediction and classification tasks [120-122]. 
 Statistical reasoning methods such as the Bayesian approaches were also considered to 
be less relevant to this present research than fuzzy logic because FL works better with data 
which presents the kind of uncertainty that our data does. Berenji [123] described uncertainty 
as "the lack of complete information." He also stated, "uncertainty may also reflect 
incompleteness, imprecision, missing information, or randomness in data and a process." 
[123]. FL can handle uncertainty, ambiguity and vagueness in data, and the presence of these 
in various kinds of real-life problems is a predictable situation [124, 125]. The study by 
Baraldi et al. [126], compared between Bayesian and FL approaches and found that FL can 
represent the uncertainty in input and output data better than Bayesian methods. Because of 
this strength, it was felt that FL was exactly what was needed for our framework — to 
represent the uncertainty in students’ input data and the uncertainty of assessment (output 
data).  
 In addition, FL supports translating expert knowledge into a computer processable 
form (FL rules) which is nevertheless understandable also by humans. Hence, teachers can 
readily adjust and add to these rules whenever needed.  All the above reasons led us to choose 
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fuzzy logic, over all other methods, as the inference technique to be used within our 
framework. 
Fuzzy Logic System 
Mendel [127] presented  an architecture for general-purpose fuzzy logic systems; it 







Figure 2-11: Fuzzy Logic System [127] 
a) Crisp input: it is the non-fuzzy data which generates the fuzzy inputs. 
b) Fuzzifier: it uses membership functions to convert the data (crisp values) into fuzzy 
values [127, 128]. A membership function (MF) is a curve by which a fuzzy set feature 
can be identified, giving each component a consistent membership degree or value. It 
links each element of the input to a membership value within a closed interval unit 
between 0 and 1 (Figure 2-12) [128].  
Figure 2-12: General Membership Function [128] 
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  There are five MF shapes in general: triangular, Gaussian, trapezoidal, sigmoidal and 
generalized bell membership functions [128]. Usually a single membership function 
will define one single fuzzy set, and many MFs are defined in order to process an input 
variable comprehensively. For instance, to represent temperature data input, the fuzzy 
input sets could be: too-cold, cold, warm, hot, and too-hot (Figure 2-13). 
Figure 2-13: Membership Functions for T (temperature) = too-cold, cold, warm, hot, too-
hot [129] 
c) Rules: fuzzy rules are established using various linguistic labels. These rules take the 
form of IF-THEN statements which define the relationships between the inputs and 
outputs that are to be used in the inference process [127].  
d) Inference: the inference mechanism calculates the required firing strength of each rule 
for each circumstance, so that it can be decided whether a rule is to be considered 
“fired” in response to a specific input, generating fuzzy output sets.  
e) Defuzzifier: this process converts the output of the inference into a numeric value. 
This is the process whereby the final output is determined, using a defuzzification 
technique. After completing the inference decision, the fuzzy number must be 
transformed into a “crisp” value; this process is called defuzzification.  
f) Crisp output: it produces the final output data. 
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The Application of Fuzzy Logic to Student Assessment 
Fuzzy logic has been applied in a number of learning environments in order to facilitate 
student learning and assessment. In [130], Subbotin and Voskoglou developed a new 
triangular fuzzy model (TFM) to assess the critical thinking skills of K12 students. Their 
model was based on the centre of gravity (COG) defuzzification technique. This fuzzy model 
replaced the rectangular membership functions of their previous COG model. The authors 
succeeded in solving cases where students’ scores were ambiguous in relation to the two 
grades (A and B) available. Their experiments were undertaken in Los Angeles schools and 
they were focused on connecting students’ CT skills with their language competencies.  
 Another example of using FL for the assessment of student performance is provided by 
the Yadav and Singh Fuzzy Expert System [118] which applied fuzzy inference mechanisms 
and rules to assess student academic performance. The authors proposed several approaches 
towards the creation of a practical technique for evaluating student academic performance 
using fuzzy logic methods. They compared their results with the classical statistical approach 
which is currently used in education. The statistical approach is based on mathematical rules 
for calculating learners’ scores and grades while the fuzzy logic approach provides great 
flexibility and reliability. They had two fuzzy scenarios: the fuzzy-1 scenario whereby the 
membership functions were the same for all the semester exam results looked at. In contrast, 
in the fuzzy-2 scenario, the quality of the membership functions was improved to work better 
for the second semester’s exam results. The study found that fuzzy logic is suitable for 
evaluating student performance in theoretical lessons and in lessons which used e-learning 
systems and not only for laboratory learning. However, the two scenarios looked at were 
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limited since they dealt only with students’ scores in semester exams and they did not assess 
any other aspects of learning such as learning skills or competencies.    
 FL has also been applied in online learning environments to create adaptive systems that 
change the content of interfaces, based on students’ skills and/or knowledge. In the research 
[131, 132], the authors created an adaptive virtual learning environment. They applied 
quantitative measures, via an FL approach, to the assessment of students’ learning of skills 
and then changed the content of the 3D environment based on the assessment results, giving 
the students a sense of one to one tutoring. The system which was developed provided 
customised materials for each type of student - to improve learning. A function was created 
which calculated the level of skill that a student had attained based on the number of errors, 
the time taken on tasks and the students’ test scores, and then they provided the student’s 
grade in terms of good, average or weak. In order to determine a student’s level, the system 
gave the students a test at the end of each learning unit. Then the result of this was input to 
the FL model so that it could make decisions about the content provided to each student. The 
following Figure 2-14 describe their system architecture. While the authors showed the 
proposed framework was effective, there were some limitations to their research. The 
function model that they developed accepts only three quantitative variables - number of 
errors, time and test scores - to calculate the level of skills acquired in the learning 
environment; however, other variables are required if one wants to obtain greater insight into 
the quantity and quality of skills that students learn.  
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Figure 2-14: System Architecture [131, 132] 
 In addition, the research [133] built personalised 3D-MUVEs based on its model of 
learners. The application which was developed as an integration of the three systems: 
OpenSim, Sloodle and Moodle. To evaluate the type (model) of the students, a fuzzy logic 
approach was applied. It was found that there were 16 types of learners based on their 
learning models and each type can be divided into three sub-types or levels: high, medium 
and low. Also, there were learning materials created specifically for each of these levels.  The 
fuzzy value (student type) was calculated from the answers to a questionnaire; from these 
answers, the specific student type of the respondent and their degree of membership (high, 
medium or low) was determined. However, the generation of the learning materials for this 
study was done manually, and this process should be automated if this kind of approach is to 
result in practical improvements to the learning environment. In addition, the evaluation of a 
student’s type was based on questions and answers, while students’ performance in the 
activities should also be evaluated when deciding on the learning material to be presented.  
 The study by Luis et al. [134] exhibits another example of the use of FL in learning. It 
suggests a model using expert systems including machine learning and fuzzy logic 
mechanisms for evaluating students’ non-verbal avatar activities within a collaborative 
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environment. The nonverbal interactions were looked at in order to understand the 
collaborative attributes which were being demonstrated: students’ individual characteristics 
such as influence or involvement, and the group’s characteristics such as cohesion - when 
completing a task. The research model was to analyse row data in log files using a multilayer 
process - data filtering, fuzzy classification, and then rule-based inference - in order to 
produce an assessment for each group. The study presented methods for managing, 
translating, analysing and inferring from data, using filtering, fuzzification and two semantic 
inference stages. The model was also able to apply customised rules, based on various 
different experts’ opinions and knowledge, to increase the efficacy of the rule-based stages 
as required and to add semantic layers to the outcomes. However, the study presented this 
work in its early stages and the analysis was performed offline after collecting log files from 
the user accounts — whilst evaluating students in real-time is important in order to provide 
students with instant feedback about their work. Also, as has been said, capturing users’ data 
without first identifying how this to be scored is not an effective process in terms of creating 
accurate assessments. According to Tesfazgi [100], it is better to build the learning 
environment from the start around the requirement to collect learning evidence and assess 
students’ learning in real-time. 
 Chrysafiadi and Virvou [135] created a model that examines students’ knowledge, 
applying a fuzzy logic approach in order to identify the knowledge level of each student (the 
topic being programming concepts) as users interacted with the environment. Their system 
was used by postgraduate students at the University of Piraeus to learn how to program in 
the C programming language. The authors evaluated the accuracy and effectiveness of this 
modelling of learners taking an online programming course. The authors argued that there 
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are no clear guidelines in the literature in terms of evaluating student models in relation to 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs), so they chose to apply well-known general evaluation 
methods to evaluate the fuzzy student model and to develop an accurate evaluation 
methodology. Thus the study chose to use Kirkpatrick’s model and the layered evaluation 
method [135] to validate the effectiveness of the system and demonstrate the efficacy of the 
system’s decision-making. The experiments involved separating the students into two 
groups, one group using the system without fuzzy logic and the other group using the system 
developed utilising FL. Subsequently, they gave the students questionnaires which asked 
about the effectiveness and adaptivity of the system. After performing their experiments and 
comparing the results, the researchers found that applying fuzzy logic in relation to a learners’ 
model can lead to the enhancement of the students’ performance and the system’s adaptivity. 
It also increases the validity of the system’s decisions. 
From all the previous work that has taken place, we can conclude that fuzzy logic is a 
significant and effective approach to evaluating and assessing students across a number of 
different learning environments. It is also well-suited to the purpose of our current research 
which seeks to use the idea of agents to produce a system that reasons in something like the 
same manner that a human being does.  
2.9. Summary of the Literature Review 
Numerous technologies which have emerged, such as immersive environments, have been 
designed to support and enhance learning experiences. 3D VWs provide examples of 
immersive learning environments that have been widely applied to connect scholars and 
educators, to provide many different kinds of activities, and to enable participants to access 
learning sessions remotely. These kinds of educational spaces are increasing in popularity 
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due to the many features that distinguish them from other online systems. They connect 
students in real-time and so enhance interactivity, exploration and engagement. Moreover, 
they facilitate the investigation of ideas, situations and places that cannot be accessed 
physically; they deliver learning processes; provide realism of interaction; enable discussions 
and activities around even the most complex of topics in a straightforward way with less cost. 
In addition, they facilitate collaborative learning which can help students to work with their 
peers, resulting in the improvement of learners’ knowledge and experience, generally.  
 The assessment of students is a critical aspect to consider when organising learning 
activities in 3D VW spaces. Learners acquire new information or skills while practising 
individual or collaborative activities. There is extensive coverage in the empirical literature 
of the merits of appraising students in real world classrooms; however, there is a lack of 
research concerning observing and assessing students in virtual worlds. Thus, this thesis aims 
to overcome this limitation, exploit the affordances of 3D virtual worlds and investigate the 
ways in which students can be assessed, in VWs, in order to enhance their learning 
effectiveness.  
 An advantage of virtual worlds is that they are able to capture details concerning students’ 
actions automatically, in a way that would not be possible in the real world. However, 
straightforward technologies used to collect learning evidence are not capable of tracing and 
capturing the entirety of a learner's knowledge and skills, so more sophisticated evidence 
collection methods are needed to record the real-time learning outcomes which are exhibited 
when learners behave collaboratively and to capture learners’ performance from the activities 
they engage in within 3D-VWs. Consequently, this study looks to MAS and FL methods to 
enhance learning assessment in such environments.  
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 MAS techniques provide greater services for users because agents, together, can solve 
problems, make decisions and communicate with each other. In addition, enabling the use of 
users’ data allows agents to manage or reason based on this information. Also, fuzzy logic is 
an important approach to the evaluating and assessing of students in different learning 
environments. Determining and assessing students’ learning and skills is not a 
straightforward task. Many factors that cannot be measured or observed directly must be 
taken into account. Students’ learning and skills are not fixed variables, evaluating them 
mean that it is necessary to deal with human subjectivity and uncertainty. Therefore, FL is 
well-suited to the purpose of our current research which seeks to use agents to produce a 
system that deals with uncertain values and reasoning in the same manner that a human 
would. This thesis describes a novel approach to assessing learning taking place in 
collaborative groups within 3D-VWs. It introduces a computational mechanism that extends 
the MAS method by combining software agents and user evaluation with FL technology to 
support the identification of learning evidence from collaborative activities. Such a 
computational framework can help to solve the issues that may occur when collecting 
learning evidence and assessing learning outcomes.  
 Therefore, the next chapter (Chapter 3) presents this computational framework - which 
can dynamically recognise users’ behaviour, collect learning evidence data and analyse 
events to measure the learning outcomes exhibited. This newly created framework is called 
Mixed Intelligent Virtual Observation (MIVO) which mixes various learning and 




3. Research Framework 
 
“You can observe a lot just by watching.” 
             —The philosopher Yogi Berra 
The literature review of Chapter 2 (section 2.6) concluded that work on observing and 
measuring online collaborative learning outcomes dynamically and on the fly within 3D 
virtual worlds is scarce. Also, it concluded that there is a need to find event detection methods 
which can dynamically collect learning evidence and analyse events in order to measure the 
quality and quantity of learning taking place. Such a mechanism could help to identify proof 
of learning in collaborative activities within immersive environments and correlate the 
evidence with the specific learning objectives in place in order to assess the overall outcomes 
of the learning processes. Gardner and Elliott [13] stated that “learning within technology 
creates a pedagogical shift that requires teachers to think about measuring outcomes in non-
traditional ways”. As a result - by looking at the learning theories; the assessment and 
observation frameworks; and the multi-agent and inference approaches available (see 
Chapter 2) - we have been able to propose a Mixed Intelligent Virtual Observation conceptual 
framework (MIVO), as mentioned in our papers [136] [137]. This framework combines both 
learning and computational elements for the purpose of observing and evaluating 
collaborative learning in VWs. It consists of many components: user interface, pedagogical 
unit, virtual observation, inferencing, a data unit and assessment presentation (Figure 3-1). 
These components are discussed individually in the following section.  
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3.1. Conceptual Framework  
User Interface 






















Figure 3-1: Mixed Intelligent Virtual Observation Conceptual Framework for Collaborative 
Learning Environments (MIVO)  
3.1.1. User Interface  
This element concerns who the users are and their roles in the learning environment. Users 
can be either learners or instructors, and the form of user interface displayed to them is based 
on their identities and roles. Instructors could have a customisable interface that allows them 
to design learning activities. Moreover, they can view learners’ assessments and portfolios 
in order to evaluate their (the learners’) performances and review their work.  
From the learners' viewpoint, the user interface enables them to interact with the 
environment and with other students’ avatars. All learner participants may work together on 
the simulation learning activities available in the 3D environment. They can participate in 
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the activities, evaluate other learners, obtain learning feedback from the system and view 
their own portfolios. 
3.1.2. Pedagogical Unit 
The pedagogical unit used here consists of three components: the learning framework, the 
learning task and the environment within which the collaborative learning practices will 
take place.  
• Learning Framework: When designing learning activities for virtual worlds it is 
important to base them on a well-known learning framework. In the pedagogical unit, 
teachers can specify the learning framework that should be followed in order to 
accomplish the learning objectives.   Moreover, teachers can specify the observation 
criteria whereby student learning can be evaluated. A number of different learning 
frameworks have been developed, such as Bloom’s taxonomy which describes the levels 
of learning objectives as a hierarchy [138]. Bloom’s taxonomy is as follows: knowledge, 
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Another example of 
learning frameworks is the Mayes and Fowler framework [139] which defines the 
learning stages of courseware: conceptualization, construction and dialogue. Section 3.3 
details the learning framework that has been applied in this research.  
•  Learning task: The learning task defines the learning scenarios and activities that can 
be performed by students in the learning environment. This task can be planned in 
advance and then adjusted by teachers. Some online learning systems have used the 
Instructional Management System (IMS) learning design [140] to support the production, 
design and sharing of online learning activities - that learners can work on within e-
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learning sessions. IMS also allows teachers to describe the structure of the learning 
objects, including the learning objectives, activities, tasks, and learning outcomes. 
• The learning environment: This is the environment that facilitates students to 
collaborate together to undertake the learning activities designed by the instructors. A 
learning environment may be immersive such as those represented by virtual worlds 
generally are, support collaborative learning and enable individual students to interact 
with their peers in ways which will allow them to develop new skills and share 
knowledge. Virtual worlds encourage students to engage with each other in ways that 
improve teamwork and decision-making by bringing them together in real-time [85]. 
Sharing ideas and knowledge between group members can help individuals to gain a 
better understanding of complex phenomena and the relationships between learning 
objects [3].  
3.1.3. Virtual Observation  
The observation unit determines the methods which are to be used to observe and evaluate 
students taking part in the virtual world. It encompasses two subsidiary models: the 
observation agents and the observation lenses models. In the following sub-sections, these 
models are briefly introduced - then 3.2 explains the usage of these models in relation to this 
research.  
• Observation Agents: This defines the agents required to monitor students and observe 
their progress in the learning environment. The model describes the mechanism which 
will be used for collecting data in the VWs - to better understand the learning outcomes 
of groups and individuals. Multi-agent systems consist of several agents who act 
independently by using inputs from the environment to produce actions as outputs. The 
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nature of these agents mostly dictates that they have specific tasks and capabilities. All 
the agents here have a shared goal, which is to provide learning data, but the differences 
between them reside in the fact that each agent sees and records the events which emerge 
from the collaborative activities based on their particular abilities. At the same time, all 
the agents collaborate together to achieve one goal and that is the capturing of learning 
evidence that supports the evaluation of learner performance. More details about the 
agents’ model are given in section 3.2.1.  
• Observation Lenses: The lenses determine how the data captured by agents can be 
analysed. It was seen that the literature has generally concluded that observing students 
in classrooms requires the consideration of numerous criteria, aspects and frames in order 
to acquire sufficient insights into the students' learning and so be able to improve the 
quality of their education. According to the observation framework [44], teachers can 
adopt particular ‘lenses’ in order to evaluate and observe students. So, to do this in VWs, 
the observation framework is designed and utilised to evaluate that which can be 
monitored in these environments. For example, the learning interactions lens, which is a 
“frame” or “lens” of the observation framework [44], looks at what social interactions 
take place between students in the classroom and evaluates the environmental 
interactions which occur between the students and their surroundings. Another lens that 
may be utilised is the student success lens; this assesses students’ success by counting the 
number of correct answers, the number of these which have been reinforced or 
acknowledged, and the number of delayed corrections. Based on the assessment 
requirements and objectives of the learning activities, educators can adopt any of the 
observation lenses available and employ them in the classroom. This research has 
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extended the use of these lenses by employing them in non-physical, 3D virtual 
environments in order to observe students’ learning and assess this. More details 
concerning the immersive environment lenses can be found in section 3.2.2. 
3.1.4. Inferencing 
This item consists of two components: the inference mechanism and inference rules.  
• Inference mechanism: It is necessary to adopt an inference method in order to make sense 
of the data collected by the observation agents. Such can be used to discover relationships 
between the data and its meaning in order to infer further evidence of learning. It will 
also facilitate the making of decisions regarding the assessment of students and their 
performances.  
• Inference rules: The inference rules analyse and return conclusions about their data. They 
can translate the conditions returned by the observation lenses and also transfer the human 
experts’ communications concerning their student evaluations – both into a logical form 
- so that the system can perform in the same way as a human expert.  
Applying an inference mechanism and rules is essential to our observation framework. 
Chapter 5 details the inference method used in this research.   
3.1.5. Data Unit 
The data unit consists of a data manager and its repositories. The data manager controls the 
moving of data to/from the learning environment and other units. The immersive 
environment frequently generates data yielded from users and agents, and these data are 
subsequently sent to the data unit to be saved in a repository so that they can be processed to 
generate assessment scores. Also, the data is transferred to/from the inference unit when 
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necessary. After the data is processed, it is sent to the assessment presentation unit and hence 
presented to users so that they can view student performance.  
3.1.6. Assessment Presentation  
The last unit contained in the MIVO framework is the assessment presentation. This describes 
how the learning outcomes are presented, for the purpose of demonstrating the assessments 
of individuals and groups, to both instructors and learners. Via the evidence gathered by 
agents and the inference methods applied, the observation model facilitates the analysis of 
the learning outcomes from the activities and from the correlation of these with the learners’ 
feedback. This unit is also responsible for the representation of the assessment feedback via 
dashboards – which show when performance is high and when it is low. These dashboards 
can be accessible to the users (both instructors and students) so that group and the individual 
evaluations can be made. Furthermore, this unit underlies the presentation of the evidence of 
learning through video snaps that map video recordings to the timestamps of items of 
evidence. All these evidence can then be correlated to the learners’ portfolios and gathered 
for further educational purposes. One way of assessing the students' learning is via their 
learning portfolios. A student's portfolio is an assemblage of work and linked materials that 
represent accomplishments and activities. The portfolios can contain learning evidence, self-
evaluations, the strategies used (by the student) to choose content and indicate standards by 
which to evaluate the quality of the work [141]. The goal is to gather evidence that 
demonstrates the learners’ skills, talents, capabilities and achievements. Thus, through the 
assessment presentation unit, students can build their online portfolios, and these will 
enhance the learning affordances of the immersive environment and facilitate the 
visualisation of learning evidence and outcomes.    
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3.2. The Virtual Observation Conceptual Models 
The MIVO framework was proposed as a comprehensive system for observing students who 
are using online immersive learning. The most important component of the framework, and 
the contribution of this research, is the construction of the models which facilitate the 
observation and assessment of collaborative learners using online immersive environments. 
Therefore, the focus of this research is on this, the virtual observation unit, which in turn 
consists of the observation lenses and the observation agents. The following sections explain 
the methods used for each model and how this present research utilises them in the immersive 
environment.  
3.2.1. The Agents Model - Mixed Agents Model (MixAgent)  
The virtual observation model maps between the observation of learners (to assess how they 
perform) in conventional classroom settings and such observations made in 3D-VWs. It 
dictates that there be a way of combining computational agents in order to replicate how an 
instructor would monitor her or his students and observe progress in a classroom setting. This 
research demonstrates a mechanism whereby data relevant to this purpose can be collected 
in VWs - to better understand the learning outcomes of groups and individuals. In order to 
record learning events, and overcome some of the limitations discussed in the literature 
review, the MAS method is extended by adding ‘natural’ agents to the software agents. These 
natural agents consist of the learners taking part in the tasks. In the MixAgent model (Figure 
3-2), the data from the agents are sent to the inferencing system to identify the learning 
evidence they contain and so to assess the learning being achieved by each student. The 
MixAgent model was first introduced in our study [142] and subsequently it was discussed in 
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detail in [143] [137]. The following section describes the capabilities of the agents, including 





























Figure 3-2: Mixed Agents Model (MixAgent). 
Abbreviations: SA = software agent; NA = natural agent. 
a. Software Agents (SA): When a user has received authorisation for the virtual world, a 
software agent (SA) is assigned to them. SAs are able to monitor the activities of 
individuals in real-time, collect information about learning events and send data to be 
saved in the repositories – so that it can be transferred to the inference system. Such an 
agent may also be called a user agent as mentioned in [111, 144], however, we chose to 
call it “software agent” to differentiate it from the following kind of agent.  
b. Natural Agents (NA): In this study, we expand the idea of multi-agents from its original 
conception – of being only concerned with software agents - to include human agents. 
The learners’ own intelligence should not be ignored as a means of producing better 
learning evidence for evaluation. For this reason, learners are regarded as natural agents 
who, among other things, can monitor the behaviour of other learner avatars and produce 
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action output which represents evidence about learners’ performance. Thus, they can 
behave in a similar way to software agents which observes users’ actions and can provide 
information about those users’ learning outcomes as output. Natural agents can assist in 
measuring the quality of learning outcomes; such measurements or evaluations can be 
difficult to achieve when relying solely on automated approaches. 
Such agents are employed via a process of peer evaluation; this is particularly suitable 
in relation to group exercises [34] and can provide insights that conventional technology 
would struggle to pick up on [90]. The learners can rate the skills and qualities of the 
performance of other learners within the group setting. When learners are working 
together on assigned tasks, they are enabled to rate each other’s performance via a rating 
tool. These quantitative scores are compiled and are then transferred to the system for 
reasoning. The data from the NA is recorded in the repositories and then the system uses 
them in the inference system.  
 Agents are given common objectives and they are then asked to collaborate in real-time so 
that data can be amassed and then be transferred for inferencing. To make sense of the data 
collected by the agents, one basis on which to build the inference system was fuzzy logic, 
and this was the basis used here. Once the data is collected from both types of agents and 
placed in the repositories, it can be analysed using inference rules in order to shed light on 
the performance of individual learners. Fuzzy logic methods can handle multiple values and 
perform human-like reasoning, going someway to providing a unified vision of agency 
within the agents’ model. Also, using such method can act as a bridge between agents 
operating in the learning environment, so the data collected from agents can be analysed by 
employing fuzzy logical rules that are of use in retrieving learning evidence. Applying 
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inferencing facilitates reasoning from the data which has been accumulated and enables the 
acquisition of more meaning from these data, gathered by each agent; the inferences made 
will help later when making decisions regarding the assessment of students and the 
improvements (or lack thereof) in their profiles. Chapter 5 provides more details on the fuzzy 
logic reasoning employed by the system in relation to practice in the research prototype.   
3.2.2. Observation Lenses Model (The OLens Model) 
The OLens model determines how the data captured by the agents can be analysed. The 
literature reviewed generally concluded that to observe students in classrooms, educators 
should consider numerous criteria, aspects and frames in order to gain more insight into the 
students' learning and so be in a position to improve their education. However, not all the 
learning outcomes and skills mentioned in Chapter 2 can be easily observed and identified in 
immersive environments. For example, creative thinking, body language and emotions are 
significant aspects that evidence the quality of learning taking place, but it would be very 
problematic to record and evaluate them in relation to virtual spaces.  
 Depending on the observation framework [44] used, we employed differing ‘lenses’ to 
the research model and extended them for use in 3D-VWs in order to evaluate what could be 
monitored in these environments. The OLens model defines the granularity levels employed 
when observing students and recording evidence of collaborative learning: from high-level 
to low-level observation (Figure 3-3). This Olens model was introduced and discussed in our 
papers [136] [137] [145]. 
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Figure 3-3: Observation Lenses Model (OLens Model) 
1. The Events Detection Lens  
This refers to ‘arms-length’ observations, such as when a teacher observes collaboration 
between students without paying great attention to what is occurring in relation to a specific 
task. In the virtual world, this equates to recording a sequence of events without making any 
attempt to interpret these processes. This lens is providing the interface to the other OLens 
layers and it is structuring the events data so that this can then be analysed by the other layers. 
The aim is to acquire the details of all implicit and explicit learning events relating to the 
students. This implies the recording of actions and the storage of user logs for use with other 
lenses where greater attention is paid to analysing and interpreting learner actions.  
 In consequence, the MixAgent model illustrated previously is employed by the Event 
Detection Lens because it facilitates the detection of the learning events in real-time and the 
accumulation of evidence of learning in order to grade how students perform in terms of 
quality and quantity when participating in virtual worlds. Software agents automatically 
observe how students behave, capturing their behaviour events in system logs and converting 
evidence of actions into data that can be stored in an underlying repository. Students perform 
the role of natural agents; each student is able to observe the quality of their peers’ 
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performance and provide their opinion on each other’s performance and skills. These data 
are also stored in the repository, and the data gathered by both the natural and the software 
agents are subsequently interpreted within the OLens model. The inference system interprets 
the data, inferring how each individual user is performing. Crucial learning evidence can be 
identified based on these inferences, and this can lead to a clarification of the relationship 
between the data and its underlying meaning. (In this context this is the associated learning 
performance of each user.) 
2. Learning Interactions Lens 
More thorough observations are made by this lens. Its purview includes observations of social 
interactions between students and the environmental interactions between the students and 
the virtual world. Not only do these observations relate to the quantity of interactions but also 
to their qualities; thus making it possible to infer which students are making the most valuable 
contribution to the group. The number of interactions is recorded, in terms of the number of 
interactions by each individual and also the number of interactions by the group as a whole.  
 Since this lens focuses on more thorough observations, it needs to query the data amassed, 
in order to evaluate each participants’ interaction when engaging in the immersive 
environment. Table 3-1 below offers examples of the quantity and quality indicators that can 
be used to assess the contributions of participants and their interactions with other students 
in the virtual world.  
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Table 3-1: Interactions Indicators 
3. Students’ Success Lens 
Teachers are able to observe and assess individual learners within real world classrooms; this 
lens extends this behaviour to the virtual world. Success can be interpreted as the ratio of 
correct to incorrect responses that learners provide to a series of exercises, questions or 
assignments [44]. Therefore, the success lens aims to mimic the ability of teachers in the real 
world to evaluate the learners’ success via their (the learners’) responses. Table 3-2 below 
provides examples of the indicators that can be used to determine the success of a group or 






Table 3-2: Task Success Indicators 
4. Performance Outcomes Lens 
Using this lens, learners are observed in greater detail in order to identify the results of them 
taking part in learning activities. There are various types of performance outcomes that can 
be assessed. That is to say, performance outcomes can be interpreted as what a student knows, 
 Quantity Indicators Quality Indicator 
Individual 
 
-The volume of communications and 
actions of a student. 
 
-The average rating scores for a 
student, as received from other 
members, re the quality of interactions.  
Group 
-The sum of all the communications 
and actions undertaken by all the 
members of a group.  
-The average rating score relating to all 
members of one group, concerning the 
quality of the interactions.  
 Quantity Indicator Quality Indicator 
Individual 
 
The number of completed/ 
incomplete tasks relating to an 
individual. 
The average rating scores 
concerning the quality of a 
student’s work when completing 
a task.  
Group 
The number of completed/ 
incomplete tasks attempted by the 
group. 
The average of the quality rating 
scores relating to the members of 
the group.  
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understands, or can do to perform a learning task [146]. As such, these outcomes relate to the 
student’s overall knowledge, skill and competence levels. It is possible to interpret student 
data in order to evaluate certain skills and competencies. This lens goes beyond merely 
counting the number of correct answers and instead provides a summative evaluation of the 
quality and quantity of performance outcomes. Multi-user virtual environments (MUVE) are 
usually used for collaborative learning exercises and, therefore, due consideration should be 
given to the participants’ collaborative skills. There are a number of distinct collaborative 
skills which can be examined, such as leadership, communication, creative conflict and the 
maintenance of trust [147]. Table 3-3 offers instances of learning outcome indicators that can 
be used for evaluating the skills of individuals by this lens.    
 Quantity Indicator Quality Indicator 
Individual 
 
The quantitative element of a 
student’s collaborative skill - such as 
participation and/or communication. 
The student rating scores of the 
collaborative skills related to 
qualities such as negotiation and 
reasonability.  
Group 
The sum and/or average of the above 
quantitative element, relating to all 
the members of the group. 
The sum and/or average of such 
scores, relating to all the members 
of the group. 
Table 3-3: Performance Outcomes Indicators 
 Each level on the OLens is explored to determine how physical observation can be 
simulated in immersive environments. These frames should measure the individual's and the 
group's performance and the quality and quantity of each learning outcome. In effect, using 
the OLens facilitates the measurement of student performance across a variety of learning 
outcomes. The next chapter (Chapter 4) provides more details about the research prototype 
that was developed to implement the OLens and MixAgent models.  
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3.3. Learning Framework 
When dealing with learning activities in immersive environments, it is very important to have 
a learning model that can assist in designing and organising learning activities within such 
spaces. It is essential to follow a learning framework in order to build student activities. One 
of the well-known learning frameworks is the Mayes and Fowler framework [139].  Mayes 
and Fowler introduced an important courseware framework for identifying the cycle of 
learning phases (Figure 3-4) [139]. The identification of these phases helps us to understand 
the steps that a learning process goes through and enables us to comprehend how to structure 
learning activities which are based on the use of technology. The learning cycle processes 
are as follows: conceptualisation, construction and dialogue [139]. The acknowledgement of 
these stages can assist in organising learning activities which are to take place in a virtual 
environment as follows:  
Figure 3-4: A Framework for Understanding Courseware [139] 
• Conceptualisation: This relates to the learner’s first communication with other 
users’ concepts. It includes the first contact between the student’s own framework of 
understanding and a new explanation from others. In terms of the learning activities, 
instructors first briefly explain to the students the collaborative environment and the 
tasks that they need to complete. 
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• Construction: This denotes the procedure of combining and creating concepts for 
use when undertaking meaningful practical tasks. Usually, these are tasks like 
writing essays, laboratory activities, programming projects, etc. The results of this 
process are products such as notes, essays, programs or laboratory reports. In the 
learning activities they have chosen to involve themselves with, the learners will start 
to work together to solve the tasks.   
• Dialogue: At this stage, conceptualisations are verified by testing and are developed 
through discussions between educators and learners and between learners and their 
peers.  
We designed the learning activities in the immersive environment which were based on 
the Mayes and Fowler framework; more details about the learning tasks will be given later 
in Chapter 6, section (6.4.2).  
3.4. The Elements of MIVO 
This conceptual framework has been created in order to support the observation of 
collaborative groups in 3D virtual environments. In order to assess collaborative learning 
activities, the following elements should be taken into account when utilising the MIVO 
framework: 
• Environment - this refers to the learning space that users perform within, this can 
also be designated as the 3D virtual simulation or virtual reality space. 
• The learning design - this refers to the type of learning that the students are going to 
receive (formal or informal), and the learning tasks, objectives, and learning 
outcomes that the instructors/teachers must construct. 
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• Collaboration - this refers to the number of users who will participate in the learning 
task - two learners or more. It also refers to the collaboration procedure and the 
communication tool which can be employed for communication between learners.  
• Agents - this refers to the types of agent that will be utilised in the environment in 
order to collect the evidence of learning. 
• Context - this refers to the data and evidence which is observed by agents: actions, 
conversations, movements or answers. 
• Inferencing – this refers to the inference method that is applied to make sense of the 
data collected by the observation agents and to enable decision making regarding 
student assessment.  
• Assessment - this refers to the assessment indicators and lenses defined by the 
educators in order to evaluate individual and group performance. 
• Assessment presentation – this denotes the presentation of the feedback derived from 
the system. This could be instant feedback, summative feedback at the end of the 
learning activity, or it could be in the form of learning portfolios wherein learning 
evidence has been collected.  
3.5. Chapter Summary 
Chapter 3 introduced the novel conceptual framework, the Mixed Intelligent Virtual 
Observation framework (MIVO), which combines learning and computational elements in 
order to support the observation of, and the evaluation of, collaborative learning in immersive 
environments. The framework comprises six components: the user interface, the pedagogical 
unit, the virtual observation, inferencing, the data unit and the assessment presentation. In 
particular, this chapter has focused on the virtual observation model which includes two 
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significant components: the MixAgent and the OLens models. The MixAgent model defines 
all the types of agents which can be used to recognise events in real-time – to gather learning 
evidence and assess student performance in collaborative learning environments. It also 
utilises a fuzzy reasoning approach as a mechanism to combine the generated data from the 
agents and infer the learning outcomes which have been achieved as a result of the 
collaborative activities.  
In addition, the OLens model comprises four lenses; these lenses appraise the learners’ 
performance from a variety of perspectives. OLens provides the granularity levels and the 
details of what it is possible to observe and assess in VWs. It also specifies the learning 
evidence which can be derived from collaborative learning and identifies the indicators 
whereby the learners can be assessed (in relation to each lens). First, the definition of the 
event detection lens identifies the methods for gathering information about events by the 
automated and the natural agents - to mimic teacher observations which take place from a 
high level of generality. Secondly, the learning interactions lens concerns the environmental 
and social interactions between learners and the virtual world. Thirdly, the students’ success 
lens focuses on the degree to which students have succeeded in doing collaborative tasks. 
Finally, the performance outcomes lens mimics the more detailed kind of teachers’ 
observations which can examine more thoroughly the results of learning activities. Many 
types of learning outcomes can be assessed but this research evaluates, in particular, certain 
collaborative skills and competencies. 
It is important to monitor the progress being made by individual students in order to 
confirm whether or not their learning objectives are being achieved. Moreover, this 
monitoring process may inform the instructor about any improvements that could be made in 
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relation to the collaborative learning task itself. For these reasons, the MIVO components 
have been applied in a 3D virtual environment as a proof-of-concept prototype to provide 
superior insight into the application of the models.  
Accordingly, the next chapter (Chapter 4) provides further details regarding how these 
lenses and agents can be applied in practice in virtual worlds. It also offers a number of 
examples to illustrate how the pedagogical lenses can be implemented in order to gauge the 
performance of students in virtual worlds. 
Chapter 4 
4. Mixed Intelligent Virtual Observation Prototype 
"The computer is incredibly fast, accurate, and stupid. Man is incredibly slow, 
inaccurate, and brilliant. The marriage of the two is a force beyond calculation." 
—Albert Einstein 
 
The previous chapter introduced the conceptual framework to be used for this research and 
the research models that have been created for it, aimed at observing collaborative learning 
activities which take place in immersive environments. This chapter describes the 
experimental work relating to the creation of the proof-of-concept prototype. The chapter 
also discusses the practical work which has been carried out within the learning environment, 
incorporating the research models via three experimental phases. The first phase was to 
develop a 3D virtual world which incorporated evidence collection agents. The second phase 
was to implement the observation rules which were to be used; these are based on the OLens 
model. This was connected with the system agents so that the lenses could then be examined.  
The third phase was to use this constructed virtual observation system to observe 
collaborative learning activities and then to construct the assessment presentation unit, 
including the feedback dashboard interface.  
4.1. Phase 1: The Implementation of the 3D Virtual Environment with Agents 
 The first phase comprised of creating the learning environment interfaces to enable users to 
practice collaborative activities. This phase also involved implementing the agents in the 
MixAgent model to collect learning evidence and assess students’ performance. 
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4.1.1. The 3D Virtual Environment  
To illustrate how the OLens model can be applied in practice, we have used the Interreality 
Portal [52]. This is a 3D VW created at the University of Essex as a PhD project. The 
Interreality Portal was originally developed in order to allow students to engage in 
collaborative learning activities; the subject area within this system operates the use of 
embedded systems in smart homes. This learning environment was created using Unity9, a 
cross-platform game engine that can be used to build 2D and 3D VWs including multi-user 
games; the environment also supports JavaScript and C# routines. Unity3D was used because 
of its flexibility and its functionality in terms of creating a virtual world. 
The Interreality Portal is an ideal platform for supporting collaborative learning 
endeavours; it requires participants to become involved in ‘hands-on’ learning activities. The 
original portal uses a 3D BuzzBox model (Figure 4-1) which has various sensors and 
actuators, together simulating a smart house. Typically, students are required to engage with 
their fellow participants in programming the actuators and sensors by establishing IF-THEN-
ELSE rules in real-time. To do so, they are provided with access to a collaborative 
programming board and a number of icons; each of the latter represents either a part of the 
IF-THEN-ELSE rule or a sensor or actuator (Figure 4-1). 
 
9 https://unity3d.com/ 
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Figure 4-1:Graphical User Interface (GUI)  – InterReality Portal [52] 
 
Figure 4-2: The BReal Lab [52] 
The virtual BuzzBox was designed as a simulation of the real-world BuzzBox for the 
research purposes described in [52] (see Figure 4-2). However, in this present research, to 
maximise the affordances of the 3D virtual world and engage students more thoroughly in 
the learning activity, we exchanged the virtual BuzzBox model with a smart house model. 
Replacing the 3D BuzzBox model with this newly designed virtual 3D house helped users to 
immerse themselves more thoroughly in the virtual world.  Users can view their avatars 
acting inside a virtual smart house and they can control the house’s appliances. This graphical 
simulation also assists students to understand the important concept of smart house sensors 
and actuators, especially participants who were not from the computer science department.  
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The 3D model of the smart home was designed using 3D Sketchup Warehouse10 and then 
imported to the learning environment (the InterReality Portal). The necessary alterations to 
the virtual world were made by changing the game scripts. Virtual sensor values such as 
home temperature, light level and avatar distance are displayed to participants so that they 
can use these in managing the home appliances. These latter are controlled by various virtual 
actuators, distributed around the environment in order to make the learning activities more 
realistic. The virtual actuators are to control LEDs, lights, heaters, fans and sound systems. 
The presence of these sensors and actuators enabled the students to create and run programs 
and then see the effects that these programs had on the virtual home’s devices. Figure 4-3 
illustrates the 3D modelling of the smart home. 
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The Virtual Observation Portal Interface  
After modifying the virtual world in order to make the learning activity more enjoyable for 
the student participants and creating mechanisms to track these participants, we re-named the 
virtual world “Observe Portal” since, within it, the students are observed and assessed by the 
environment. When users initiate the system, a login window is then displayed so that they 
can enter their names and connect with the game server (Figure 4-4).  
Figure 4-4: Login Window 
The following window (Figure 4-5) is then activated; this enables the user to choose an 
avatar type (teacher or student) and create a new learning session or, alternatively, to join a 
session which has already been created.  




Figure 4-5: Session Window 
 Joining an existing session assists student participants in starting to learn how to perform 
tasks within the VW. The GUI contains the same programming board and services window 
as does the Interreality Portal. This GUI also includes a modified chat window that students 
can use to communicate with each other while they are performing tasks (Figure 4-6). The 
chat window has new (i.e., added for the new portal) buttons that permit students to classify 
their sentences; this facility helps in evaluating their communication skills and is explained 
later in Chapter 5 (section 5.4). Moreover, another new feature has been added to the 
interface, called the rating tool; this tool enables each student to rate the performance of the 
other participants (those in the same session/group), see Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6: Observe Portal Interface 
 In addition, expert participants can join the learning session as teachers to observe and 
assess students while they are collaborating together (Figure 4-7). 
 
Figure 4-7: The Teacher Observes the Students in Observe Portal 
 The technology also monitors the actions of each participant and accumulates details of 
events which have been triggered; information about such events is saved into the repository. 
As the students complete various tasks, the virtual platform automatically stores evidence of 
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their learning and evaluates each individual’s actions. As soon as a task is completed, the 
participants are presented with a dashboard giving details of how they and their group 
performed, summarising their performance and what has been learnt. Recorded videos of 
each student’s work are also available so that their performance can be compared with the 
provided assessments. Student assessment and the associated dashboards are explained in 
detail in section (4.3).   
4.1.2. Mixed Agents (MixAgent) Implementation 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a combination of software agents and natural agents (human 
users) are employed in the MixAgent model. Software agents automatically observe how 
students behave, capturing their behavioural events in system logs, and so converting actions 
into data that can be stored in an underlying repository. Students perform the role of natural 
agents. They appraise other students and accumulate implicit evidence that could not 
otherwise be easily determined via a purely technological approach [90]. Each student can 
observe the quality of their peers’ performance and provide their opinion on each other’s 
collaborative skills.  
Natural Agents (NA)  
In order to employ the natural agent (NA) concept in practice and allow students to provide 
their evaluation of other students in relation to the learning environment, a rating tool was 
developed (Figure 4-8). The rating tool is intended to assist students in rating the quality of 
their peers’ performance in terms of their activities working on the learning tasks. The tool 
has a simple design and is based on a scale of three performance levels: low, middle and 
high. Low performance is coded in the system as a zero (the student does not receive any 
score), middle performance is coded as one (the student acquires just one point) and high 
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performance equals two (the student obtains two points). Within the VW, the display 
related to this tool appears behind each student; however, users cannot see how others are 
rating them.  
Figure 4-8: Natural Agent Rating Tool 
 All the ratings entered are captured from the instances of the rating tools in real-time and 
sent to the repository. A class script in C# has been created to manage the NA tool. The rating 
data are sent to the server so that they can be saved into the database which is controlled 
separately. Then, these data are used to perform calculations and analyses at runtime so that 
the quality of performance of each user can be determined. NA data which is stored in the 
repository is subsequently interpreted by the OLens model.  
Software Agents (SA) 
When a user signs into the virtual world, a software agent (SA) is assigned to them. The SA 
monitors the student’s activities in real-time. It is basically a C# class that observes any new 
events triggered in the system by the user, then dynamically sends information relating to 
these events to be recorded in the repositories in the server.   
 All the agents work towards the same goals, interacting in real-time to accumulate data 
which can subsequently be used in an inference mechanism. We applied a fuzzy logic method 
to amalgamate the data produced by both the natural and the automated agents — in order to 
Rating Tool 
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make decisions about students’ performance and assess them. Chapter 5 presents more detail 
about the fuzzy logic systems created for assessing students.  
4.1.3. System Architecture   
The system architecture developed for the research prototype for the purposes of supporting 
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Figure 4-9: Observe Portal — System Architecture  
These components of the system architecture implemented the elements of the MIVO 
conceptual framework (Chapter 3); the system architecture is divided into client and 
server elements as follows: 
a) Client 
• 3D Virtual World (Learning Environment): Includes, first, the login system 
interface which identifies the learners and teachers, and what roles the user can 
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fulfil. These roles can then be played out in the virtual 3D environment. For 
instance, students are free to engage with their peers in order to achieve 
educational goals and also to appraise each other’s progress. Teachers use the 
same interface to observe the educational activities being undertaken, and they 
can see the students’ evaluations at the end of each session.  
• MixAgent: This is the set of observation agents that was mentioned earlier in 
relation to the MIVO framework. The students’ actions are automatically 
observed by software agents in real-time. In addition, the students perform the 
role of natural agents by rating how well their fellow students perform. This 
insight data will be used in the subsequent evaluation processes and so it is sent 
to the data manager to be stored. 
• Data Manager: This is part of the data unit which is included in the MIVO 
conceptual framework. The data manager has access to all of the data produced, 
retrieving it from the repositories as required. Client agents submit data via the 
data manager, and these data are subsequently sent to the server and stored in the 
repositories. Similarly, the data manager is responsible for transferring data to and 
from the fuzzy logic system when necessary.  
• Fuzzy Logic System: This is the inferencing mechanism that is employed in the 
research prototype and mentioned in MIVO framework.  This model processes the 
raw data in order to derive outputs which are usable for evaluation purposes. This 
process involves fuzzification, inferencing and defuzzification activities. This 
fuzzy system also contains the rules that execute the conditions provided by the 
OLens frames within the MIVO framework.  
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• Assessment Presentation: This is the assessment interface which displays the 
students’ performance evaluation to teachers and learners. It illustrates the 
assessment feedback via dashboards, showing when performance is high and 
when it is low. Furthermore, the interface can provide the students with video 
recordings of themselves — to themselves and others. Thus, the students' work 
can be reviewed.  
b) Server 
The server is a component of the data unit within the MIVO conceptual framework. It 
includes the data storage and the elements required to process these data. The 
implementation of the server was carried out using SmartFoxServer X2 (SFS2X)11. SFS2X 
is a platform optimized for online and multiplayer games. It offers an API for connecting 
several clients to a server. The server also includes repositories that store data in real-
time, accumulating details about events and the actions of participants. The repository 
contains a MySQL12 database which can be used to save users data. MySQL is a relational 
database management system (RDBMS) for online systems. To connect the client 
Unity3D with the database security, PHP scripts were developed and MAMP PRO13 was 
used to make the connection on the server side (Figure 4-9). Furthermore, web server 
requests are triggered via WWW classes in Unity. MAMP PRO is a combination of web 
server software systems, including PhpMyAdmin, Php, MySQL and Apache. Every time 
a new session is created on the server, the group and individual data are stored in the 
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Figure 4-10 represents the user interactions and the information flows which exist in 
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Figure 4-10: Observe Portal Interaction Diagram 
 The next section (4.1.4) defines the data and the events for which such data will be 
saved in the server. 
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4.1.4. Events and Data 
In our prototype, the ability to capture events which occur in the virtual world is important 
because the assessment decisions about learners are based on the data concerning these 
learners and events.  This section describes the events data the system captures and saves in 
the database.  Also, it describes the assessment data that are produced by the system to be 
used in the assessment presentations. Figure 4-11 presents the MySQL database tables that 



































































Figure 4-11: Observe Portal Relational Database Structure 
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• User events (User_Log Table): user events are captured by the system by saving 
information concerning all the user actions that occur in the learning environment; 
these events include: the virtual object used, the user activity, the service used and 
the time of each action. These data are saved onto the user_log table in the database 
(Figure 4-11); this has the following fields: user_id, user_name, id_activity, 
action_type, service, ip_address, date_time.   
The reason for capturing these events is to use them in assessing the level of student 
interaction with the learning environment; this relates to the ‘Learning Interactions’ 
lens. 
• Program events (Program_Log Table): these events are saved in the program_log 
table, shown in Figure 4-11. This table stores all the programs created by the students. 
The system saves the following data:  user_id, program, message, ip_address, time.   
The recording of these events is essential in order to facilitate the evaluation of 
student task success - which is part of the third lens ‘Task Success’.   
• Chat events (Chat_Logs Table): these constitute all the interactions that occur 
between students via the chat windows. These events are stored in the chat_logs table 
(Figure 4-11). This table stores the following data:  user_id, room, chat, button_id, 
ip_address, time.  The chat logs are saved in the repository to facilitate the evaluation 
of students interactions with their colleagues in the learning sessions; this is part of 
the second lens ‘Learning Interactions’. Furthermore, saving these events contributes 
to the assessing of learner collaborative skills.  
• Rating events (Evaluation_Log Table): the rating data that a user produces when 
occupied in the learning tasks, aimed at rating the other student(s) who are working 
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collaboratively with her/him, are stored in the evaluation_log table (Figure 4-11). 
This table stores the following data: session_id, evaluator_id, evaluatee_id, points, 
time. These data are used as the natural agent data and are used in the system to assess 
the student’s level of success and the quality of their interaction. 
• Skill rating (Skills_Log Table): this is the rating a user gives to other student(s) when 
she/he evaluates their collaboration skills. These data are saved in the skills_log table 
(Figure 4-11); the table fields are: session_id, evaluator_id, evaluatee_id, 
adaptive_points, audience_points, negotiation_points, selfeva_points, trans_points, 
respon_points.   
All these data are used to evaluate the level of collaborative skills demonstrated by 
the students - this concerns the quality of collaboration.   
• Session events (Session_Log and Session_Members Tables): when a session is 
created, the session_log table records information about it (Figure 4-11) and saves: 
session_id, session_name, start_time, end_time. Moreover, the session members are 
saved in the session_members table, this includes: session_id, session_name, 
user_id, user_name, join_time.  
These events are recorded in order to identify the learning sessions and group 
members involved in each session.  
When the captured events are processed by the fuzzy logic system, this produces the result 
data that is then presented to users via the assessment interface. These result data are saved 
in the following tables: 
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• Interaction_Results Table: it stores the students’ interaction assessment results as 
yielded after system processing. It holds the following data: user_id, session_id, 
interaction1, interaction2, interaction3.  
• Success_Results Table: it stores the assessments of the students’ levels of success. 
The table holds the following: user_id, session_id, success1, success2, success3.  
• Skills_Results Table: it saves the assessments of the students’ skill levels. The 
skill_results table records the following data: user_id, session_id, participation, 
pres_taking, social_reg, collaborative_skills.  
4.2.Phase 2: Application of the Observation Lenses (OLens Model) 
This section illustrates how we applied the OLens model to the learning environment, in 
practical terms, and clarifies the various methods used for applying and pedagogically 
mapping the lenses — in relation to accumulating the data and establishing the rules for its 
use in the virtual worlds.  
4.2.1. Event Detection Lens 
As previously pointed out in Chapter 3, this layer is more about providing the data interface 
from the wider education/computing environment. Once the participants are active the 
system starts collecting and saving data related to their actions and so mimicking the way in 
which a teacher might observe students from a high-level perspective without providing any 
detailed assessment of how they (the students) are performing. All the events which are 
captured from the virtual world have been defined earlier, in section (4.1.4).   The MixAgent 
model described in section (4.1.2) is the model used to monitor the learning activities in real-
time; this accumulates evidence of learning in order to grade how the students perform, in 
terms of quality and quantity of actions, while participating in their virtual worlds. All the 
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agents work towards the same goals, interacting in real-time to accumulate data which can 
subsequently be used in the fuzzy inference mechanism.  
4.2.2. Learning Interaction Lens  
This performs observations of the social interactions between the students and the 
environmental interactions between the students and the virtual world. This lens extends the 
teachers' abilities to judge the activities of students to include the group interactions. This, 
additionally, allows for the inference of the quantity and quality of the learners' interactions 
by creating rules based on the teachers' viewpoints. Table 4-1, below, shows the quantity and 
quality indicators that have been used to assess both the contributions of participants and 
their interactions with other students in the virtual world. 
Table 4-1: Interaction Indicators 
 Since this lens focuses on thorough observations, it requires common interfaces in order 
to query the data amassed for the purpose of evaluating each participant’s interactions when 
engaging in Observe Portal. Table 4-1 shows that to evaluate the students’ interactions which 
took place in a learning activity, data were acquired from the software agent about the number 
of actions which occurred during the chat session and the number of rules which were created 
 Quantity Indicators Quality Indicator 
Individual 
 
-The number of actions recorded 
in the chat log in the session of the 
monitored period. 
-The number of actions taken to 
use the virtual objects. 
-The number of rules constructed 
in order to create programs for the 
smart home. 
-The average rating given by 
students to others in the group in the 
course of the monitored period. 
Rating scores: 
Low= 0, Middle = 1, High= 2 
Group 
-The total number of all the actions 
of all the members in a group. Also 
the actions derived from the chat 
log, user log, and program log 
during a defined period. 
-The average rating — calculated 
from all the ratings given to all the 
members of a group in a defined 
period. 
Rating scores: 
Low= 0, Middle = 1, High= 2 
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for the smart house. While the natural agents’ data provides information about the quality of 
interactions — the average rating for a student as provided by other users of the environment 
is calculated in order to obtain an average indicating the quality of a student’s performance, 
as related to a task. Examples of queries used to obtain SA data about the quantity of 
interactions from the repository are as follows:  
- SELECT COUNT ('USER_ID') AS CHATS FROM `CHAT_LOG` WHERE  
`USER_ID` = '“USER _ID"' AND `TIME `>= '00:00:00' AND `TIME `< 
'05:00:00' 
 
- SELECT COUNT ('USER_ID') AS PROGRAMS FROM 
`PROGRAM_LOG` WHERE `USER_ID` = '“USER_ID"' AND ̀ TIME ̀ >= 
'00:00:00' AND `TIME `< '05:00:00' 
An example query which obtains the average rating (NA data) from the repository in order 
to understand the quality of interactions is as follows:  
- SELECT AVERAGE ‘POINTS’ FROM `EVALUATION_LOG` WHERE 
`EVALUATEE_ID` = '“EVALUATEE_ID"' AND `TIME `>= '00:00:00' 
AND `TIME `< '05:00:00' 
 
When obtaining these data from the SA and NA, the system sent them to the fuzzy logic 
system to make decisions and assess students’ interactions. Chapter 5 provides more detail 
about the FLS created for this lens.  
4.2.3. Student Success Lens 
This lens aims to mimic the ability of teachers in real-world classrooms to evaluate the overall 
success of students. In this context, student success can be inferred from the fraction of 
correct responses made to the various questions and tasks [44]. Table 4-2 below provides the 
indicators used to determine the success of a group or an individual when attempting a task.  











Table 4-2: Task Success Indicators 
 As for the interaction lens, for the success lens, we created common interfaces which 
enabled us to query the data amassed (i.e., APIs). From Table 4-2, we can see that the 
quantitative data was obtained from the software agents by counting the number of correct 
answers and complete tasks which occurred in a defined period. The natural agents’ data was 
used to determine the quality of success encountered; hence, the average rating for a student 
—given by other users — was calculated in order to determine the performance quality of a 
student in relation to a task. The following is an example of a query used to obtain, from the 
repository, SA (quantitative) data concerning successes:  
-  SELECT COUNT ('USER_ID') AS PROGRAMS FROM 
`PROGRAM_LOG` WHERE `USER_ID` = ‘“USER_ID"’ AND 
`MESSAGE’ ='CONDITION-TRUE' AND `TIME`>= '00:00:00' AND 
`TIME`< '05:00:00';" 
 
The following is an example of a query used to obtain an average rating (NA data) from the 
repository, in order to evaluate the quality of successes:  
- SELECT AVERAGE ‘POINTS’ FROM `EVALUATION_LOG` WHERE 
`EVALUATEE_ID` = '“EVALUATEE_ID"' AND `TIME`>= '00:00:00' 
AND `TIME`< '05:00:00';" 
 
Quantity Indicator Quality Indicator 
Individual 
 
-The number of correct 
responses made by the student 
in a defined period. 
-The number of completed tasks 
in a set amount of time. 
-The average ratings 
provided by other members 
(of the group) concerning the 
quality of a student’s work 
when completing a task.  
Group 
- The number of correct 
responses made by the group in 
a defined period. 
-The number of completed tasks 
made by the group in a set 
amount of time. 
-The average of all the ratings 
(of other members) provided 
by members about the quality 
of the group’s work when 
completing a task.  
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After obtaining these data from the SA and NA, the system sent them to the fuzzy logic 
system to make decisions and assess students’ success. Chapter 5 provides more detail about 
the FLS created for the student success lens.  
4.2.4. Performance Outcomes Lens 
This lens goes beyond merely counting the number of correct answers and instead provides 
a summative evaluation of both the quality and the quantity of the performance outcomes 
achieved. Multi-users virtual environments are often used for collaborative learning exercises 
and, in relation to these, due consideration should be given to the participants’ collaborative 
skills. Hesse [14] proposed a skills taxonomy which suggested a variety of skills that should 
be measured specifically when students are engaged in collaborative activities (Figure 4-12). 
The framework proposed by Hesse is particularly well suited for assessing the cognitive and 
social skills of students. What is more, this framework is able to distinguish between various 
collaborative skill levels (high-middle-low). For this reason, Hesse’s framework has been 
utilised, here, to assess the collaborative problem-solving skill levels exhibited via the 
version of the OLens model used here.  Figure 4-13 presents an example of a set of social 
skill classifications based on Hesse taxonomy[14].  
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Figure 4-12: Hesse's Social Collaborative Skills and their Levels [14] 
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Figure 4-13: Collaborative Social Problem-Solving Skills 
Table 4-3 offers instances of learning outcome indicators used for evaluating the skills of 
individuals via this lens. According to Hesse [14], the participation skills concern the quantity 
of collaboration: number of actions, number of communications and number of completed 
tasks, while the perspective taking and social regulation skills revolve more around the 
quality of collaboration and interaction.  
The collaborative skills that concern quantity are evaluated by the system (software 
agents). However, the data that the system itself accumulates as a result of the students' 
actions does not naturally lend itself to being used for measuring the collaborative skills that 
relate to quality. This measurement can only be meaningfully achieved with the addition of 
feedback from the students (natural agents) themselves. It has been shown that peer 
evaluation techniques can be used to measure the skills of students [38]. Indeed, such an 
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demonstrated by students when engaged in collaborative tasks. Thus, all of the participating 
students are required to offer their opinions on their peers’ skills. At the end of each session, 
a rating panel appears on the screen, allowing each student to rate the skills that related to the 
collaboration quality of the other participants such as the perspective taking subskills 
(adaptive responsiveness and audience awareness) and the social regulation subskills 
(negotiation, self-evaluation, responsibility initiative and transitive memory) (Figure 4-14).  
 
 Quantity Indicator Quality Indicator 
Individual 
 
Evaluate the number of individual 
participation skills and sub-skills:  
-actions  
-communications  
-task completions  
 
The student rating given for the following 
collaborative skills: 
1-Perspective Taking 
- Adaptive Responsiveness 








Evaluate the group participation 
skills and sub-skills: actions, 
communications and task 
completions for the group. 
The group rating scores for the 
collaborative skills: perspective taking 
and social regulation. 
Table 4-3: Learning Outcome Indicators 
 When obtaining these data from the learning environment, the system sent them to the 
fuzzy logic system (FLS) to make decisions and assess students’ collaborative skills. Chapter 
5 also provides more detail about the FLS created for this lens.  
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Figure 4-14: Skills Rating Window 
4.3.Phase 3: Using the Observe Portal in Collaborative Activities and Constructing the 
Assessment Presentation Interface 
This section briefly describes the collaborative learning scenario that the students performed 
within when they participated in the Observe Portal. Moreover, it explains the assessment 
interface and gives examples of the evaluation outputs that were presented to the students 
after they finished their learning sessions. 
4.3.1. The Collaborative Learning Activities 
Students were grouped together, each group consisting of two or more students. Then, the 
students were given several collaborative programming activities to undertake; they were 
required to program actuators and sensors in order to teach them (the students) the 
functionality of embedded systems. The programs that the students construct are then 
implemented in the virtual smart home — provided that the students generate syntactically 
correct rules (Figure 4-15). Also, the graphical user interface (GUI) provided to the students 
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permits collaboration between users as well as communication through the messaging tool. 
Data concerning all of the students’ actions and events are saved in the repository to be 
retrieved in real-time.  
When the students perform activities and collaborate with their peers, we expect 
variations in their actions and performance. According to Bartle [148], there are a number of 
particular types of players, and these types can be delineated based on their preferred actions 
in multiplayer games, the player classifications are: a) achievers who they like to show off 
their skills and get points and so succeed in the game; b) explorers who like to explore new 
things and be immersed in the game; c) socialisers who enjoy the game mainly through 
interacting with others and making friends; d) killers who like to kill enemies and compete 
in this specific way with other players. The types of players who are most likely to engage in 
a useful way with our learning environment are: the achievers, the explorers, and the 
socialisers. The student tasks involved require the attainment of success within each learning 
session, the exploring of the virtual home and learning environment, and socialising in order 
to collaborate with other learners. These three types of players can fit within our learning 
environment and can collaborate, as needed, in order to complete the learning tasks.  
However, some learners may be clearly keen to contribute, but others may be less 
inclined to do so. In order for this kind of situation to be recorded, the GUI offers a rating 
tool (shown in Figure 4-15) which allows collaborators to repeatedly score each other’s 
quality of performance. Rating each other while working on the task activities may be a cause 
of interruption in terms of student learning. However, according to [149], an easy to use 
design in terms of the feedback tool can serve to avoid significant learning interruption. 
Accordingly, the purpose of the simple rating mechanism used in our system is to provide 
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for synchronous feedback in the course of learning activity - without the need to interrupt the 
students’ activities significantly.  Additionally, in order to prevent possible significant 
interruption, before starting the learning sessions we asked the students only to rate others 
when they are free to do so: for example, after completing a program, after a conversation or 
after completing a learning task. Furthermore, the researcher observed the learning sessions 
at all times to make sure that the students were not disturbed. At the end of each task, if a 
student forgot to rate their classmates, the system displays a reminder that they should do so. 
Thus, a student is likely to rate others at least once each task. 
 
Figure 4-15: Students’ Collaboration in the Observe Portal 
As mentioned earlier, the system gathers data from both user activity and student ratings 
and then deploys the fuzzy systems in each lens. After finishing the tasks, the teachers and 
students can choose to receive dashboard reports assessing each individual‘s contributions 
and giving details of the learning outcomes and skills that have been demonstrated.   
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4.3.2. The Assessment Presentation Interface 
By applying the OLens model in this system, we aimed to better assess the students’ overall 
performance in relation to their collaborative learning activities in the virtual world, 
providing users with more useful feedback. The process of collecting, analysing and 
reporting student data for the purposes of recognising when the learning occurs is called 
Learning Analytics (LA) [150]. LA focuses on gathering data from a variety of different 
sources in order to provide valuable information on learning [151]. Additionally, an 
important feature of LA is the visualisation of data. Users should be able to review the 
analysed results and relate them to the learning objectives involved, directly or indirectly 
[152]. LA can support educational organizations in improving their quality of learning [151].  
As a result, many studies have applied LA and have incorporated graphical dashboards in 
order to report student assessment and provide visualisations of their performances with 
respect to learning activities [151, 153-155].  
 Our work follows this LA research stream by presenting analysed learner data using 
graphical feedback presentations to report on learning outcomes from collaborative activities 
in virtual worlds. Accordingly, when an individual learning session has been completed in 
the virtual world, the progress which has been made by each student can be viewed on 
dashboards and via video recordings. The dashboard is customised for each learner so that 
they can only see their own review and the accumulated results of their group as a whole. On 
the other hand, teachers can review all students’ assessments from the system. Figure 4-16 is 
the window that appears to students after they finish a learning session; it enables the students 
to select which assessment they would like to view. 
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Figure 4-16: Screenshot of the Assessment Window  
 Figure 4-17 presents an image of the assessment screen that appears once a student has 
completed a session and has clicked on the “Student Interaction” button in the earlier window 
(Figure 4-16). The screen pictured enables the users to view details of the student interactions 
that took place during the session; these details are derived from the underlying agents and 
inferred by the fuzzy logic system. Moreover, users are also able to review their performance 
by watching a recorded video (Figure 4-18). The videos are constructed by using AVFX 
Movie Recorder14, a Unity asset that helps to capture audio and video in real-time from Unity 
scenes and applications.  
 Users are able to review the recorded video with reference also to the assessment 
dashboard. If the student has been criticised in some way at a certain stage in the proceedings, 
they can watch that particular section of the session and then, perhaps, better appreciate why 
they have received such feedback. For instance, Figure 4-17 shows that student X was 
 
14 https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/input-management/avfx-movie-recorder-8010 
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assessed during Task 2 (5-10 min) with a high level of interactions, while during Task 3 (10-
15 min) the student was assessed as exhibiting middle-level interaction. Thus, this student, 
or alternatively the teacher involved, can go back through the video and review the 
performance in order to understand how these marks came about (Figure 4-18). 
Figure 4-17:  Student’s Interactions by the Task 
Figure 4-18: Video Recording to Review Student Performance 
In addition, users are able to view the group’s interactions chart (Figure 4-19).   
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Figure 4-19: Group Interactions by the Task 
 In relation to reviewing task success, Figure 4-20 presents a dashboard that can be used 
to evaluate a particular student’s success. This dashboard shows the progress that has been 
made in the learning tasks. As demonstrated in terms of the success lens, both the number of 
tasks completed over the duration of the learning activity and the ratings obtained from/given 
to the members concerning the quality of students’ activities when completing tasks are used 
as yardsticks for quantifying progress. The quantitative and qualitative measures available 
concerning student performance have been used as crisp values by which the FLS infers the 
degree of task success. For example, the image below, Figure 4-20, shows that student Y 
completed Task 3 very successfully. Also, users are able to review their success levels in 
regard to each task by looking at the group dashboard shown in Figure 4-21.  
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Figure 4-20: Student’s Task Success Dashboard 
Figure 4-21: Group’s Task Success Dashboard 
Figure 4-22 shows the dashboard that illustrates how students’ social collaborative skills 
have been rated in the learning activities. These results are based on observations gathered 
by the natural agents (the fellow students) and also by the automated agents. These data are 
also interpreted by the FLS in order to provide a thorough assessment of each student’s skills 
— which are then each marked as high, middle or low. The dashboard shows participation, 
perspective taking and social regulation skill levels; in addition, the last column of the 
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dashboard shown in Figure 4-22 represents the level of social collaborative skill overall. 
Furthermore, the lower half of the display explains to users how each collaborative skill is 
calculated. Finally, Figure 4-23 displays the level of the group’s collaborative skills as a 
whole. 
Figure 4-22: Student’s collaborative skill level dashboard 
Figure 4-23: Group Collaborative Skill Level Dashboard 
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It is necessary to continually monitor each student’s progress because otherwise, it would 
not be possible to establish whether or not they are achieving what should be expected of 
them. This monitoring feature has proven to be valuable to teachers because it enables them 
to evaluate the students’ results and amend the learning activities in the virtual world 
accordingly. The process is substantially enhanced by the feedback received from peers about 
how the other students are performing. We anticipate that all of the progress reports put 
together would help individuals and groups to identify their areas of weakness and what 
should be focused upon in order to facilitate further improvements in performance.  
4.4.Chapter Summary 
This chapter described the application of MIVO framework to an immersive environment. It 
explained the experimental and practical work which was required in order to construct 
Observe Portal (proof-of-concepts prototype). The experimental work consisted of three 
phases. The first phase was to develop the 3D virtual world by implementing the evidence 
collection agents — the software and the natural agents (MixAgent model). Both system and 
peer monitoring play central roles in improving awareness of how students are performing. 
Thus we presented in this chapter how we applied the MixAgent model in order to be able to 
recognise events in real-time and gather learning evidence so that student performance in the 
collaborative learning environment could be assessed.  
The second experimental phase was to implement the OLens model in the learning 
environment.  The OLens model comprises four lenses: events detection, learning 
interactions, the success of students and performance outcomes. These lenses have different 
indicators and they appraise student performance from a variety of perspectives.  
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Lastly, the third phase was to apply the observation methods to the collaborative learning 
activities and to construct the assessment presentation unit and the assessment feedback 
displays etc. In order to do this, the observation models were applied in real-time during 
collaborative learning activities taking place in Observe Portal and the results from the 
observation lenses were presented by creating dashboard interfaces and video 
recording/playback facilities. The assessment charts were customised for each learner so that 
a student could see only their own evaluation but could also review the accumulated results 
of their group as a whole, however, teachers/experts can review assessments of all the 
participants.  
Measuring the performance of individual students can determine whether a student has 
achieved the desired learning objectives. Such an approach has also proved to be highly 
valuable for teachers when reviewing learners’ work, enabling them to further enhance the 
learning activities offered in the VWs. In addition, the feedback generated by the system 
highlighted to the individual students their weakest areas, so that they could work on these 
and improve their overall performance. 
Chapter 5 explains the application of the fuzzy logic approach to the assessing of students’ 
performance in Observe Portal. The chapter illustrates the fuzzy systems created for each 
OLens lens - to simplify the analysis and interpretation of the agents’ data. 
Chapter 5 
5. Fuzzy Logic System  
“A logical picture of facts is a thought.” 
— Ludwig Wittgenstein 
 
In this present study, we have applied a fuzzy logic (FL) method to the amalgamation of all 
the data produced by the software and the natural agents, as described in Chapter 4, in order 
to make decisions about students’ performance and to assess their interactions, success and 
skill levels. The value of fuzzy logic and the reasons for using it lie in its ability to 
accommodate many types of values and a wide definition of what it is to reason about this 
kind of data, much in the same way as a human would. Moreover, fuzzy logic can deal with 
uncertainty in data and is able to model the common human reasoning mechanisms that are 
often difficult to emulate using conventional computing approaches. The major drawback of 
classical logic is its limitation that it is constrained to dealing with just two values; such 
cannot comprehensively represent the complexity of the real, non-binary world. FL can be 
considered as being a multi-value logic with a reasoning logic purpose.  
 Fuzzy reasoning means the inference of an imprecise and merely possible deduction from 
an initial set of conditions. FL is especially compatible with our model since human beings 
(and experts) generally do reason in a fuzzy manner, and, here, we are trying to combine 
natural and software agents within a single system. The use of FL for building our artificial 
agents means that there is more consistency across the differing agents. The fuzzy model 
created in this research for evaluating students’ performance in relation to each lens was 
based on Mendel‘s [127] FL system (Figure 5-1): 
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Figure 5-1: The Fuzzy Model Used for Students’ Evaluation [127] 
a) Crisp Values: Crisp values represent the raw data obtained by the Observe Portal system 
from both the software and the natural agents. 
b) Fuzzification: This is the process of changing the crisp values (the students’ actions and 
ratings) to fuzzy input values, using an appropriate membership function (MF). In the 
current study, a trapezoidal membership function is utilised because such MF shape has 
been widely used in fuzzy systems [128]. A trapezoidal function is defined by a lower 
limit a, an upper limit d, a lower support limit b, and an upper support limit c, where a < 
b < c < d (Figure 5-2). Thus, four parameters are used to specify each membership 
function (a, b, c, d) and each membership function is used to represent one item of 
student data. More specifically, the system gathers each user’s clicks, communications 
and completed tasks via the software agent and gathers the ratings from the natural 
agents, and translates each of these kinds of data into fuzzy sets. Then the fuzzy sets are 





Figure 5-2: Trapezoidal membership function [128] 
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c) Rules: Fuzzy rules are established, using various linguistic values, to facilitate student 
evaluation. Fuzzy rules interpret the data stored in the repository, inferring from these 
data how each individual user is performing. Crucial learning evidence can be identified 
based on these inferences, and this can lead to a clarification of the relationship between 
the data and its underlying meaning (in this context this underlying element is the 
learning performance of each user).  
d) Inference: The inference mechanism calculates the firing strengths of each rule in relation 
to each item of data in order to decide whether a rule is to be considered fired, or not, in 
response to a specific input; this process generates fuzzy output sets.  
e) Defuzzification (of the assessment of a student): This is the process of determining the 
final output (the assessments of the students) by using a defuzzification technique. After 
completing the inference decision, the resultant fuzzy number must be transformed into 
a crisp value; this process is called defuzzification. Many defuzzification methods have 
been developed for calculating the final output of a fuzzy logic process. One category of 
these is the max criterion class of methods; these work variously using three measures: 
the largest of maxima (LOM), the mean of maxima (MOM), and the smallest of maxima 
(SOM) [156]. This type of defuzzification employs one of these measures to select that 
the value of membership reaches the maximum. Other defuzzification techniques may 
be based on the centre of area (COA), the centre of gravity (COG), or centroid. A 
centroid-based method is employed in this research because techniques of this type are 
the most commonly applied in expert systems to support the imitation of expert 
inferencing [128, 157, 158]. Such systems are similar to our application.  
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The centroid method determines “the output value by calculating the centre of gravity 
of the possibility distribution of the outputs” [156]. The output value produced by the 
centroid method  is calculated by using the following formula:  
 
In Observe Portal, different fuzzy logic subsystems (FLSs) have been created for each 
level of the OLens model in order to facilitate the analysis and interpretation of agents’ data. 
The FLSs take data from the repository and provide an evaluation of the students in terms of 
the levels of their performance. The FLSs were created using an open-source C# library for 
fuzzy logic (DotFuzzy) [159]. Each FLS also contains a number of logical rules for making 
inferences. The following sections describe how the FLSs in the OLens lenses were created. 
5.1.Initial Learning Activities – The Physical Classroom Observation  
These learning sessions were run to use them as the expert bases for student assessment and 
they helped to develop the fuzzy expert system that been applied in Observe Portal to assess 
students learning. This experiment included 15 learning sessions, each session has two 
students and one expert participants. The total number of experts were 8 experts, the experts 
participated many times in the sessions. Students were divided into groups of two students 
to collaborate and work in the learning tasks. They were seated and provided with a PC and 
a physical BuzzBox as a simulation of a physical smart room. The BuzzBox contained 
sensors and actuators that users can program to control. Learners were asked to collaborate 
to configure the BuzzBox through a programming board. Also, a video camera was set up in 
the room to record the collaboration and discussions between students. Chapter 6 includes 
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more details about the physical classroom experiments and the learning activities that 
students performed.      
Additionally, experts observed the students while they (the students) were collaborating; 
the experts were provided with manual sheets to evaluate the students by observing. The 
assessments from the experts besides the video recording from the learning sessions were 
used to count students actions in order to build the membership functions in each OLens lens. 
The learning task carried out in the physical BuzzBox is the same as the learning task 
used with the virtual smart home later on in the evaluation experiments; the difference 
between them being just the learning environment. The objective here is to observe how 
human experts evaluate student learning both in the physical and in the learning environment. 
Therefore, the fuzzy logic system created by using the expert assessment carried out with 
respect to the physical environment was transferred for use in Observe Portal.   
5.2.FL for Students’ Interaction Lens 
The fuzzy logic technique was applied to combine the data produced by the agents so that 
the system make decisions about students’ levels of interaction. This section illustrates the 
creation of the FLS used by the Students’ Interaction lens. Figure 5-3 shows the diagram of 






Figure 5-3: FLS for the Learning Interaction Lens 
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(NA Data) 
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a) Crisp inputs: These represent the data, relating to the students, which must be evaluated; 
these data are acquired via both the natural (NA) and the software agents (SA) in the 
learning activities. The crisp inputs here consist of interaction quantity (SA data) and 
interaction quality (NA data). As explained in Chapter 4, the quantity of interactions 
comes from students’ activities (created rules and communications) saved in the 
repositories, while the quality of interaction received from other students rating. 
b) Fuzzifier: In the implemented system, in order to evaluate the level of a student’s 
interaction, the student’s data are evaluated against particular fuzzy sets using a 
trapezoidal membership function (MF). In order to develop the MF of the input data, as 
mentioned before, we used the initial experiments in section (5.1). The students were 
observed while collaborating and were provided with input from experts about whether 
their level of interaction can be considered high, middle or low; this expert information 
is then transferred to the ranges in the MFs. For example, experts rated students’ as having 
high interaction levels when those students interacted with other students and/or with the 
environment more than eight times for one task. They considered the interaction level to 
be in the middle range when between four and ten such interactions took place, and to be 
low when fewer than six interactions were made per task. Based on these data, the MF of 
the interaction inputs was developed to be used as an input for the FLS shown in Table 
5-1; Figure 5-4 shows the shape of the MF. Each input has its own MF which is based on 
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Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 4 6] 
Middle [4 6 8 10] 
High [8 10 30 30] 






Figure 5-4: Trapezoidal MF (Membership Function) for Interaction Quantity and 
Interaction Quality 
 
 The following table (Table 5-2) illustrates the fuzzy set related to the rating of students 
by each other; this is considered to be the interaction quality input. Each student rating takes 
one of three values, 0 for low, 1 for middle and 2 for high; these values have been transferred 
to a fuzzy set to be used as a fuzzy input (see Table 5-2). 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 0.5 0.7] 
Medium [0.5 1 1.5 1.7] 
High [1.5 1.7 2 2] 
Table 5-2: Fuzzy Input Set Representing Interaction Quality  
The methods of evaluating the individuals and the groups 
The fuzzy input sets so far described are used to assess the interaction levels of individual 
students, not those of groups. In order to evaluate the interaction level of a group as a whole, 
we need to count the number of interactions made by all the members in the group; thus the 
system sums the number of interactions made by a group, and these data are used as a crisp 
input. In addition, each interval present in the fuzzy input set is amplified by multiplying its 
frequency by the number of students in the group (as a whole) — as shown in Table 5-3; this 
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is in order to create the membership functions on a normalised basis. For instance, in Table 
5-3, each value is multiplied by n, where n is the number of group members. If the system is 
evaluating an individual student, n=1 and the values stay the same. On the other hand, if the 
system is evaluating the performance of a group of 2 or 4 students, n=2 or n=4 — each 
interval is multiplied by the appropriate n value. We use this method for all the lenses so that 
we can assess the quantity of performance related to individual students or groups as a whole, 
using the same mechanisms.  
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0  0  4n  6n] 
Middle [4n  6n  8n  10n] 
High [8n  10n  30n  30n] 
Table 5-3: Fuzzy Input Set Representing Interaction Quantity — For Individuals and 
Groups 
 In order to assess the interaction quality (rather than the quantity, as above) of a group, 
the mean average rating of the members of the group is calculated and used as a crisp value, 
indicating the group’s interaction quality. This average rating will lie between 0 and 2, and 
it is transferred to the fuzzy input set as in Table 5-2. 
c) Fuzzy Rules: The linguistic rules for the interaction FLS were also excluded from experts 
evaluations. These rules are: 
1. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS Low) AND (Quality_Interaction IS Low) THEN Interaction IS Low 
2. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS Low) AND (Quality_Interaction IS Middle) THEN Interaction IS Middle 
3. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS Low) AND (Quality_Interaction IS High) THEN Interaction IS Middle 
4. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS Middle) AND (Quality_Interaction IS Low) THEN Interaction IS Middle 
5. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS Middle) AND (Quality_Interaction IS Middle) THEN Interaction IS Middle 
6. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS Middle) AND (Quality_Interaction IS High) THEN Interaction IS High 
7. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS High) AND (Quality_Interaction IS Low) THEN Interaction IS Middle 
8. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS High) AND (Quality_Interaction IS Middle) THEN Interaction IS High 
9. IF (Quantity_Interactions IS High) AND (Quality_Interaction IS High) THEN Interaction IS High 
 
d) Defuzzification: Table 5-4 represents the fuzzy output set of the interaction lens. Our 
implementation uses the centroid defuzzification method as this has been widely applied 
in the literature [157].  
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Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low-Interaction [0 0 30 40] 
Middle-Interaction [30 40 60 70] 
High-Interaction [60 70 100 100] 
Table 5-4: Fuzzy Output Set for Interaction  
5.3.FL for Students’ Success Lens 
In the students’ success lens, we also applied the fuzzy logic technique in order to combine 
the data produced by the agents so that we could make decisions about students’ levels of 





Figure 5-5: FLS for Students’ Success Lens  
The FLS illustrated by this diagram (Figure 5-5) uses the following elements: 
a) Crisp inputs: The crisp inputs here are the SA and NA data.  The quantitative data were 
obtained from SA by counting the number of correct and completed tasks which occurred 
in a defined period. The natural agents’ data was used to determine the quality of success 
encountered; hence, the average rating for a student —given by other users — was 
calculated to determine the performance quality of a student in relation to a task. 
b) Fuzzifier: As mentioned earlier, experts observed students while they were collaborating; 
thus, we obtained input from them (the experts) about student success. The experts were 
asked to rate the students’ levels of success: high, middle or low. This was in order to 
enable us to develop the MF. The experts marked students as having a high level of 
success when they (the students) developed four or more correct rules for the virtual smart 
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a low level of success if they were only able to develop three correct rules or less. Based 
on these data, the MF for the success inputs was developed (Figure 5-6) and each input 
received its own MF which was based on observing the experts’ (teachers) evaluations.  
Additionally, as with the previous FLS, in order to assess the success of both individual 
students and groups using the same fuzzy input sets, the system sums the numbers 
representing an individual or a group success to use these as crisp inputs. Further, as 
before, each interval value in the fuzzy input set is multiplied with n=1 if the assessment 







Figure 5-6: Trapezoidal Membership Function for Success Input and Output 
 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0  0  n  2n  ] 
Medium [n  2n  3n  4n  ] 
High [4n  5n  6n  6n  ] 
Table 5-5: The Fuzzy Input Set Representing Success Quantity  
 As with the previous lens, to assess the qualitative level of success of an individual 
student or a group, the average rating, calculated for the individual or across all the members 
of the group for each task and then used as crisp values representing the individual or the 
group’s qualitative success level. Then the student generated ratings (the qualitative success 
level input) is transferred to a fuzzy set to be used as a fuzzy input (Table 5-6). 
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Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0  0  0.5  0.7] 
Middle [0.5  1  1.5  1.7] 
High [1.5  1.7  2  2] 
Table 5-6: The Fuzzy Input Set Representing Qualitative Success  
c) Fuzzy Rules: The linguistic rules which have been developed for the success FLS are: 
1. If (SuccessQuantity is Low) and (SuccessQuality is Low) then (SuccessLevel is Low) 
2. If (SuccessQuantity is Low) and (SuccessQuality is Middle) then (SuccessLevel is Middle) 
3. If (SuccessQuantity is Low) and (SuccessQuality is High) then (SuccessLevel is Middle) 
4. If (SuccessQuantity is Middle) and (SuccessQuality is Low) then (SuccessLevel is Middle) 
5. If (SuccessQuantity is Middle) and (SuccessQuality is Middle) then (SuccessLevel is Middle) 
6. If (SuccessQuantity is Middle) and (SuccessQuality is High) then (SuccessLevel is High) 
7. If (SuccessQuantity is High) and (SuccessQuality is Low) then (SuccessLevel is Middle) 
8. If (SuccessQuantity is High) and (SuccessQuality is Middle) then (SuccessLevel is High) 
9. If (SuccessQuantity is High) and (SuccessQuality is High) then (SuccessLevel is High) 
 
d) Defuzzification: Table 5-7 represents the fuzzy output set used to represent the students’ 
success levels. 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low-Success [0 0 30 40] 
Middle –Success [30 40 60 70] 
High-Success [60 70 100 100] 
Table 5-7: The Fuzzy Output Set of Success Level 
5.4. FL for Collaborative Skills (Performance Outcomes Lens)  
Although evaluating student skill levels can greatly enhance a learning process and help in 
the understanding of the students’ weaknesses and strengths, assessing such skills as 
exhibited in an immersive environment, based on the students’ actions, is complex. Thus, 
assessing the performance outcomes and the level of skill displayed by each student has been 
undertaken by using fuzzy logic (FL) approach to inferring the student’s skills. The fuzzy 
logic method was used to combine all the data produced by both the natural agents and the 
automated agents so that determinations of the students’ collaborative skill levels could be 
made. According to Hesse [14], students social collaborative problem-solving skills can be 
evaluated by determining three skills:  participation,  perspective taking and social regulation 
skills. In order to evaluate the students’ participation skill in relation to the learning activity, 
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we had to evaluate three sub-skills: actions, communications and task completion. In 
addition, to evaluate the perspective taking skill, the adaptive responsiveness and audience 
awareness sub-skills had to be evaluated. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the social 
regulation skill, four sub-skills had to be looked at: responsibility, negotiation, self-
evaluation and transitive memory. The associated FLSs were developed for the purpose of 
feeding data into the FLS responsible for evaluating the exhibited social collaborative 
problem-solving skills overall (see Figure 5-7).  
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In this diagram (Figure 5-7), the system is shown as a hierarchal FLS which encompasses 
multiple FL sub-systems: 1) the participation FLS, 2) the perspective taking FLS, 3) the 
social regulation FLS, and 4) the social and collaborative problem-solving FLS. Descriptions 
of each of these FLSs follow: 
1) Participation FLS 
Participation defines the minimum requirements for interaction. It refers to the willingness 
of students to share ideas and information, and to involve in the problem-solving steps [14]. 
Participation distinguishes between three quantity subskills: action, communication and task 




Figure 5-8: Participation FLS 
The participation FLS crisp inputs are explained as follows: 
• Actions  
In order to obtain data about the students’ actions from the system, we looked at the skills 
framework and tried to encode the different levels of action related to the system. As shown 
in Figure 5-9, Hesse [14] defined the action indicator as representing activity within the 
environment. He also classified action subskill as occurring at three levels: low, middle and 




Action Participation FLS 
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is performed only in familiar contexts and high when actions are performed in both familiar 
and unfamiliar contexts.  
Figure 5-9: Action Indicator Definition [14] 
 Therefore, the agent data concerned with student activity are calculated in order to 
understand the quantity of student activities related to both familiar and unfamiliar contexts. 
In addition, the action FLS (Figure 5-10) was created to evaluate the significance of each 
action sub-skill, using a number of different fuzzy rules — in order to simulate expert 
observation.  
Figure 5-10: Action FLS 
To evaluate whether students are performing unfamiliar actions or are only performing 
familiar actions before they start working on the learning task, the students receive a brief 
description of the learning environment. The researcher first explained to the students the 
concepts of sensors and smart homes and how they (the students) can use the facilities 
available in Observe Portal to program the smart home presented to them. This explanation 
includes only direct descriptions of the light sensors; this is so that the students can be 
assessed later with regard to whether or not they program any other type of sensor and/or 
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For instance, if a student uses the light sensors in creating rules along with the same IF rule 
that has actually been shown to them (before they entered the environment), the system 
considers that they (the student) is performing a familiar action. However, if a learner uses a 
different syntax for an IF rules and/or tries to control one of the other home appliances or 
sensors, the system counts this as an unfamiliar action. All these information have been 
explained to the experts before evaluating the students, so they understand the differences 
between familiar and unfamiliar action.  
a) Crisp Input 
Based on the previous action indicator definition, it can be seen that the crisp inputs for 
the action FLS are “familiar action,” and “unfamiliar action,” as shown in Figure 5-10. 
b) Fuzzification: 
The students were observed by the experts and the expert information about assessing the 
action subskill is then transferred to the ranges in the MFs. Accordingly, we divided 
actions to familiar MF and unfamiliar MF, and each MF has two linguistic variables 
“small amount” and “large amount”.  
 The fuzzy set input related to familiar actions and its two linguistic variables is shown 
in Table 5-8.  From experts’ observation, the “small amount” value pertains if the user 
creates only a few “IF” rules in a familiar context (between 0 and 4) and the “large 
amount” value pertains if the user creates several familiar rules (more than 3). Further,  
Table 5-9 represents the fuzzy set input related to unfamiliar actions; like the fuzzy set 
related to familiar actions, it contains two linguistic variables “small amount” and “large 
amount” — for students who create a small or a large number of unfamiliar IF rules, 
respectively. In the same way that the previous FLSs were set up so that they were able 
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to assess both groups and individuals using the same fuzzy input sets, here, the system 
sums the number of familiar/unfamiliar actions of the individual or the group and use 
these as crisp inputs. In addition, each interval value in the fuzzy input set is multiplied 
with n=1 if the assessment is for an individual student or n= the number of students if the 









Table 5-9: Unfamiliar Action Fuzzy Set Input 
 
c) Fuzzy Rules: 
1. If (FamActions is SmallAmount) and (UnFamActions is SmallAmount) then (ActionsLevel is Low) 
2. If (FamActions is LargeAmount) and (UnFamActions is SmallAmount) then (ActionsLevel is Middle) 
3. If (FamActions is LargeAmount) and (UnFamActions is LargeAmount) then (ActionsLevel is High) 
4. If (FamActions is SmallAmount) and (UnFamActions is LargeAmount) then (ActionsLevel is High) 
 
d) Defuzzification:  




Table 5-10: Fuzzy Output Set for Action FLS 
• Communication 
The second input used by the participation FLS is communication. The skills framework 
constructed by Hesse [14] defined interaction, or communication, as the process of 
“interacting with, prompting and responding to the contributions of others”. We have called 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Small Amount [0n 0n  2n  4n] 
Large Amount [3n  10n  15n  15n] 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Small Amount [0n  0n  2n  4n] 
Large Amount [3n  10n  15n  15n] 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low-Action [0 0 30 40] 
Medium-Action [30 40 60 70] 
High-Action [60 70 100 100] 
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the interaction indicator “communication” because here it is mostly concerned with 
communications between collaborative group members and also so that this indicator name 
is not confused with the interaction lens.  
Student communication levels are classified as either low, middle or high. Student 
communication is low when it consists only of acknowledging communication directly or 
indirectly, such communication is classed as middle when it includes responding to cues and 
high when it includes the promoting and initiating of activity or interaction (Figure 5-11) 
[14]. 
Figure 5-11: Definitions for Communication (Interaction) Indicator [14] 
Consequently, the agent data relating to communication is collected in order to 
understand the quantitative aspects of the students’ communications. In addition, the 
communication FLS (Figure 5-12) was created to evaluate the sub-skill represented by the 
level of action exhibited by the students; the FLS operates using a number of different fuzzy 
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 However, it is complicated to develop a chat tool that can analyse students’ 
communication automatically in the chatbox and classify conversation. Consequently, to 
obtain data from the system and evaluate whether students, via the chat facility, are simply 
acknowledging a communication, or are responding to cues, or are initiating interaction or 
activity, the chatbox itself presents a number of buttons each of which represents a pre-
classified form of communication. Thus once a student has constructed a message, they 
classify it in order to send it. Figure 5-13 is a screenshot of the classified chat window; this 
has six buttons: Greeting, Reply, Inquiry, Agree, Suggestion and Solution.   




Greeting 1 Acknowledgement 
Reply 2 Responding 
Agree 3 Responding 
Inquiry 4 Initiating 
Suggestion 5 Initiating 
Solution 6 Initiating 
Table 5-11: Classification of the Chat Buttons 
Table 5-11 shows the levels associated with the chat buttons used to categorised users’ 
messages: the system codes each button and saves, in the repository, which button was used. 
Then these data are used as inputs to the communication FLS. For instance, if a user writes 
“hi” in the chat and then clicks the “Greeting” button, the system simply saves the greeting 
button’s code (1) in the database. Then, the system counts the number of times this button is 
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pressed in a session and uses this statistic as a crisp value input to the FLS — in order to 
evaluate student communication.         
a) Crisp Inputs 
The values used for the communication FLS crisp inputs are: acknowledge, response and 
initiate. 
b) Fuzzification 
The expert information about assessing the communication subskill is transferred to the 
ranges in the MFs. The “acknowledge” fuzzy input set is divided into two linguistic 
variables “small amount” and “large amount” ( 
Table 5-12).  The “small amount” value represents the situation where the user clicks on 
the acknowledgement button between 0 and 4 times, and the “large amount” value 
represents the situation where the user clicks on it more than 3 times. Likewise,  
Table 5-13 represents the “respond” fuzzy input set which also contains two linguistic 
variables, “small amount” and “large amount”, for students who click the respond button 
a small or a large number of times respectively. Finally, the last table (Table 5-14) 
illustrates the initiate fuzzy input set, also containing two linguistic variables: small and 
large amount. Moreover, to be able to assess an individual student and also a group using 
the same fuzzy input sets, the system sums the number of communications made by each 
individual or group and uses these summed values as crisp inputs. In addition, each 
interval value in the fuzzy input set is multiplied with n=1 if the assessment is for a 
student or n= the number of students if the assessment is for a whole group. 
 















Table 5-14: Initiate Fuzzy Input Set 
c) Fuzzy Rules: 
The fuzzy rules for the communication FLS are: 
1. If (AchknowldgeB1 is SmallAmount) and (ResponseB2 is SmallAmount) and (InitiateB3 is SmallAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is Low) 
2. If (AchknowldgeB1 is SmallAmount) and (ResponseB2 is LargeAmount) and (InitiateB3 is SmallAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is Middle) 
3. If (AchknowldgeB1 is LargeAmount) and (ResponseB2 is LargeAmount) and (InitiateB3 is SmallAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is Middle) 
4. If (AchknowldgeB1 is LargeAmount) and (ResponseB2 is SmallAmount) and (InitiateB3 is SmallAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is Low) 
5. If (AchknowldgeB1 is SmallAmount) and (ResponseB2 is SmallAmount) and (InitiateB3 is LargeAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is High) 
6. If (AchknowldgeB1 is LargeAmount) and (ResponseB2 is SmallAmount) and (InitiateB3 is LargeAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is High) 
7. If (AchknowldgeB1 is SmallAmount) and (ResponseB2 is LargeAmount) and (InitiateB3 is LargeAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is High)  
8. If (AchknowldgeB1 is LargeAmount) and (ResponseB2 is LargeAmount) and (InitiateB3 is LargeAmount) then 
(CommunicationLevel is High)  
d) Defuzzification:  




Table 5-15: Fuzzy Output Set for Communication 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Small Amount [0  0   2n  4n] 
Large Amount [3n  10n  50n  50n] 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Small Amount [0   0   2n  4n] 
Large Amount [3n  10n  50n  50n] 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Small Amount [0   0   2n  4n] 
Large Amount [3n  10n  50n  50n] 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low-communication [0 0 30 40] 
Middle- communication [30 40 60 70] 
High- communication [60 70 100 100] 
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• Tasks Completion 
Task completion is defined as “undertaking and completing a task or part of a task 
individually” [14]. The task completion evaluation is considered low when a student 
maintains a presence but does not do anything, medium when the student identifies and 
attempts a task and high when the student completes a task and/or uses multiple different 
strategies (Figure 5-14).   
Figure 5-14: Task Completion Indicator Definition [14] 
 Based on the definition given above and based on the experts’ observation, the task 
completion fuzzy set was developed so that a value of “low” is yielded when a student 
completes between 0 and 2 rules, middle when the student attempts between 1 and 5 
rules, and high when the student attempts more than 4 rules.  Also, the fuzzy input set, as 
before, is constructed taking into account whether it is for an individual (n=1) or for a 
group (n=the number of members of the group), see Table 5-16. 
 
 
Table 5-16: Task Completion Fuzzy Input Set 
Participation FLS:  
Finally, the previously described outputs, from the action FLS and the communication FLS, 
along with the task completion fuzzy output set are all used as inputs to the participation FLS 
(Figure 5-15). 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0   0   1n  2n] 
Middle [1n  2n  4n  5n] 
High [4n  5n  30n  30n] 








Figure 5-15: Inputs for Participation FLS 
The linguistic rules which have been developed for the Participation FLS system are: 
1. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is High)  
2. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is High) 
3. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is High) 
4. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is High) 
5. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Middle) 
6. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Middle) 
7. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is Middle) 
8. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Middle) 
9. If (Actions is High) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Low) 
10. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is High) 
11. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Middle) 
12. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Middle) 
13. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is Middle) 
14. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Middle) 
15. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Middle) 
16. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is Middle) 
17. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Middle) 
18. If (Actions is Middle) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Low) 
19. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is Middle) 
20. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Middle) 
21. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is High) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Middle) 
22. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is Middle) 
23. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Middle) 
24. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is Middle) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Low) 
25. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is High) then (Participation is Middle) 
26. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is Middle) then (Participation is Low) 
27. If (Actions is Low) and (Communication is Low) and (TaskComp is Low) then (Participation is Low) 
 
 
2) Perspective Taking FLS  
Perspective taking skill refers to the ability to view a problem via the other group member 
eyes; sometimes a group cannot find a solution without understanding the actual situation of 
the collaborators [160]. Perspective taking sub-skills are: adaptive responsiveness and 




















Figure 5-16: Perspective Taking FLS 
a) Crisp inputs: The crisp inputs for the perspective taking FLS are: data relating to the 
adaptive responsiveness and audience awareness sub-skills. The crisp inputs data for this 
FLS are taken from the ratings that the students have acquired by the end of the learning 
session (each group member rates the others) because the perspective taking sub-skills 
refer more about the quality of interaction and the natural agents in this research are 
utilised for the quality of collaboration. The rating from the other students is always from 
0 to 2 (Low (0), Middle (1), High (2)). 
b) Fuzzifier: the fuzzy input sets representing the adaptive responsiveness and audience 
awareness sub-skills are as follows — shown in Table 5-17 and Table 5-18: 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 0.5 0.7] 
Middle [0.5 1 1.5 1.7] 
High [1.5 1.7 2 2] 
Table 5-17: Fuzzy Input Set for Adaptive Responsiveness 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 0.5 0.7] 
Middle [0.5 1 1.5 1.7] 
High [1.5 1.7 2 2] 
Table 5-18: Fuzzy Input Set for Audience Awareness 
c) Fuzzy Rules:  
The linguistic rules for the perspective taking FLS are: 
1. If (AdaptiveRespons is High) and (Awareness is High) then (PerspectiveTalking is High) 
2. If (AdaptiveRespons is High) and (Awareness is Middle) then (PerspectiveTalking is High) 
3. If (AdaptiveRespons is High) and (Awareness is Low) then (PerspectiveTalking is Middle) 
4. If (AdaptiveRespons is Middle) and (Awareness is High) then (PerspectiveTalking is High) 
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6. If (AdaptiveRespons is Middle) and (Awareness is Low) then (PerspectiveTalking is Middle) 
7. If (AdaptiveRespons is Low) and (Awareness is High) then (PerspectiveTalking is Middle) 
8. If (AdaptiveRespons is Low) and (Awareness is Middle) then (PerspectiveTalking is Middle) 
9. If (AdaptiveRespons is Low) and (Awareness is Low) then (PerspectiveTalking is Low) 
 
d) Defuzzification: This converts the fuzzy output sets to crisp output values (Table 5-19), 
using the centroid defuzzification method.  
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low- Perspective Taking [0 0 30 40] 
Middle- Perspective Taking [30 40 60 70] 
High- Perspective Taking [60 70 100 100] 
Table 5-19: Perspective Taking Fuzzy Output Set 
3) Social Regulation FLS  
The social regulation skills refer to the strategic part of collaborative problem-solving 
[161]. Generally, students use the awareness of the other group members strengths and 
weaknesses, to resolve differences in strategies or viewpoints. The social regulations 
sub-skills are: responsibility, negotiation, transactive memory and self-evaluation.  





Figure 5-17: Social Regulation FLS 
a) Crisp inputs: The crisp inputs for the Social regulation FLS are data representing 
students’: responsibility, negotiation, self-evaluation and transitive memory. Data which 
evaluates the strengths of these sub-skills are taken from the ratings which have been 
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to the quality of collaboration. The rating ranges from 0 to 2 (Low (0), Middle (1), High 
(2)). 
b) Fuzzifier: The fuzzy input sets representing responsibility, negotiation, self-evaluation 
and transitive memory all have the same linguistic values because all of them are based 
on rating data from the students (Table 5-20). 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 0.5 0.7] 
Medium [0.5 1 1.5 1.7] 
High [1.5 1.7 2 2] 
Table 5-20: The Form of The Fuzzy Input Sets for Responsibility, Negotiation, Self-
Evaluation, and Transitive Memory 
 
c) Fuzzy Rules: The linguistic rules used by the Social Regulation FLS are: 
1. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Low)   
2. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Low)   
3. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
4. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Low)   
5. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
6. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
7. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
8. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
9. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
10. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Low)   
11. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
12. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
13. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
14. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
15. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
16. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
17. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
18. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
19. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
20. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
21. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
22. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
23. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
24. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
25. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
26. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
27. If (Response is Low) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
28. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Low)   
29. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
30. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
31. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
32. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
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33. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
34. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
35. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
36. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
37. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
38. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
39. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
40. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
41. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
42. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
43. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
44. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
45. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
46. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Low)   
47. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
48. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
49. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
50. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
51. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
52. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
53. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is High)   
54. If (Response is Middle) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
55. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
56. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
57. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
58. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
59. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
60. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
61. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
62. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
63. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Low) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
64. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
65. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
66. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
67. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
68. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
69. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
70. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
71. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is High)   
72. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is Middle) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
73. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
74. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
75. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Low) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
76. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
77. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is High)   
78. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is Middle) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is Middle)   
79. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Low) then (SocialReg is High)   
80. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is Middle) then (SocialReg is High)   
81. If (Response is High) and (Negotiation is High) and (SelfEvalu is High) and (Transitive is High) then (SocialReg is High)   
 
d) Defuzzification: This converts fuzzy output sets into crisp output values (Table 5-21), 
using the centroid defuzzification method.  
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Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 30 40] 
Middle [30 40 60 70] 
High [60 70 100 100] 
Table 5-21: Social Regulation Fuzzy Output Set 
4) Social collaborative problem-solving FLS 
1. Crisp inputs: The crisp inputs for the social collaborative problem-solving FLS consist 
of outputs from previously described FLSs: the participation FLS, the perspective taking 
FLS, and the social regulation FLS. These inputs are combined and processed in order to 








Figure 5-18: Social Collaborative Problem-Solving FLS 
2. Fuzzifier: The fuzzy inputs sets, participation, perspective taking, and social regulation, 
all use the same linguistic variables (low, medium, high) and the same numerical values, 
which range from 0 to 100 (Table 5-22). 
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 30 40] 
Medium [30 40 60 70] 
High [60 70 100 100] 
Table 5-22: The Form of the Fuzzy Inputs Set Representing Participation, Perspective 
Taking and Social Regulation 









Problem Solving FLS  
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4. Defuzzification: This converts the output fuzzy set into crisp output values, using the 
centroid defuzzification method (Table 5-23).  
Linguistic Variable Interval 
Low [0 0 30 40] 
Medium [30 40 60 70] 
High [60 70 100 100] 
Table 5-23: Social Collaborative Problem-Solving Output Fuzzy Set 
 All these FLSs were applied in real-time in Observe Portal to evaluate the skill and 
sub-skills levels being demonstrated by the students.  
5.5. Chapter Summary 
This chapter has presented details of the fuzzy logic systems created to evaluate students in 
relation to each lens. Determining and assessing the quality and quantity of students’ 
interactions, success and skills is not a straightforward task. Such assessments depend on 
many elements that cannot be directly measured or observed. The factors involve variables 
1. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is High)   
2. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is High)   
3. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
4. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is High)   
5. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
6. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
7. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
8. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
9. If (Participation is High) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
10. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is High)   
11. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
12. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
13. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
14. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
15. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
16. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
17. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
18. If (Participation is Middle) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Low)   
19. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
20. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
21. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is High) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
22. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
23. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
24. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is Middle) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Low)   
25. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is High) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Middle)   
26. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is Middle) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Low)   
27. If (Participation is Low) and (PeresTaking is Low) and (SocialReg is Low) then (Collaborative_Skill_Level is Low)   
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that are not fixed and evaluating them requires the acknowledgement of human subjectivity 
and uncertainty. Therefore, FL is well-suited to the purpose of our current prototype; the FL 
inference system is used to deal with uncertainty values and reason with data in the same 
manner that a human being would. Data from the MixAgent model was processed using the 
fuzzy reasoning approach, combining the data variously generated by the different agents. In 
addition, a hierarchical FLS has been developed to assess the learners in terms of each lens; 
this assessment includes looking at students’ interactions, success and collaborative skills. 
The FLS also facilitated inferring about and assessing the learning outcomes obtained from 
taking part in the collaborative activities - by individual students and by groups. The results 
from the FLSs implemented were shown to students and teachers graphically via flow charts, 
as described in Chapter 4. These charts show the level of students’ interactions, successes 
and collaborative skills (low, middle, or high) to help in understanding the various learners’ 
outcomes. 
Evaluating the research prototype is of great importance because only with relevant 
feedback can the research progress. Thus, the next chapter presents the evaluations of the 
research. These consist of both user (students) and expert (teachers) evaluations of the 
validity of the models. The evaluations were constructed as the result of a large number of 
educational sessions carried out in the virtual world. Each session used a group of students 
to imitate collaboration between learners and one computer science expert to imitate a 
teacher’s classroom observations. Completing the evaluation validates the framework used 
in this research. The research evaluation experiments are demonstrated in detail in Chapter 
6. 
Chapter Six 
6. Experimental Design and Evaluation 
 
“Experience is the teacher of all things.” 
— Julius Caesar  
 
Earlier chapters have described the research framework and models, the system architecture 
and the implementation of the proof-of-concept prototype (Observe Portal). The current 
chapter explains our evaluation of the Observe Portal assessment system through an 
experiment employing hands-on evaluation activities with real users. It begins with an 
introduction to the evaluation methods and the user studies which have been employed for 
3D virtual environments, then explains the evaluation methods and measures adopted in the 
present study, including the experimental design developed to assemble evidence of the 
success of the concepts and models implemented in this research.    
6.1.Evaluation Methods  
We must first consider how it is appropriate to evaluate any software with educational 
applications, such as ours, especially in the early stages of its development. One way that has 
often been used is been by measuring, specifically, the user acceptance of such new 
applications, or measuring variables which are claimed to predict future acceptance. Thus, 
user acceptance is briefly discussed in this section.  
In addition, most e-learning systems are aiming at improving the ease with which learning 
can be achieved by students - by measuring learning effectiveness to evaluate the success of 
the system. However, our research is less concerned with learning effectiveness measures, 
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and more concerned with how we can enable more effective feedback and assessment; this 
represents a different measure of success. Effective feedback is a factor that strongly 
influences learning and impacts student performance  [162-164].  And so, because our 
prototype mostly focuses on student assessment, we need to discuss the methods used to 
measure student experience with the assessment feedback. Therefore, user acceptance and 
student experiences are briefly reviewed in the following sub-sections. Both of these factors 
must be considered in order to answer our research hypothesis. 
6.2.Research Hypotheses  
Here  is a list of the hypotheses presented in Chapter 1. The hypotheses are relevant to 
evaluating the research framework and prototype under investigation in the present study. If 
confirmed, they would indicate a highly positive evaluation of that framework and prototype. 
The hypotheses are: 
 It is possible to create a computational observation framework which can support the 
gathering of the learning evidence from collaborative distance students using immersive 
environments – and which is capable of being used as the basis for student assessment.   
1. Such an observation framework will be able to integrate between software and human 
agents - such that users will have positive attitudes towards their roles as human 
agents when performing distance-learning tasks in the virtual world (H1). 
2. Systems based on this observation framework will provide collaborative distance 
learners with assessment feedback, and users will report positive experiences of such 
assessments (H2).  
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3. Systems based on this observation framework will provide assessments that are very 
similar to human-expert assessments; these system assessments will be produced 
using less effort overall (H3).  
4. The assessment results and feedback from such an observation system will be 
preferred by users over and above that yielded from human experts (H4).  
5. Users of the observation system will express their acceptance of it (H5). 
6.2.1. Measuring Users’ Acceptance  
Numerous studies have stated the importance of understanding and measuring technology 
acceptance because the success of any new technology is largely based on its adoption by 
users [165, 166]. To this we would add that successful use is also important, although it is 
not measured by typical acceptance models. On the other hand, it is regarded as critical for 
organizations to identify the acceptance level of innovations before spending time and money 
on their implementation. Consequently, many models have been developed in the field of 
technology to help understand the acceptance of new technologies, including the following: 
the Theory of Planned Behaviour [167], the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [168], 
Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) [169], the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of 
Technology (UTAUT)[170], the System Usability Scale [171] and the Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM) [165]. 
 TAM is the approach which has been most widely used to verify the acceptance of new 
technologies. Some of the technologies to which TAM has been applied in order to evaluate 
the users' acceptance are: multimedia learning systems [172], PC or microcomputers [173, 
174], database programs [175], blackboards [176], expert support systems [177], 3D virtual 
environments [178-180] and mixed-reality environments [52, 181].  TAM had been also 
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employed to measure teachers’ acceptance of 3D-VW assessment systems such as 
WorldOfQuestions [182]. 
TAM identifies two specific, essential variables which must be assessed: the perceived 
usefulness (PU) of a new technology, and its perceived ease of use (PEOU). Davis [165] 
explained that high levels of both perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use will 
positively affect the utilisation of a new technology. His original model also draws attention 
to other variables and relationships which need to be measured in order to gain the fullest 
understanding of this issue, as shown in Figure 6-1. The model claims that actual system use 
will be highly predictable, in the way mapped out in Figure 6-1, provided PU, PEOU, certain 
external variables and also behavioural intention to use are all measured.  Thus, the model 
can help us to determine the future acceptance or rejection of a technology. Additionally, it 
can assist in predicting users’ behavioural intentions to use a technology [183, 184].  
Figure 6-1: The Technology Acceptance Model [165] 
TAM Variables  
Perceived ease of use (PEOU) is a major element in the acceptance of a technology. Davis 
[165] defined PEOU as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system 
would be free of effort”. Perceived ease of use is therefore particularly important in 
evaluating a system. Usually, people may reject a technology, or might apply it ineffectively, 
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if a system is useful but hard to use. Systems which are easier to use are expected to be more 
acceptable to users [185].  
 In addition, perceived usefulness (PU) refers to “the degree to which a person believes 
that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance” [165]. People tend 
to apply a system if they think it will assist them in accomplishing their work efficiently. 
They also express more interest in enhancing their performance if the usefulness of a 
technology intended to help them do this is apparent. Perceived usefulness is expected to be 
affected by perceived ease of use, but not the reverse (Figure 6-1): the easier a system is to 
use, the more useful it can be perceived to be  [183, 186]. 
 Finally, the intention to use (IU) is a significant variable in evaluating technology 
adoption and potential usage. Many studies have reported that the use of a system is 
determined by the intention to use it [187-189]. Therefore, the intention to use a system 
should be considered as an important indicator of the value of the implementation and actual 
use of a technology.     
 Following the TAM principles, both experts and students in this study were asked several 
questions related to perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and the intention to use after 
some experience actually using the research assessment prototype.  
6.2.2. Measuring Student Experiences with the Assessment Feedback 
Effective feedback is essential for learning because it helps students to improve their 
performance. The quality of feedback is the factor that strongly distinguishes between good 
and bad courses [162, 163].  Black and Wiliam [164] also stated that the nature and quality 
of feedback can have either a positive or negative effect on learning and on students’ 
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performance. Accordingly, many studies have been carried out to measure the quality of 
feedback. For instance, Hounsell, McCune, Hounsell and Litjens [190] studied learners’ 
experiences of feedback in relation to six bioscience course units. As a result, they proposed 
a guide for teachers which outlined six steps and a feedback loop. The study data was 
gathered via interviews and surveys with students who were in either first or final year 
courses. However, the results of that study are mostly applicable to the measuring of students’ 
experience in relation to courses and semesters, and not in relation to just one learning 
session. Our present study, of course, is focused on just one learning session.    
Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick [191] provided a model which encompassed seven principles 
of good feedback practice. It helped teachers to examine their assessment practices in relation 
to a self-regulation model and to these seven principles. Furthermore, Gibb and Simpson 
[192, 193] created the Assessment Experience Questionnaire (AEQ). The AEQ has been 
employed to evaluate assessment in science classes by measuring participants opinions of six 
suggested aspects of assessment: time demands and student effort, assignments and learning, 
quantity and timing of feedback, quality of feedback, use of feedback and the examination 
and the effects of this on learning.  
In this research, to measure students’ experiences with, and perceptions of, both the 
human (expert) assessment and the system assessment feedback provided in the study, the 
Assessment Experience Questionnaire (AEQ) [192, 193] was employed because it has been 
developed precisely to measure this sort of student experience of assessment and it has clear 
instruments for measuring such student experiences. Three items (time demand and student 
effort, assignments and learning, and the examination and learning) are concerned, most 
specifically, with student learning, assignments and examinations over a semester of study. 
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Thus, these three items are not applicable in the current case because this research assesses 
students based on their performance on only one learning occasion. Therefore, for the current 
research, following Gibbs [194], just three measures (opinions regarding the quantity and 
timing of feedback, the quality of feedback and the use of feedback) are employed to measure 
students’ experiences with both system and the human (expert) feedback. Hence, we included 
only the AEQ questions which were relevant to the measuring of these items.  
Aside from the TAM and AEQ based measures, other research instruments have been 
employed to evaluate broader aspects of our systems. We next present a full list of such that 
we have used.  
6.3.The Research Instruments 
In this research, a combination of qualitative and quantitative measures was used to assess 
aspects other than just acceptance in the TAM sense, and to evaluate the hypotheses (section 
6.2). 
6.3.1. User Questionnaire Measures  
First, all student and expert participants provided background information about themselves 
through questionnaires. This covered basic demographic information as well as their 
experience of virtual worlds, educational software, etc. Other questionnaires differed 
between those for students and those for experts and in relation to the differing experimental 
conditions which will be described more fully in section 6.4 (phase 1 versus phase 2 
conditions (2-1 and 2-2)).  
Many of the subsets of the questionnaire items described below included one or more 
open response questions. These then led to the questionnaires yielding some qualitative data 
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alongside the quantitative data from the rating scale response items. The questions were 
checked by an expert in designing questionnaires, Dr Desmond Thomas, who works for the 
University of Essex and provides courses in designing questionnaires for doctoral research. 
In addition, the questionnaires were double-checked by Dr Joy Helvert at the University of 
Essex.   
A. Students  
After performing all the required tasks in just one of the experimental scenarios (see 
section 6.4), each student participant then responded to a post-questionnaire, which 
included both open response and closed items, covering some or all of the following areas 
(dependent on experimental conditions) relevant to the testing of the hypotheses: 
• Students’ acceptance of the system (SA): To measure the users’ acceptance of 
the Observe Portal assessment system, the Technology Acceptance Model  
(TAM) [184], as described in section 6.2, was employed.  This model measures 
the acceptance of technology based on relationships between perceived 
usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEOU) and the intention to use the system 
(IU). Questions relating to each of these models are included in the student post-
questionnaire shown in Appendix A (A.5.2). 
• Students’ experiences of the assessment feedback (AEQ): To measure 
students’ experiences of (or rather, attitudes to)  the assessment results, the 
Assessment Experience Questionnaire (AEQ) [193] was used, as described in 
6.2.2. We included the AEQ questions which measure the student’s perceptions 
of the quantity and timing of the feedback (QTF), the quality of the feedback (QF) 
and the use of the feedback (UF), see Appendix A (A.5).  
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• Students’ preferred approach (PA): These questions elicit the student’s 
preferred assessment approach; these questions were asked in order to compare 
the students’ responses to the assessment feedback provided by a traditional 
expert (teacher) with that from the system. These questions are shown as part of 
the student post-questionnaire given in Appendix A (A.5.2). 
• Perception of chat communication facility (COMM): The students’ 
perceptions of the chat communication facility were also measured; this was to 
evaluate the students’ attitudes to the use of the classified chatting tool within the 
immersive environment. The questions related to this are included in the student 
post-questionnaire shown in Appendix A (A.5.2). 
• Perception of natural agent rating procedure (NA): Students were asked about 
their attitude to the experience of working as natural agents required to rate their 
partner students. These questions are also included in the student post-
questionnaire shown in Appendix A (A.5.2). 
B. Experts  
The experts, who played the role of teacher-like assessors in the study, also responded 
to a post-questionnaire with both open and closed response items covering the 
following areas (relevant to the hypotheses in section 6.2): 
• Experts’ acceptance of the system (EA): The Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM) [184] was, again, chosen as a basis for measuring expert acceptance of 
the system. The questions employed are included in the expert post-questionnaire 
shown in Appendix A (A.6). 
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• Experts’ preferred approach (E-PA): These questions ask the experts about 
their preferred approach; this was in order to compare their attitudes to traditional 
expert assessment with those they had concerning the system assessment, using 
the same virtual world observation and rating data. The questions relating to this 
are included in the expert post-questionnaire in Appendix A (A.6). 
• Experts’ assessment experience (EXP): These questions ask the experts about 
the experiences they encountered in the course of both the physical and the virtual 
assessment processes and their opinion on each of these, in order to compare 
experts' experiences in relation to both the traditional observation process and 
virtual observation. The questions employed for this are included in the expert 
post-questionnaire shown in Appendix A (A.6). 
• Experts’ reflection on the assessment processes (REF): This variable records 
the experts’ reflections on the effectiveness of the two assessment methods. The 
questions employed for this are included in the expert post-questionnaire shown 
in Appendix A (A.6). 
6.3.2. Human Expert and Observe Portal Assessment 
Here, the instrument consists of the assessment results which were completed in the course 
of the various different experimental phases/conditions - either by the system, as described 
in chapter 5, or by the experts/teachers using their assessment sheets, or by both. When 
carrying out these assessments, both the experts and the system had access to the same 
information that they could use as the basis of their observations: i.e., the on-screen actions, 
the chat and the ratings provided by the students undertaking the tasks. The students received 
scores for their performance with regard to the house programming tasks from both teachers 
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and system. These results provide some information regarding the assessment systems 
indirectly - when we compare the scores given by the human experts with those given by the 
Observe Portal system, for the same students undertaking the same tasks in the VW.   
6.3.3. Data from Student Performance 
To measure students’ performance in the course of the learning activities, we also analysed 
the data logs that were saved in the server repository of the immersive environment 
experiment and the video recordings made in the physical environment experiment, as is 
explained in detail in section 7.3. The quantitative measures derived from this, again, could 
be used to evaluate the system assessment.  
• Data logs. In the virtual world scenarios, all the students’ data logs regarding their 
actions, dialogues and tasks completed in the learning environment were saved with 
timestamps in a database. These data were used to count the number of ‘actions’, i.e. the 
amount of dialogue and the number of tasks completed in a given time, so as to compare 
the results obtained from the two scenarios, e.g. as between working in the physical, and 
the totally virtual, environments. A large number of logged events meant a high level of 
collaboration and a low number indicated limited collaboration.  
• Chat logs. The chat logs were quantitatively analysed to measure the frequencies of 
occurrence of various different categories of student chats, as distinguished by the 
classified chatting tool in Observe Portal. This measure, along with the questionnaire 
items about the perceptions regarding student communication via the chatting tool 
(COMM), facilitated a better understanding of the students’ experiences and their 
acceptance of the use of this chat tool. 
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• Rating logs. All rating data (of other students) elicited from student users were saved in 
the database. These data were also analysed in order to measure the extent to which the 
rating tool was used in Observe Portal.  This measure, in addition to the questionnaire 
items on student perceptions of working as natural agents (NA), assisted the researcher 
in ascertaining the degree of acceptance by the students of working as natural agents 
when collaborating in the learning activity. This, in turn, helped with the evaluation of 
the Mixed Agents approach adopted in the software design of this present system.   
• Video recording. A video camera was set up to record the student actions and the 
conversations which took place in the physical classroom scenario. These videos were 
analysed to measure the level of the students’ interactions, quantities of dialogue engaged 
in and the number of completed tasks so as to be able to compare the physical form of 
collaboration with its virtual equivalent (wherein all the relevant information was 
automatically logged as described above). Again, the number of actions and completed 
tasks were used as the basis of the settings of the input ranges accepted by the fuzzy logic 
system. 
6.4. Experimental Design 
Software evaluation, in support of proof-of-concept, may involve student-based, 
teacher/expert-based and system-based evaluations, and here we are reporting on the first 
two. In order to enable us to evaluate different aspects of the assessment system, it was 
necessary to arrange for students and experts to have some experience of using the portal, in 
its current prototype form. To achieve this, groups of students and experts were invited to 
participate in the research experiment. Students participated in group activities (mostly 
undertaken in pairs) either in the real or in the virtual world, and the experts, in the role of 
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teachers/assessors, observed the learning session either physically or virtually – in order to 
evaluate the students; in the virtual world scenarios, the students were also evaluated by the 
system. Using the instruments described in section 6.3, quantitative and qualitative data was 
gathered to throw light on the stated hypotheses (section 6.2). This section presents the 
experimental approach used by this research, the learning activity which was designed in 
relation to this and the experimental phases required in order to prove the research hypothesis.  
 Chapter 3 presented the MIVO framework and the Virtual Observation models that embed 
learning components with computational objects. This was followed by a description of the 
implementation of the key elements that contributed to building a prototype that included 
MIVO and the observation models in a VW, as discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The 
developed system (Observe Portal) was used in the experimental evaluation of the 
collaborative activities to prove the hypotheses stated in Chapter 1 and earlier in section 6.2. 
 The experimental evaluation made use of the proposed learning activity scenario, 
discussed in Chapter 4, particularly in relation to students’ collaborating in learning tasks in 
Observe Portal. Since our research focuses on assessing collaborative students, the learning 
scenario is designed to allow students to work together on learning tasks. It permits 
collaboration between users as well as communication through a chat system. In addition, 
the learning activities in the virtual world offer a rating tool which allows collaborators to 
score each other’s quality of performance on a continuing basis. The learning tasks required 
students to program actuators and sensors; this task was set in order to teach the functionality 
of embedded systems. The programs that the students constructed were then implemented in 
a simulation of a smart home. Two different types of observers (human experts and the 
system) watched the students in order to assess them. Once the session has finished, the 
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learning activity participants received assessment reports from one of the observers (either 
the system or an expert) about that participant‘s contributions in terms of learning outcomes. 
 The experimental work for this research was conducted in two main phases, with the 
second phase being undertaken under two conditions, separately. The phases were as follows: 
Phase 1- This consisted of experiments conducted in a physical classroom situation; the 
students performed the learning tasks involved with this research in a real-world 
classroom.  
Phase 2- In contrast, consisted of experiments conducted within an immersive virtual 
environment where students collaborated together in a virtual world (Observe Portal). 
This second phase presented two different situations: one in which the system was the sole 
observer of the students, and one where both the system and experts (teachers) observed.  
The use of all these various different phases/conditions was necessary in order to prove the 
research hypotheses. Section 6.4.5 details the research phases and the relationships between 
them and the research hypotheses. 
6.4.1. Ethical Approval 
Before starting the evaluation trials, the researcher obtained approval from the University of 
Essex Ethical Committee to conduct the experiments involving human participants. A copy 
of the research proposal; the participant consent form (Appendix A (A.3)), the research 
questionnaires (Appendix A); a description of the recruiting process; and the data storage 
protocol had been submitted for approval.  
 In terms of data access and security, the participants’ data were stored separately on a 
secure local server and were protected with passwords such that they could only be accessed 
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by the researcher. These data were not sharable with others and were deleted from the server 
as soon as there was no longer any need to keep them.  
 After obtaining ethical approval from the university, the researcher began conducting the 
experiments, including the hands-on trials with users.   
6.4.2. The Overall Experimental Approach 
Each of the research experimental phases involved entirely different participants (so 
demonstrating a ‘between group’ design).  The general experimental approach followed in 
the phases was: 
A. Before each experimental scenario was presented:  
Before starting the hands-on activities, we needed to collect participants background 
information before and then analyse these in relation to the research hypotheses. At this 
stage, the researcher undertook the following: 
• The participants were separated into groups. Each group (mostly of two, selected for 
collaborative working) included one student who had some computer programming 
knowledge and another student with little experience in programming - to facilitate 
effective knowledge sharing between them. Most of the student participants were 
undergraduates or masters’ students; they had a variety of backgrounds and expertise. 
The experts were PhD researchers who had experience of teaching and also of 
observing students taking computer science and programming courses.  
• The students were provided with a link to an online survey so that they could provide 
relevant background information. The student pre-questionnaire asked about personal 
demographics, and also the students’ backgrounds in computing, 3D virtual worlds, 
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gaming, and intelligent environments. A copy of the questionnaire is included in 
Appendix A (A.1).  
• The experts were also provided with a pre-questionnaire which gathered similar 
background information from the experts, asking about their teaching expertise, and 
any teaching experience they had in 3D virtual worlds, intelligent environments and 
computing. The expert pre-session survey is shown in Appendix A (A.2).  
The students’ and the experts’ background information are described and analysed in 
detail in section (6.5). 
B. In the course of the experiment (the learning activity):  
Participation in the learning activity was an essential element of our experiments; here, 
students worked together and experts or the system or both observed them in order to 
produce assessment results. Then, student experiences relating to the tasks and the 
assessment results were analysed with respect to the research hypotheses.  
• Student participants: the experimental steps experienced by the students were as 
follows: 
1- Student participants first signed a consent form (see Appendix A (A.3)).  
2- Next, the researcher gave a 10 min. presentation concerning the learning 
environment and the learning tasks that the student pairs had to collaborate to 
accomplish (the tasks are described in section 6.4.3). In addition, in relation to 
the virtual world sessions (phase 2), the students were informed that the task was 
not just to program the house but also to evaluate each other by using the rating 
tool - and to communicate effectively, using the chat window.  
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3- After these preparations, the students began the process of collaborating to 
complete the assigned tasks.   
• Expert participants: The experiment steps experienced by the experts were as 
follows: 
1- Before the sessions began, the expert participants were provided with assessment 
sheets of the form shown in Appendix A (A.4). 
2- Next, the researcher explained to the experts the procedures whereby they could 
observe the students and use these sheets to record their assessments - since they 
had not previously been made familiar with these aspects.   
3- On the day of the experiment, the experts first signed a consent form, see A.3 in 
Appendix A.  
4- In the course of the learning sessions themselves, the experts observed the 
students, either physically (phase 1) or through their access to the online virtual 
world (phase 2). In either case, they then used the manual assessment sheets, A.4, 
as shown in Appendix A, to record their assessments of the students regarding 
their performance in the course of the programming tasks. They (the experts) 
were also asked to use the collaborative skills sheet, see A.4, to evaluate the 
students’ collaborative skills.  
All the participants (both the experts and the students) were also observed by the 
researcher while performing their tasks and notes were taken to document any data of 
interest in relation to the research. The data of this kind which that were documented by 
the researcher were: the time taken to evaluate the students by teachers, the time taken 
to finish each task by the students, data regarding the flaws in the collaboration between 
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students which emerged, and data regarding the mistakes made in the course of each 
task.  
C. After the experiment:  
Finally, it was necessary to collect the participants’ (student and expert) experiences and 
their opinion about the assessment. In particular, it was necessary to obtain participants’ 
responses based on the evaluation measures, given in section 6.3.  
Thus, after they finished their learning activities, the assessment from the system 
and/or from the experts was provided to the student participants in order to enable them 
to review their evaluation and examine their performance in relation to the collaborative 
activity. Then both experts and students filled out their post-session surveys (A.5 and 
A.6). All the questionnaires are included in Appendix A. 
6.4.3. The Learning Activity 
The learning tasks were designed to facilitate communication and collaboration between 
students in order to evaluate them based on the OLens levels. The learning activity as a whole 
was inspired by an earlier pioneering work [52] and it has also been evaluated by Dr Rasha 
Alruwilli of the psychology department of the University of Essex. She validated that the 
activity could be used to measure social collaborative skills, and of course, it was part of the 
aim of the present research to evaluate the assessment with regard to these skills. Figure 6-2 
describes the student learning activity; this was essentially the same across all the 
conditions/phases. 
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Figure 6-2: Learning Activity Used in the Study 
Mayes and Fowler proposed a framework for courseware which followed what they saw 
as the essential cycle of three learning phases [139]. Keeping these stages in mind helps one 
to understand the steps that the learning process generally goes through and indicates how to 
structure learning activities using technology appropriately. The learning cycle processes 
which they proposed are: conceptualisation, construction and dialogue [139]. Thus, based on 
the description given above of the objectives and nature of the learning activity which we 
selected, it may be seen that we implemented the learning activity using Mayes and Fowler's 
framework steps as follows:  
Activities 
1- Familiarise with the learning environment. 
2- Understand the learning task. 
3- Work with other members and agree about the created 
rules. 
4- Do the tasks and program the rules using the programing 
board. 
5- Execute the rules. 
Conditions 
1- Participants are in the same physical location or in 
different locations using VW. 
2- Access to PCs. 
3- Access to Internet. 
4- The client software has been installed. 
5- Use physical BuzzBox or virtual smart home. 
Learning Objectives 
1- Understand the concept of intelligent environments. 
2- Create rules that change the functionality of sensors of 
the smart home. 





Observed Collaborative Learning Activity 
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• Presentation (conceptualisation stage): The researcher first explained to the 
students the concepts involved with sensors, installed either in physical or virtual 
smart homes, presenting the ways in which they can use the facilities provided to 
program them. The explanation gave them examples of the use of rules which can be 
employed to program lights. Then, once the session had been completed, learners 
were assessed based on whether or not they had successfully been able to program 
various types of sensors and create rules other than the examples that were given to 
them in the presentation stage. The assessment also measured student’s collaborative 
skills.     
• Practical (construction stage): After completing the presentation, the researcher 
gave the students three subtasks based on the unit of learning illustrated in Figure 
6-2, and asked them to collaborate and solve the problems involved. The learning 
tasks were:  
“Imagine this is your smart house, collaborate and do the following: 
1. Formulate rules for the house appliances 
2. Create rules for hot weather situations 
3. Create rules for fire situations   
• Discussion (dialogue): Students could discuss their work face-to-face in the physical 
activity scenario (phase 1 – section 6.4.5.1) or via the chat facility in the virtual 
activity scenario (phase 2 – section 0) to reflect on their learning and their solutions. 
6.4.4. Recruiting Participants  
Participants of all these experimental phases were recruited from the University of Essex 
through an opportunistic sampling approach, and the students were paid £5 per an hour to 
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participate in the experiments. Students were undergraduate or master’s students representing 
a number of different areas of expertise. For these experiments, the aim was to recruit typical 
tertiary level students across a range of specialisms who were not already fully familiar with 
the programming concepts that were required to complete the tasks. It was, however, 
necessary to obtain a mixture of students, some of whom knew something about 
programming while others did not. This was because, as described above, the study design 
required pairs (groups of two) to be set up in which one member had more relevant 
knowledge than the other.  
 In terms of the expert participants, the aim was to recruit experts who fully understood 
the topic being learned via the tasks, and had experience of teaching, and especially of 
assessing, students. Thus, the experts were PhD students in their final years who had 
experience of teaching and observing students taking part in computer science and 
programming courses and labs. 
6.4.5. Research Phases/Conditions 
The above sections have described what was common to all the experiment phases that we 
conducted. All the research phases utilised the same procedures in terms of the experimental 
approach (section 6.4.2), the learning activity (section 6.4.3) and the method whereby the 
participants were recruited (section 6.4.4). Table 6-1 provides a summary description of the 
differences between the experimental phases/conditions, which are then described in detail. 
The table also shows the measurements and other data that were collected in each phase and 
for each condition.   
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Phase Phase 1 Phase 2 
Condition  Cond 2-1 Cond 2-2 
Model of house programming 
activity 
Programming 
functions in a physical 
model of a house 
Programming functions in a virtual house 
Location of students Together in the same 
room 
Online in the virtual environment 
Medium of student 
communication 
Face to face oral  Via an online typed chat facility only 
Role of student  Collaboration, 
completing the 
learning tasks 
Collaboration, completing the learning tasks, rating 
each other 
Researcher’s sources for 
objective measures: numbers 
of completed programs, time 
spent chatting, etc. 
Video recording and 
computer logs 
Screen recording and computer logs  
Teachers’/experts’ data 
sources for observation and 
assessment of students 
Direct observations of 
the students working  
None By observation of 
student actions and chat 
in the virtual world  
System’s data source for 
assessment of students 
None Observations of student actions, chats and ratings 
within the VW. 









graphical charts and also 
video recordings 
Observation by researcher Direct observation of 
the students and 
teachers/experts 
Observation of students 
via the computer 
Observation of students 
and teachers/experts via 
the computer 






















-Perception of chat 
communication (COMM) 




-Chat logs  
-Rating logs 
-System’s assessment 







-Perception of chat 
communication (COMM) 












-Experts’ reflection (REF) 
 
Other measures:  
-Chat logs  
-Rating logs 
-System’s assessment  
-Expert’s assessment 
 
Table 6-1: The experimental phases/conditions 
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6.4.5.1.Phase 1: Physical Classroom Observation  
The physical classroom phase was undertaken in order to use its results as a reference in 
relation to later student assessment in the virtual world; also, this activity helped in the 
development of the expert assessment model and the fuzzy system that was then applied in 
the virtual observation phase (phase 2) to assess student performance. Developing the fuzzy 
logic system based on expert evaluation was explained in Chapter 5. Furthermore, this 
(physical classroom) phase enabled a comparison between users’ reports concerning their 
real-world experiences and their assessments with those obtained later in the virtual world, 
to reveal any significant differences in terms of these assessments and user responses between 
the two types of environment - as required in order to prove the research hypotheses.   
 This phase (phase 1) consisted of 15 learning sessions. Each session had two students and 
one expert/teacher participants. We recruited the participants by employing the method 
discussed in section 6.4.4. The total number of student participants in phase 1 was 30 and the 
total number of experts was 8 - experts participated several times in the sessions.  The 
sessions employed pairs of students to enable collaboration between students and one expert 
to imitate classroom observation with one teacher assessor.  
• During the experiments (the learning activity): 
The experimental approach shown in section 6.4.2 and the learning task described in section 
6.4.3 were employed in this phase. The physical classroom experiments took place in room 
(5A.544) of the computer science building, at the University of Essex, see Figure 6-5. The 
experiments were as follows: 
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1- Student participants were divided into two-student groups to collaborate and work on 
the learning tasks. Each pair was seated at a table and provided with a PC and a 
BuzzBox (Figure 6-3) to be used as a simulation of a physical smart room. The 
BuzzBox contained sensors and actuators that users may program to control the 
functions (Figure 6-4).  
2- The learner participants were asked to work collaboratively to configure the physical 
BuzzBox through a programming board (Figure 6-5). A video camera was set up in 
the room to record this collaboration and discussions between students.  
3- The expert participants’ role was to observe the students while they were 
collaborating (Figure 6-6) and assess them using the manual sheets and the 
collaborative skills sheet, shown in Appendix A (A.4). The experts did not give any 
hints to, or talk to, students during the sessions.   
4- After students had finished the learning activities, the experts gave to each student 
their assessment sheets so that they could review their results.   
 
Figure 6-3: Physical BuzzBox [52] 
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Figure 6-4: Fortito's BuzzBox diagram [52] 
 
 
              Figure 6-5: Students collaborating in the Phase 1 experiments 
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Figure 6-6: Experts observing the students undertaking the Phase 1 experiments 
6.4.4.2. Phase 2: Virtual World Observation  
This phase includes two conditions: the use of virtual but no human expert observation 
(condition 2-1) and the use of virtual observation along with human expert observation 
(condition 2-2). This phase was split into these two conditions in order to compare learner 
experiences in the learning environment with and without expert observation - to reveal any 
significant differences in student responses in relation to these two conditions.   
 In addition, these situations were necessary to undertake in order to prove the research 
hypothesis. Both phase-conditions (condition 2-1 & condition 2-2) support the following: 
First, the virtual world activities undertaken under the various conditions applied can be used 
to validate the effectiveness of the MixAgent model and its tools by measuring user attitudes 
to their embodying of the human agent roles when performing tasks in the virtual world (H1). 
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Second, Observe Portal is able to provide users with assessment feedback, and this means 
that student responses to this assessment can be measured (H2). Third, the virtual world 
activities facilitate, in general, the measurement of the acceptance of the system (H5).  
 Furthermore, conducting virtual observations in conjunction with the human expert 
observation condition (2-2) permits a comparison between the results of the expert 
assessment those of the system assessment (H3); this also supports the discovery of which of 
the assessment approaches is the one preferred by participants (H4). The following sections 
detail each virtual world condition.  
Condition 2-1: Virtual observation without experts  
With regard to this condition, 17 sessions were held, 15 with pairs of students and 2 
sessions with groups of four students.  
• During the experiments (the learning activity):  
The experimental approach described in section 6.4.2 and the learning task described in 
section 6.4.3 were the ones utilised in this phase. The virtual world observation sessions 
took place in rooms 3A.524, 3A.526 and Lab 3 of the computer science building, the 
University of Essex.  The learning sessions conducted were as follows: 
1- Each session involved a group of two or, alternatively, four students sitting in 
different locations so that they could only communicate with each other through the 
chat facility provided on screen. Each student had access to a personal computer 
displaying the learning interface (Figure 6-7). 
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Figure 6-7: Phase 2 experiments - Virtual observation without experts 
2- The activity required the group (of either 2 or 4) to work together in the virtual world 
to find solutions to the learning tasks and create IF-ELSE rules for the virtual house 
sensors and actuators; this was all just as in phase 1, but in a VW, on screen. 
Additionally, learners were asked to work as natural agents and rate each other during 
the learning activity, through the on screen rating tool (Figure 6-8).  
Figure 6-8: Students rating tool 
3- At the end of each session, the system assessed the students virtually and, to provide 
feedback, showed the student their dashboards and the video recordings; these 
represented the system’s evaluation of their performance and allowed them to view 
both the individual and group assessments (the student dashboards were described 
earlier in Chapter 4). 
Rating Tool 
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Condition 2-2: Virtual observation with expert observation 
In relation to this condition/situation, 15 sessions were held, each session using a group of 
two students, to enable collaboration, and one expert - to imitate classroom observation with 
one teacher. 
• During the experiments (the learning activity) 
 The experimental approach described in section 6.4.2 and the learning task described in 
section 6.4.3 were utilised for this phase. The learning activity employed in cond. 2-2 was 
similar to that employed in cond. 2-1 but with the key difference that the latter included an 
expert participant to observe students through the interface to the VW, allowing access to the 
same information that the system used to make its assessment. The experiments conducted 
were as follows: 
1- Each session used a group of two students plus one expert, and each participant was 
sitting in a different location (Figure 6-9). The students had access to personal computers 
and so were able to communicate with each other only through the virtual world.  
2- The students were asked to collaborate in order to solve the learning tasks and to rate 
each other’s performance in the virtual world, as in cond. 2-1.  
3- The experts were asked to log into the learning environment so that they appeared as 
teacher avatars in the virtual world. Their role was to observe and assess the students 
manually by noting the learning evidence and using the assessment sheets (see 
Appendix A (A.4)). 
This phase/condition, therefore, supported two means by which the students were 
evaluated the students: the system assessed the students virtually with respect to their 
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activities in the VW, while the experts assessed the students manually based on the 
same information – which was made available to them. 
            Students’ collaboration 
   Experts’ observation 
 
Figure 6-9: Phase 2 experiments – Virtual observation alongside expert observation 
4- At the end of each session, the system presented the students with their assessment 
dashboards and video recordings to illustrate the students’ individual performance and in 
addition the group’s performance; the experts were also given this information. 
Furthermore, the human expert evaluation sheets were given to the students to allow them 
to compare the system’s assessment with the expert’s assessment.  
6.5.Participants Background Information  
Both the students and the experts were recruited from the University of Essex through an 
opportunistic sampling. We next describe the samples in more detail. 
6.5.1.  Students 
Across all the experimental phases, 98 students participated in the learning activities, as 
described in Table 6-2. 
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Phase Number of Participants Participants per Group 
Phase 1 30 2 





Phase 2 – Condition 2-2 30 2 
Total 98  
Table 6-2: Number of students participating in each phase/condition 
 The student demographic information indicated that 53% of the participating students 
were males and 47% were female, of varied nationalities (British, Emirati, German, Indian, 
Bahraini, Pakistani, Italian, Turkish, Bulgarian, Romanian, Maltese, Latvian, Greek and 
Cypriot, Saudi). 81% of the students were in the age range of 18-24 years, 16% were between 
25-30 and 3% were aged between 31-35 years old. The reported levels of English proficiency 
were 57% native or bilingual proficiency, 32% full professional proficiency, 4% working 
professional, 6% limited working proficiency and 1% elementary proficiency. At the time 
that the experiments were conducted, most of the participants were undergraduate or master’s 
students and their course subjects ranged from computer science, data science and computer 
engineering to criminology, economics, business, government, speech and language therapy, 
accounting, actuarial science, law and philosophy and finance. A summary of the students’ 
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Total Number of students 98 100% 
General Information (GI) 
Age 
18-24 79 81% 
25-30 16 16% 
31-35 3 3% 
Gender 
Male 52 53% 
Female 46 47% 
Nationalities 
Emirate, British, Indian, German, Bahraini, Pakistani, Italian, Turkish, 
Bulgarian, Romanian, Maltese, Latvian, Greek, Cypriot, Saudi 
Self-reported Levels of English Language 
Elementary proficiency  1 1% 
Limited working proficiency  6 6% 
Professional working 4 4% 
Full professional proficiency  31 32% 
Native or bilingual proficiency 56 57% 
Level of studies 
First-year undergraduate 40 41% 
Second-year undergraduate 26 26% 
Third-year undergraduate 14 14% 
Postgraduate (Master) 18 18% 
Subject of Study 
Computer science, Computer engineering, Criminology, Economics, Business, 
Government, Speech and language therapy, Accounting, Actuarial Science, 
Law and Philosophy, Finance, Data Science 
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 Table 6-4 presents the students’ reported expertise in computer use (CU) and 
programming (PE). It shows that almost all the participants owned personal computers and, 
in terms of computing experience, 26% rated themselves as beginners, 51% intermediate, 
and 23% claimed to be experts. The table also shows that 50% stated that they were beginner 
programmers, 39% were intermediate and 11% were experts in programming.  
Computer Use (CU) 
Own a personal computer? 
Yes 97 99% 
No 1 1% 
Computing expertise? 
Beginner 26 26% 
Intermediate 49 51% 
Expert 23 23% 
Programming Experience (PE) 
Programming expertise 
Beginner 49 50% 
Intermediate 38 39% 
Expert 11 11% 
Table 6-4: Student reported computing and programming experience 
 Additionally, about half of the participants said that they had experience in using virtual 
worlds and computer games (Table 6-5). 51% of the students were familiar with virtual 
worlds and 49% were not, but a few (17%) of the latter had used virtual worlds before. 
Moreover, 49% of the learners played video games several times a week, while 51% did not 
play such games at all.  
Virtual World Experience (VWE) 
Are you familiar with virtual worlds? 
Yes 50 51% 
No 48 49% 
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How often do you use virtual worlds? 
Not at all 81 83% 
once or twice per week 17 17% 
4-5 times per week 0 0% 
Every day 0 0% 
Please select the virtual worlds that you have used or heard of 
Second Life, RealXtend, Meshmoon, Open Wonderland, IMVU, Club 
Penguin, Habbo, The Sims, School of Dragon 
Video Games Experience (VGE) 
Playing video games 
Not at all 50 51% 
Once or twice per week 27 28% 
4-5 times per week 10 10% 
Every day 12 12% 
If you play video games please name the ones you use 
Fortnite, RuneScape, Puzzle games on mobile, RPG's on PC, Life is Strange, 
League of Legends, Yu-gi-oh! Duel Links, The Elder Scrolls V Skyrim, 
Dragon Ball Xenoverse, GTA, Fifa, Assassin's Creed, WoW, Hearthstone, 
GTA, Grand Theft Auto 5,  Mass Effect, Football Manager, WWE 2k among, 
Nba, dota 2, League of Legends, Humans of Might and Magic, Barbara 
Ainola, Need for speedCounter strike, generally fps 
Table 6-5: Student Virtual World and Computer Games Experience 
 With respect to knowledge of intelligent environments (IE), 55% of the participants were 
familiar with smart houses and intelligent spaces and 45% were not. Notably, 54% had 
previously undertaken practical activities in a computer engineering lab (Table 6-6).  
Intelligent Environments Knowledge (IE) 
Are you familiar with smart houses/intelligent spaces? 
Yes 54 55% 
No 
44 45% 
Are involved in practical activities/assignments in a computer 
engineering lab? 
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Have you used or heard of technology to make your house "smart"? 
Yes 78 80% 
No 20 20% 
   
Table 6-6: Student Knowledge of Intelligent Environments (IE) 
 The student group working (GW) information in Table 6-7 shows that 77% of the 
students liked to work in groups while 23% did not like group activities. Also, most of the 
students rated themselves as having high or middle collaborative skills. 
Group Working (GW) 
Do you like to work in groups? 
Yes 75 77% 
No 23 23% 
Rate your collaborative skill level 
I have High collaborative skills 47 48% 
I have Middle collaborative skills 49 50% 
I have Low collaborative skills 2 2% 
I prefer to work alone on projects 
Strongly agree 14 14% 
Agree 35 36% 
Disagree 36 37% 
Strongly disagree 2 2% 
Table 6-7: Students' Self-Reported Group Working (GW) 
 It can be seen, from Tables 6.5 and 6.6, that the students who participated in our 
experiments were certainly not unusual in terms of their age, gender, and nationality mix, nor 
in their range of subject specialisms. It is also perhaps to be expected of educated young 
people today that they almost all owned computers and claimed at least moderate familiarity 
with them, that around half played video games, though only a minority played games 
involving virtual worlds, around half claimed to know what a smart house was, and around 
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three quarters claimed to like working in groups. With respect to variables more closely 
connected with the activities in the study, it is clear that a slight majority could claim some 
knowledge of programming. However, overall it could be said that about half the students 
had some relevant programming knowledge while about half did not. This served the 
purposes of the study since what we needed was mixed ability pairs/groups of students who 
could be put together in order to perform the tasks collaboratively — hence, meaningful 
communication with respect to the tasks could then occur between these students.    
6.5.2. Experts  
Overall, eighteen experts participated in the experiments, some of these participated twice. 
Table 6-8 shows that 72% of the expert participants were females and 28% were males, and 
that these experts came from a variety of nationalities (British, Iraqi, Nigerian, Libyan and 
Saudi). The experts’ age demographics at the time of the experiment were: 6% between 46-
50 years old, 33% between 41-45 years old, 22% between 36-40 years, 22% between 31-35 
years old and 17% of the participants’ ages were from 25-30. The claimed levels of English 
proficiency were: 17% native or bilingual proficiency, 61% full professional and 22% 
working professional proficiency.  At the time that the experiment was conducted, most of 
the participants were PhD students in their third or fourth years, and 11% of them already 
had their PhD degree. Their majors were 72% computer sciences and 28% computer 
engineering.  
  Total 
Categories Number of experts Percentage 
Total 18 100% 
General Information (GI) 
Age  
20-25 0 0% 
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26-30 3 17% 
31-35 4 22% 
36-40 4 22% 
41-45 6 33% 
46-50 1 6% 
51+ 0 0% 
Gender  
Male 5 28% 
Female 13 72% 
Nationality  
Saudi 7 39% 
Iraqi 3 17% 
Nigerian 4 22% 
British 2 11% 
Libyan 2 11% 
Level of English 
Elementary proficiency  0 0% 
Limited working proficiency  0 0% 
Professional working 4 22% 
Full professional proficiency  11 61% 
Native or bilingual proficiency 3 17% 
Level of education    
Master's Degree 0 0% 
First year PhD 0 0% 
Second year PhD 0 0% 
Third year PhD 8 44% 
Fourth year PhD 8 44% 
PhD Degree 2 11% 
Major  
Computer sciences 13 72% 
Computer engineering 5 28% 
Table 6-8: Experts' General Information 
 All the expert participants had experience of teaching computing subjects such as 
programming languages, networks or databases, or of teaching electronic engineering topics 
such as analogue circuit design. 39% of the expert participants had 1-5 years experience in 
teaching, 39% had been teaching for 6-10 years, 17% had been teaching for 11-15 years and 
5% had 16-20 years teaching experience (Figure 6-10). All the participants (100%) had 
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taught and observed students in computer labs, and all of them were experts in teaching 
programming courses.  
Figure 6-10: Experts Teaching Experience (TE) 
 In addition, the participants all had experience of assessing student learning by different 
methods such as tests, assignments, group projects, individual projects and observation. Most 
of the experts (94%) had assigned group projects to their own students, and they had also 
assessed these group projects by different methods: self-evaluation, peer-evaluation, final 
product evaluation or teacher observation evaluation.  
 Several expert participants (67%) were already using educational software which 
supports lecturers in teaching and assessing students, while 33% were not. Some of the 
teaching-related systems in use were Blackboard, Moodle, Chatbots, QA systems, and 
MATLAB. In addition, most of the participants liked using new technology in teaching and 
they considered that understanding new technologies was relatively easy for them.  
 Most of the participants (83%) were also familiar with virtual worlds, while 17% were 
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11% used VWs twice per week, and 33% did not use them regularly. Some of the virtual 
worlds that they reported that they had used were: Second Life, RealXtend, or their own 
(constructed) virtual world. However, most of them did not use VWs for teaching and 
learning. Finally, most of the experts, i.e., 89% of them, were familiar with smart 
houses/intelligent spaces, while only 11% were not.  
 Overall then, the experts in our sample all possessed the qualities that we needed for 
participation in the experiment. The one element that they all lacked was expertise in using 
the assessment rating scales that the researcher chose. Hence the researcher explained to them 
all the use of these rating scales - before they (the experts) started observing the students.  
6.6.Chapter Summary 
This chapter has described in detail the numerous instruments which have been employed in 
this research to gather data relevant to the evaluation of the assessment system, the 
hypotheses which have been posited, the experimental design employed, and the participants 
involved. In addition, this chapter has looked at the experimental phases/conditions in which 
the experiments were performed (for the purpose of proving the research hypotheses). 
Finally, the chapter delineated the research samples in more detail by analyzing the 
background data gathered from the participants. The next chapter (Chapter 7) will present 




7. Results and Analyses 
 
The previous chapter (Chapter 6) demonstrated the experimental design and the evaluation 
methods and measures adopted in this study. In addition, it described the experimental 
phases/conditions that have been applied to evaluate the Observe Portal system. The current 
chapter interprets the user evaluation results.  It begins by detailing the mapping between the 
research hypotheses and the research instruments. Then it describes the data analysis 
procedures. Lastly, it demonstrates the experiment results as yielded by the participants’ 
questionnaire, the user logs, the system scores and the assessment sheets. 
7.1.Mapping Hypotheses and Instruments 
The hypotheses (H1-H5) mentioned in Chapter 1 have been reworded and divided into sub-
hypotheses as shown in Table 7-1; this was in order to derive some more testable hypotheses.  
Table 7-1 also indicates what instruments must be used to test each hypothesis. 







Users express positive attitudes 
towards their roles as human agents 
when performing distance-learning 
tasks in the virtual world. 
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H1.1 The students express positive attitudes 
to the activity of rating each other 
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learning tasks in the virtual world. 
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H1.2 The students express positive attitudes 
to the online classified chat facility 
which they can use when performing 
collaborative learning tasks in the 
virtual world. 
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The Observe Portal system provides 
collaborative distance learners with 
assessment feedback, and users report 
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to the speed and amount of feedback 
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H2.2 The students believe that the Observe 
Portal system provides very useful 
information about interaction, 
success, and collaborative skills 
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H3.1 The human experts find that making 
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H3.2 The system matches the human 
experts’ performance closely in 
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H5.3 Students and experts express an 
intention to use the Observe Portal 
system in the future. 
 
Phase 2 







Table 7-1: Operationalization of the Hypotheses Mapped onto Instruments 
7.2.Data Analysis Procedures 
This section describes three important aspects relating to how the data was analysed, prior 
to the determining of the results.  
7.2.1. Reliability of Questionnaire Responses  
Many of the key student and expert variables, as listed in Chapter 6 (section 6.3.1), were 
measured via subsets of questionnaire items - rather than having a single item for each 
variable. Leaving aside any open-response items (see 7.2.3), the items were typically 
responded to on a 4-point Likert scale which had different labels for measuring different 
constructs (e.g. 1= Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Agree, 4= Strongly Agree / 1=Very 
Poor, 2=Poor, 3=Good, 4=Very Good). This enabled us to check for the internal reliability 
of each subset of such items, using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.   
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 The first stage in the analysis was as follows: since the questionnaire included both 
positively and negatively worded items, the negative item ratings were transformed into 
positive ones. This is required before calculating Cronbach's alpha, and also makes 
interpreting the results simpler (section 7.3).  
  Table 7-2 shows that the reliability coefficients for all the student variables surpassed 
the value of 0.70, which is regarded as entirely satisfactory [195, 196]. Thus, each subset of 






Students perception of 
communication (COMM) 
.703 3 
Student perception of natural agent 
role (NA) 
.882 6 
Students assessment experience (AEQ) .795 18 
Student acceptance of the system (SA) .748 10 
Student preferred approach (PA) .826 8 
Table 7-2: Student Post-Survey Construct Reliability   
 Table 7-3 presents Cronbach’s alpha in the same way, but for the expert questionnaire 
items. The results for the constructs REF, EA and EXP indicated that the expert questionnaire 
responses had high reliability [195, 196]. However, the expert PA construct was measured 
mostly through open-ended questions, and had no multiple items with the same rating 
response scale. Therefore, alpha was inapplicable.  
 
 







Expert reflection about system 
assessment  (REF) 
.792 7 
Experts’ Acceptance of the System (EA) .728 13 
Expert observation experiences (EXP) .820 12 
Expert preferred approach (E.PA) N/A N/A 
Table 7-3: Experts post-survey construct reliability 
7.2.2. Normal Distribution Check 
It is also important to test if the research data is normally distributed before starting the 
statistical analysis. In order to test the rating scale response data for normal distribution, the 
one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [197] was used as follows: 
- H0: The data is normally distributed (Null hypothesis) 
- Ha: The data is not normally distributed (Alternative hypothesis) 
- P= 0.05 (Significance level) 
- D=the upper bound of absolute differences between the observed data and the 
normal distribution 
- Critical value of D= 0.04301     
 The results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are included in Appendix B (B.1 and B.2). 
They show that D is greater than the critical value (0.04301) for all items (Appendix B.1 and 
B.2), thus the data is not normally distributed. Therefore, the null hypothesis (H0) is rejected. 
For this reason, nonparametric techniques are used for inferential quantitative data analysis 
in this research. In addition, the non-parametric techniques are employed because of the use 
of Likert scales in the questionnaires. Usually, data on Likert-type scales are ordinal data 
which does not measure the distance between points, just that each point is higher than the 
last; the distance between points cannot be assumed to be equal [198]. In such cases, the 
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median should be used instead of the mean to summarise the data. In addition, Kruskal-
Wallis, Friedman, Wilcoxon, Mann-Whitney and Binomial tests were applied to the research 
data because they do not require normal distributions [199]. 
7.2.3. Handling of Open Response Questionnaire Items  
The open-response items yielded qualitative data, i.e., words, rather than quantitative data. 
Hence, they were submitted to qualitative analysis. Specifically, the responses were sorted 
into themes, so as to ascertain the various kinds of points that the participants made - once 
differences purely of wording were discounted.   
7.3. Experiment Results 
This section presents and explains the quantitative and qualitative findings in turn for each 
hypothesis as listed in Table 7-1. 
7.3.1. H1: Users express positive attitudes towards their roles as human agents when 
performing distance-learning tasks in the virtual world 
As described in Table 7-1, this is to be judged by the student NA questionnaire response data 
and the rating log data (H1.1). In addition, it was addressed by examining the student COMM 
questionnaire responses and the chat logs in phase 2 (H1.2). 
Perception of natural agent rating (NA)  
The rating of the perception of the natural agent role (NA) measures students’ positive 
attitudes to their required additional task of rating other student(s) when performing the 
programming tasks in Observe Portal, in all conditions of phase 2. Table 7-4 lists the 
questions used in the questionnaires. 











Table 7-4: Perception of natural agent rating (NA) 
 The pairs of items (NA1 – NA5), (NA2 – NA6) and (NA4 – NA7) were designed as 
matching positively and negatively worded questions to reduce the probability of participants 
biasing a response by responding to the scale values automatically regardless of the content 
of the item [200]. Appendix B (B.3) shows the tables of all the NA items that have been 
transformed so that higher numbers indicate more positive attitudes to the rating of other 
students.  
 In fact, 89% of participants, in phase 2, found working as natural agents and rating the 
other students through the rating tool was easy (NA1/NA5 composite, median = 3, “Agree"). 
In addition, 78% of the students found it fun (NA2/NA6 composite, median = 4, “Strongly 
Agree"), and 86% found it interesting (NA4/NA7 composite, median = 3, “Agree").  Also, 
82% of the participants found it useful (NA3, median = 3, “Agree"). 
 In addition, a one-sample binomial test was run to determine if there was a statistically 
significant positive response. This is achieved by testing if the responses differ significantly 
NA1 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) while working or 
at the end were EASY 
NA2 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) while working or 
at the end were FUN 
NA3 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) while working or 
at the end were USEFUL 
NA4 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) while working or 
at the end were INTERESTING 
NA5 (r) Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) while working or 
at the end were DIFFICULT 
NA6 (r) Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) while working or 
at the end were ANNOYING 
NA7 (r) Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) while working or 
at the end were BORING 
NA8 Explain the reasons why it was comfortable (or not) to rate the other 
student(s) through the rating tools 
NA9 Do you have any additional comments of the overall experience when 
rating others in the virtual world? 
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from the midpoint response (2.5 on the 1-4 response scale).  The quantitative data showed 
that distance-learning students working in the virtual world (phase 2) reported significantly 
positive attitudes (p < .001) to the rating tool which they used to rate others, way above the 
neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale (Table 7-5).  
 
 
N Min Max Median Mean SD 
Binomial 
test p 
NA1 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) 
while working or at the end were EASY 68 1 4 3 3.22 .666 <.001 
NA2 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) 
while working or at the end were FUN 68 1 4 3 3.12 .890 <.001 
NA3 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) 
while working or at the end were USEFUL 68 1 4 3 3.07 .779 <.001 
NA4 Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) 
while working or at the end were INTERESTING 68 1 4 3 3.19 .758 <.001 
NA5 (r) Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) 
while working or at the end were DIFFICULT 68 1 4 3 3.35 .768 <.001 
NA6 (r) Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) 
while working or at the end were ANNOYING 68 1 4 3 3.12 .890 <.001 
NA7 (r) Using the rating tools to evaluate the other student(s) 
while working or at the end were BORING 68 1 4 3 3.15 .718 <.001 
NA items Overall mean of NA items (phase 2)  68 1 4 3 3.174 .616 <.001 
Table 7-5: Student NA result with one-sample binomial test 
 In general, these results demonstrate positive attitudes and acceptance by users of 
working as natural agents and using the rating tool to rate other students in the virtual world, 
so the results support H1.1.  
 This was further shown by the qualitative data from the open-response item (NA8) which 
asked 'why it was comfortable (or not) to rate the other student(s) through the rating tools'. 
The main points made were as follows:     
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  Students reported that rating each other was comfortable because the rating was 
anonymous and not face-to-face, so they could be honest when they rated other students 
(who could not find what scores were given to them by whom) e.g.: “The rating tool was 
comfortable to use because it was anonymous to the other student I was with” s18. 
 Numerous participants also described the rating tool as very easy to use for a variety 
of reasons: 
1-  The rating tool was directly related to the learning topic: "directly related to the 
skills we were supposed to show while completing the task” s31. 
2- The tool was easy to use because of its clarity/transparency of design, for example 
one student said: "easy to use and clear instructions together with reminders were 
given” s46, “There were just three 'options' (high – middle – low), so it was easier” 
s49, "You only got like one button to press, so it makes it pretty easy” s56. 
3-  It was noted that sufficient tie had been allowed for participants to register their 
ratings, e.g.: "there was enough time between each task, I didn't have to rate the other 
student frequently” s5 -- although in fact they were encouraged by reminders to rate 
each other in each task.  
4- Students also found that rating someone else had benefits to themselves, e.g.: 
"because you can give constructive feedback and receive it,” s10, and as a 
consequence “because in this way we can evaluate each other and work on the 
weaknesses,” s7. 
A few participants did complain that rating was not comfortable, and one objected to 
having to "rate the other student using the 3 different ratings. There is no room for 
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feedback” s24. This student clearly wanted some space for giving fuller, qualitative 
written feedback, as a teacher might do.  
The final optional student question in this set (NA9) elicited additional comments. These 
were generally favourable about the overall experience: “It is an interesting way of giving 
feedback” s10; “It's a process useful for people to interact and be true about each other’s 
skills” s34.  
One suggested an improvement which, like the comment, s24, above, suggested that the 
format did not allow for enough richness of feedback to be given: “The rating scale should 
be increased. Maybe to a 5-star system” s5. 
From this, we can see that although some participants found that the three-point rating 
scale (low-middle-high) made the evaluation much easier for them and more comfortable, 
other students suggested making the response options more elaborate. Increasing the scale 
could allow for more accurate ratings especially for people who are criticised, however, it 
would inevitably make the rating task more onerous and could overload the students, given 
that they are doing collaborative tasks, classifying their chat sentences, and rating others all 
at the same time. In our future work, we could, however, include an open feedback option at 
the end of each session to enable more extensive student expressions of opinion about their 
peers' performance. 
In addition to the above results, the Kruskal-Wallis test (Table 7-6) was employed to 
determine if some key features of the students’ backgrounds influenced their positive rating 
of using the rating tool. The results demonstrated that the users’ computing expertise level 
(CU2) and knowledge of virtual worlds (VW1) did not have a significant influence on the 
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overall positive attitude of students towards using the rating tool (NA1). These results can 
perhaps be explained by the straightforward design of the natural agent tool, with a scroll bar 
and a rating button, which meant that no prior knowledge was really needed.  
Dependent 
variable 
Independent variable Chi-square DF P 
Student NA1 Computing expertise (CU2) 2.517 2 0.284 
Student NA1 Virtual worlds experience (VW1) 0.591 1 0.442 
Table 7-6: Kruskal-Wallis results: positive attitude to the rating tool 
Rating Logs 
In order to gain a different perspective on students’ attitudes to rating during the learning 
activities, the logs saved in the database by the system were analysed. These comprise a 
record of all the rating scores that students had given to each other while working in the 
sessions. The frequency of students rating other students was determined by counting the 
number of times a student rated their group member(s) in each task separately: recall that 
each session involved three tasks to be completed. Results from the rating analysis are seen 
in Figure 7-1. 
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 During Task 1, 37% of the students rated other students once, 18% rated twice, 9% rated 
three times, 10% gave four ratings and the others rated a greater number of times. The 
maximum frequency with which a student rated another student during task 1 was 10 times. 
 During Task 2, 13% of the participants rated others once, 24% rated others twice, 16% 
rated others three times, 10% rated others four times and the others rated a greater number of 
times. The maximum number of ratings was 15 times. 
During Task 3, 21% of the students rated the other student one time, 18% rated twice, 
13% rated three times, 9% four times and the others rated a greater number of times. The 
maximum number of ratings was 17 times. 
Generally, even though the rating frequencies varied between the groups/pairs, students 
gave a rating to the other group members at least once during each subtask of a learning task.  
Furthermore, it is notable that the frequencies of rating in fact increased across the three 
subtasks, suggesting that students liked doing it more as they got used to it rather than quickly 
getting bored with it and doing it less: for instance, the percent of students rating more than 
4 times rose across tasks from 26% to 37% to 39%, and the maximum number of ratings by 
one person rose from 10 to 15 to 17.  
 This shows that students found rating easy and/or valuable and they did the rating 
mostly multiple times during each task while collaborating with the other students. In 
addition, the findings from the analysis of the participants’ attitudes to the NA rating tool and 
the student comments have shown a positive attitude of the students to working as natural 
agents and evaluating the other student(s) through the rating tool.  
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All these findings support the hypothesis “The students express positive attitudes to the 
activity of rating each other when performing collaborative learning tasks in the virtual 
world” (H1.1). In turn, this constitutes one positive evaluation point for our Observe Portal 
system. 
Student perception of chat communication (COMM) 
The COMM questionnaire items measured students’ attitudes when using the classified chat 
window in the virtual environment (phase 2). Table 7-7 lists the questions used in the 
questionnaires: 
COMM1(r) I found difficulties when communicating with the other student(s) 
via the multi-buttons chat window 
COMM2 It was comfortable to communicate with the other student(s) 
through the virtual interface (i.e. using the chat window with 
classifying buttons) 
COMM3 Explain the reasons why it was comfortable (or not) to 
communicate with the other student(s) through the chat window 
COMM4 How would you rate your experience of collaborating with 
students in other location(s) using the classified chat 
COMM5 Please provide any extra comment you have on your experience 
working with the other student(s) in the virtual world. 
Table 7-7: Perception of chat communication (COMM) 
 Items COMM1 and COMM2 were designed as positively and negatively wordings of the 
same question - to reduce the probability of participants biasing a response by responding to 
the scale values automatically regardless of the content of the item [200]. In order to calculate 
the aggregate results from the questions, the responses to negatively worded items were 
transposed into their corresponding positive equivalents before the composite values were 
calculated. 
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 86% of participants reported that communication through the classified chat window was 
easy (COMM1/COMM2 composite, median = 3, “Agree").  In answer to COMM4, which 
elicited a rating of the experience of collaborating via chat, 94% of the students reported that 
their experience was good or very good (COMM4, median=4, “Very Good”). All the result 
tables relating to the COMM items are included in Appendix B4. 
 In addition, the one-sample binomial test was run to determine if the positive ratings were 
significantly above the midpoint rating on the scale (2.5)  (Table 7-8). The quantitative data 
showed that distance-learning students working in the virtual world (phase 2) reported 
significantly positive attitudes (p < .001) to the chat process which they engaged in (way 
above the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale).  
  N Min Max Median Mean SD Binomial test p 
COMM1 
(r) 
I found difficulties when communicating with 
the other student(s) via the chat window 68 2 4 3 3.31 .675 <.001 
COMM2 
Communicating with the other student(s) through 
the virtual interface (i.e., using the chat window 
with classifying buttons) was comfortable. 
68 1 4 3 3.18 .809 <.001 
COMM4 
How would you rate your experience of 
collaborating with students in other location(s) 
using the classified chat? 
68 1 4 4 3.44 .655 <.001 
COMM Mean of all COMM items (phase 2) 68 2 4 3.33 3.31 .479 <.001 
Table 7-8: Student COMM descriptive statistics and one-sample binomial test (phase 2) 
 Moreover, when we turn to the qualitative responses of the students in phase 2 to the 
open-response item (COMM3), which asked participants to 'explain the reasons why it was 
comfortable (or not) to communicate with the other student(s)', we again found mainly 
positive views along with some negative points about some aspects of the chat. 
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 Some student comments showed that using the chat was comfortable due to it resembling 
real-life conversation in real-time or at least social media communication: "It was done with 
precision that it seemed like it was almost real. .... I was interacting with the other student 
live. Almost similar to the chat system in social media, except it was more professional and 
clearly defined” s2. Others drew attention to the well-designed nature of the chat facility: 
“The chat window is very well structured” s32. “It was comfortable to communicate with the 
other student due to the well programmed chat” s54, although one was slightly less positive 
about this aspect: “A bit complicated but overall easy” s62. 
 As with open responses to NA, a number pointed out how the chat helped the process of 
doing the programming task: “It was very comfortable because it gave me the confidence to 
interact with the virtual environment” s2. Another said explicitly that “the chat room made 
it easy to talk to the other student therefore I felt that more suggestions were contributed 
towards the task” s19. Indeed, s20 implied further that this might not have occurred in face 
to face communication “She was calm and waited for my responses”. 
 However, there were two areas of negative comment. Instead of chat, some participants 
simply preferred to have voice communication "sitting next to the person, or talking on the 
phone” s43.  The reasons given were "I'm slow at typing" s18, or just that it was "less 
convenient" s10.   
 The other negative comments referred to the requirement to select a category describing 
the nature of each chat communication. “Considering the way communications happen in 
this day and age everyone is used to chat boxes. It was a little bothersome to always have to 
press the correct button for the correct intention” s9. In addition, s52 had not understood the 
purpose of the classification requirement, which was in fact to assist the system in exploiting 
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the chat data to help make its assessment of students, hence s52 quite reasonably did not see 
any need for it: “from my perspective the use of categories for the conversation is unneeded 
as the person I am communicating with most likely understands the statement and doesn't 
need clarification on what category it comes”. 
 Next, in order to ascertain whether liking the chat was sensitive to individual 
characteristics of participants, we additionally used some of the background variables which 
we had measured to make comparisons on relevant variables. Clearly, the system is better if 
attitudes to it are not seriously affected by prior computer-related experience of the student, 
so we hoped in this case for nonsignificant results. Thus, we ran the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(Table 7-9). The results showed that users’ computing expertise level (CU2) and knowledge 
of virtual worlds (VW1) did not have a significant influence on the reported comfortableness 
of using the classified communication chat (COMM2). These results could be related to the 
simple design of the classified chat which makes it easy to understand and use.  
Dependent variable Independent variable Chi-square DF P 
COMM2 Computing expertise (CU2) 4.842 2 0.089 
COMM2 Virtual worlds experience (VW1) 2.242 1 0.134 
Table 7-9:  Kruskal-Wallis results: Ease of use of chat 
Communication in the physical and virtual world 
The COMM questionnaire items had not only been used in phase 2, where students worked 
entirely in the VW, as reported above, but also in phase 1, the physical condition where all 
inter-student communication was live face to face, rather than via a chat facility. Hence, we 
could assess whether students actually preferred either mode of communication to the 
other.  
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 Descriptively, face to face communication was preferred, slightly, to chat communication 
on two of the three relevant questionnaire items (Table 7-10). However, the Mann-Whitney 
test showed that the difference was not significant (p>.05). 
Table 7-10: Mann-Whitney test of COMM difference between phase 1 and 2-1 
 Thus, these results further support H1.2 confirming that communication and 
collaboration between students in the virtual world by using the chat box with multiple 
classified buttons did not significantly reduce their reported comfortableness from that 
experienced in normal face to face conversations.  This supports that collaborating via the 
chat window was easy to use.  
Chat logs 
Additionally, to gain a different, more objective, perspective on students’ communication 
and collaboration through the classified chat box in the virtual world, the chat logs recorded 
in both phase 2 conditions were analysed. Due to time and space limitations, we restricted 
the analysis to following up on the issues raised in the open responses concerning the 
classification of the communications which participants had to undertake, and so we’ve 
reported only on the analysis of the classification of the communications. If their accuracy is 
high, we can argue that this requirement probably did not impose a great burden on the 
  Condition N Mean M-W  Z P 
COMM1 (r) I found difficulties when communicating with the other 
student(s)… 
1 30 3.50 
-.509 .611 
2-1 30 3.60 
COMM2 It was comfortable to communicate with the other 
student(s) …. 
1 30 3.53 
-1.143 .253 
2-1 30 3.37 
COMM4 How would you rate your experience of collaborating 
with students in other location(s) …. 
1 30 3.57 
-.581 .561 
2-1 30 3.40 
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students nor create a source of difficulty which might have distracted them from the main 
goal of programming the house. Hence this would support H1.2. 
 As described in Chapter 5 Section 5.4, the chat messages could be sent into 6 type 
classifications, each with a button to be selected each time a student used the chat (Table 
7-11).  However, for its internal purposes in making the assessments, the system reduced the 
classification to three communication skill categories (as classified in the collaboration skills) 









Greeting 1 B1 Acknowledgement 
Reply 2 B2 Responding 
Agree 3 B2 Responding 
Inquiry 4 B3 Initiating 
Suggestion 5 B3 Initiating 
Solution 6 B3 Initiating 
Table 7-11: Classification of the chat buttons 

















68.00 78.00 1.15 1259.0 18.51 507.0 7.46 1844.00 
Table 7-12: Frequencies of use of the chat button types by students   
 












Total B1 Total B2 Total B3
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 Of the 1844 messages that were classified, the vast majority involved the two 'responding' 
buttons 2 and 3 (68.3%), followed by the three 'initiating' buttons 4, 5, 6 (27.5%), with fewer 
instances of button 1 'acknowledgement' (4.2%) (Figure 7-2). It would be expected that 
greetings would only occur once or twice per session, and the predominance of responses 
over initiations shows that each problem that was identified typically generated multiple 
messages to resolve it.  
 To determine whether the students chose the buttons suitably when they were 
communicating, the chat logs also were categorised by the researcher into correct use or 
wrong use of the buttons, in terms of the six-way classification. The overall rate of the correct 
choice of the buttons was 89.8%. The mistakes were largely due to the REPLY button being 
used where AGREE was more appropriate, which in terms of the three-way classification 
would be counted correctly, and could have been made due to the limited time allowed for 
the tasks, and because students perceived the goal as being to complete the house 
programming tasks well rather than communicate well via the chat and use the correct 
buttons. The fact that the majority of the communications were classified correctly, however, 
could be taken as evidence that they did not find this task too difficult, even though some did 
not like having to do it, and, strictly, it was irrelevant to the target activity of programming 
functions in a house. Hence, we may speculate that it did not interfere much with students’ 
performance of the main tasks, the assessment of which was the object of the research to 
evaluate.  
 In summary, the student results related to the chat in phase 2 conditions combine to show 
that participants were predominantly very positive about the chat and found it not too hard 
to use, despite the requirement to classify every communication, which they mostly did 
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correctly. Furthermore, users' positive attitudes were not dependent on the background or 
experience of individual students. Thus, H1.2 was supported: “The students express positive 
attitudes to the online classified chat facility which they can use when performing 
collaborative learning tasks in the virtual world” and again this adds to the positive 
evaluation of our Observe Portal system and MIVO framework.  
7.3.2. H2: The Observe Portal system provides collaborative distance learners with 
assessment feedback, and users report positive experiences of such assessment feedback 
We next move to H2 which concerns student attitudes to the feedback provided by the 
Observe Portal system, which is the core of its function. This was evaluated primarily using 
the three student-focused assessment experience (AEQ) constructs presented in the student 
questionnaire, in phase 2, and the REF construct measuring the expert attitude to it, which 
we report on in subsequent sections. We begin with AEQ which covers quantity and timing 
of feedback (QTF), quality of feedback (QF) and use of feedback (UF) [194]. 
 Student judgment of quantity and timing of feedback (QTF) 
 Table 7-13 lists the items that measure the quantity and timing of the system feedback and 
summarises the student response.  
QTF1 On this activity I get plenty of feedback from the system on how 
I did. 
QTF2 The system assessment comes back very quickly. 
QTF3 There is hardly any feedback on my performance when I finish. 
QTF4 I would learn more if I received more feedback from the system. 
QTF5 Whatever assessment I get comes too late to be useful. 
Table 7-13: Quantity and timing of feedback (QTF) 
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 Some items supporting the QTF variable were reverse worded, so as with previous 
constructs, the ratings were changed so that high values always indicate a high level of 
satisfaction. In addition, we calculated separate composite scores for feedback quantity and 
feedback timing (Appendix B.3).  The results showed that 85% of the students gave positive 
responses about the quantity of the system feedback on their performance 
(QTF1/QTF3/QTF4 composite value, median=3, “Agree”). Also, 89% of the participants 
found that the timing of receiving the assessment back from the system was good 
(QTF2/QTF5 composite value, median=3, “Agree”).  
 In addition, one-sample binomial tests were run (Table 7-14) to determine if there were 
statistically significant differences between responses on QTF items and the midpoint scale 
value (2.5). Most of the quantitative data showed that distance-learning students working in 
the virtual world (phase 2) reported significantly positive attitudes to the speed and quantity 
of feedback - above the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale. These results support the 
hypothesis “The students express positive attitudes to the speed and amount of feedback they 
can obtain from the Observe Portal” (H2.1).  
 The one exception was the individual item QTF4(r) asking whether more feedback would 
help to learn more. The students denied this only at a level not significantly above the 2.5 
midpoint of the scale (mean 2.68). We do not know of course whether some thought it was 
more quantity of feedback that would be better, e.g. before the end of all the tasks, or whether 
they were thinking of more different kinds of feedback than those that the system provided. 
Still, it implies a possible area for improvement of our assessment system.  
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Table 7-14: Student QTF descriptive statistics and one-sample binomial test 
Student judgment of the quality of feedback (QF) 
The following list includes questions to measure the quality of the system feedback (Table 
7-15).   
Table 7-15: Quality of feedback 
QF1 The system assessment mostly tells me how well I am doing in relation to 
others 
QF2 The assessment from the system is useful to understand the individual and 
the group INTERACTION LEVEL in the virtual world 
QF3 The assessment from the system is useful to understand the individual and 
the group SUCCESS LEVEL in the virtual world 
QF4 The assessment from the system is useful to understand the individual and 
the group COLLABORATIVE SKILLS LEVEL 
QF5 The assessment from the system helps me to understand things better 
QF6 The assessment from the system shows me how to do better next time 
QF7 Once I have read the assessment from the system, I understand what I did 
QF8 (r) I don’t understand some of the system assessment . 
QF9 I understand what the assessment is saying. 
 
  
N Min Max Median Mean SD 
Binomial 
test p 
QTF1 On this activity I get plenty of feedback from 
the system on how I did 
68 1 4 3 3.13 .710 <.001 
QTF2 The system assessment comes back very 
quickly. 
68 1 4 3 3.34 .637 <.001 
QTF3 (r) There is hardly any feedback on my 
performance when I finish. 
68 2 4 3 3.40 .577 <.001 
QTF4 (r) I would learn more if I received more feedback 
from the system. 
68 1 4 3 2.68 .837 .396 
QTF5 (r) Whatever assessment I get comes too late to be 
useful. 
68 1 4 3 3.18 .732 <.001 
Feedback 
Quantity   
Mean of QTF1/ QTF3/ QTF4 (phase 2) 68 2 4 3 3.07 .557 <.001 
Feedback 
Timing  
Mean of QTF2/ QTF5 (phase 2) 68 2 4 3 3.26 .550 <.001 
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 Six of the QF items (QF1, QF5, QF6, QF7, QF8 and QF9) asked about the quality of the 
assessment in general and if the student understood the assessment from the system, in phase 
2, and consequently the composite values were calculated for these items. Since QF8 was a 
negatively worded item, it was transformed as with the previous constructs. 77.53% of the 
students claimed that they understood the system assessment and that it helped them to 
recognise their performance level as regards the learning activity (QF1/ QF5/ QF6/ QF7/ 
QF8/ QF9 composite median=3; “Agree”) (see Appendix B5).  
Furthermore, the one-sample binomial test in Table 7-16 illustrates that all these QF items 
were agreed with at a level significantly higher than the midpoint of the response scale (2.5). 
These results from the quantitative data, therefore, support the hypothesis “The students 
report that they have a good understanding of the Observe Portal system assessment” (H2.3). 
Table 7-16: Student QF (general understanding) descriptive statistics and one-sample 
binomial test 
 Additionally, more specifically, most of the participants (93%) agreed that the assessment 
from the system was useful to understand their individual and the group interaction level 
   
N Min Max Median Mean SD 
Binomial 
test p 
QF1 The system assessment mostly tells me how 
well I am doing in relation to others 
68 2 4 3 2.99 .586 <.001 
QF5 The assessment from the system helps me to 
understand things better 
68 1 4 3 3.21 .682 <.001 
QF6 The assessment from the system shows me 
how to do better next time 
68 1 4 3 3.19 .778 <.001 
QF7 Once I have read the assessment from the 
system, I understand what I did 
68 1 4 3 3.13 .790 <.001 
QF9 I understand what the assessment is saying 68 1 4 3 3.18 .752 <.001 
QF8 (r) I don’t understand some of the system 
assessment 
68 1 4 3 3.19 .674 <.001 
QF Mean of the above QF items (phase 2) 68 1.83 3.83 3 3.15 .388 <.001 
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(QF2), success level (QF3) and collaborative skills level (QF4). Again these are all 
significantly positive (Table 7-17), so these results support the hypothesis that “The students 
believe that the Observe Portal system provides very useful information about interaction, 
success and collaborative skills” (H2.2).   
 
 N Min Max Median Mean SD 
Binomial 
test p 
QF2 The assessment from the system is useful to 
understand the individual and the group 
INTERACTION LEVEL in the virtual world 
68 1 4 3 3.34 .704 <.001 
QF3 The assessment from the system is useful to 
understand the individual and the group 
SUCCESS LEVEL in the virtual world 
68 1 4 3 3.34 .660 <.001 
QF4 The assessment from the system is useful to 
understand the individual and the group 
COLLABORATIVE SKILLS LEVEL 
68 1 4 3 3.35 .707 <.001 
Table 7-17: Student QF (three specific measures) descriptive statistics and one-sample 
binomial test 
 In addition, in order to compare students' reported usefulness of system assessment of the 
three kinds of information - interaction level, success level and collaborative skills level - 
and determine if there are significant differences between them, we employed the Friedman 
test. The Friedman test showed there is no statistically significant difference in perceived 
usefulness of the system feedback depending on the type of assessment, χ2 (2) = 0.197, p = 
0.909.  
Student report of the utilization of the feedback (UF) 
The following list Table 7-18 contains questions to measure the utilization of the feedback 
(UF). 
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Table 7-18: Utilization of the feedback (UF) 
 79.41% of the participants claimed that they used the assessment feedback to go back 
over what they had done in the learning activity (UF1 median=3; “Agree”), 85.29% of the 
students think the system assessment will help them with any subsequent activity (UF2 
median=3; “Agree”) and 69.12% agreed that the system prompted them to use the recorded 
video material to understand their assessment scores (UF3 median=3; “Agree”), however, 
48.53% of the participants stated that they just read the marks from the system without 
watching the videos (UF4 median=3; “Agree”).   




I use the assessment feedback to go back over what I 
have done in the learning activity 
68 1 4 3 2.94 .689 <.001 
UF2 
I think the system assessment will help me with any 
subsequent activity 
68 1 4 3 3.15 .697 <.001 
UF3 
The system assessment prompts me to go back over 
video material recorded earlier to understand the scores 
68 1 4 3 2.93 .886 <.005 
UF4 (r) 
I tend to only read the marks from the system without 
watching the recorded video 
68 1 4 3 2.57 .698 .904 
UF 
Mean of all UF items (phase 2) 68 1.75 4 3 2.90 .428 <.001 
Table 7-19: Student UF descriptive statistics and one-sample binomial test 
 The one-sample binomial test (Table 7-19) showed that utilisation of feedback was 
claimed at a level significantly above the midpoint of the scale on all items except UF4(r), 
where students denied watching the recorded video only at a middling level (around 2.5 on 
the scale). This result could be because of the limited time students had to finish the learning 
UF1 I use the assessment feedback to go back over what I have done in the 
learning activity 
UF2 I think the system assessment will help me with any subsequent activity. 
UF3 The system assessment prompts me to go back over video material recorded 
earlier to understand the scores 
UF4 (R) I tend to only read the marks from the system without watching the 
recorded video. 
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activity or because that the experiment was not part of a real course, so students had no 
expectation that the expertise they had gained would be needed again in future. 
 Overall, however, the UF results were significantly positive. Hence they moderately 
support the hypothesis “The students claim to make extensive use of the feedback from the 
Observe Portal” (H2.4). 
Student attitudes to assessments in the physical and virtual world 
We compared the findings for student QTF, QF and UF with respect to the system feedback 
in phase 2 (cond. 2-1) with those for the same questionnaire items in relation to the human 
expert feedback in phase 1, to see if there was a significant preference for one or the other. 
Clearly, it would add to the positive evaluation of the system feedback if it was in fact 
preferred to human feedback, across a range of feedback constructs. 
 We employed the Mann-Whitney test to evaluate the significance of the differences 
between responses to the groups of QTF, QF and UF items in phase 1 (the physical classroom 
with expert assessment based on direct observation) and those in phase 2 (cond. 2-1, the 
virtual classroom with only system assessment) (Table 7-20). Overall, QTF and QF showed 
no significant differences between the system assessment and expert assessment. On the other 
hand, the UF mean demonstrated a highly significant difference between the groups (p<.001). 
The students in the virtual sessions reported greater utilization of feedback than those in the 
physical classroom. 
 Condition N Mean M-W Z P 
QTF  
 
1 30 2.49 
-.734 .463 
2-1 30 2.43 
QF  1 30 3.06 -.015 .988 
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Table 7-20: Mann-Whitney test of AEQ differences between phase 1 and 2-1 
Expert reflection about system assessment (REF)  
 Hypothesis 2.5 concerns the experts' views of the system assessment. The expert 








Table 7-21: Experts' reflection about the assessment 
 The experts' REF responses to the first four items were concerned with how far they 
thought the system assessment was helpful to students. It showed that 80% of the participants 
agreed that learners understood the purpose of the system assessment (REF1, median=3, 
“Agree”). Additionally, 100% of the experts argued that the system provided learners with 
useful post-activity feedback which could be used to improve their performance 
(REF2/REF3/REF4 composite value, median=4, “Strongly Agree”).  It should be noted, 
 2-1 30 3.07 
UF 1 30 2.34 
-4.499 <.001 
2-1 30 2.86 
REF1 Learners understand the purpose of the system assessment. 
REF2 Learners receive useful feedback from the system after the activity. 
REF3 The marking of the learners’ performance from the system is helpful. 
REF4 The provided system assessment can help learners to improve their 
performance 
REF5 I think that the ObservePortal assessment is reliable 
REF6 Why do you think the assessment is reliable or not? 
REF7 I think that the ObservePortal assessment is valid 
REF8 Why do you think the assessment is valid or not? 
REF9 Peer evaluation is a good approach to assess the quality of student 
performance in VWs. 
REF10 Using the rating tool to assess the other group member(s) is an appropriate 
method in the collaborative activity. 
REF11 Based on the previous question, explain the reason for your choice? 
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however, that, on the binomial test, the item, REF1, (Table 7-22) failed to reach significance. 
Thus, it could be said that the experts were not all convinced that the students understood the 
assessments.         
 
 




Learners understand the purpose of the system 
assessment 
10 2 4 3 3.20 .789 .109 
REF2 
Learners receive useful feedback from the system 
after the activity 
10 3 4 4 3.60 .516 .002 
REF3 
The marking of the learners’ performance from the 
system is helpful.  
10 3 4 4 3.60 .516 .002 
REF4 
The provided system assessment can help learners to 
improve their performance  
10 3 4 4 3.60 .516 .002 
REF5 I think that the Observe Portal assessment is 
reliable 
10 3 4 4 3.70 .483 .002 
REF7 I think that the Observe Portal assessment is valid 10 3 4 4 3.70 .483 .002 
REF9 
Peer evaluation is a good approach to assess the 
quality of student performance in VWs 
10 2 4 4 3.50 .707 .021 
REF10 
Using the rating tool to assess the other group 
member(s) is an appropriate method in the 
collaborative activity 
10 2 4 4 3.40 .843 .109 
REF 
Mean of all REF items 10 3 4 4 3.53 .286 .002 
Table 7-22: Expert REF descriptive statistics and binomial test 
 Next, the results for REF5 and REF7 suggested that 100% of the participants thought that 
the Observe Portal assessment was reliable (REF5) and valid (REF7), (REF5, REF7, 
median=4, “Strongly Agree”). The ratings provided by experts for these two items were 
almost identical. The open response comments to items REF6 and REF8, eliciting further 
explanation of responses to REF5 and REF7 respectively, support this, in that they are few, 
and several of them are identical. For instance, “Because it is instant and gives 2 Assessments 
individual and group” was offered for both, and the results being instant concerns 
convenience rather than either reliability or validity.  In fact, the only items clearly supporting 
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reliability was “The system can collect more learning evidence than people”, since it is 
known that measurement or assessment based on more data points is typically more reliable 
than that based on fewer. Perhaps the meaning was intended to be that the system can process 
more data, with equal attention to everything, unlike a human.  
 Other comments were, in reality, more about validity. Sometimes the criterion used was 
unspecified: “It gives a good picture of the users' activities on the portal” does not say what 
exactly the expert regarded as good. Possibly this expert meant what others said explicitly: 
“covers most of the assessment requirements” and “gives details about users' response”. In 
other words, the criterion for being good was that a rich range of information about student 
performance was provided to the researcher and/or the student being assessed.  This then 
perhaps refers to the fact that the system provided a video record, as well as scores on the 
three sets of scales that the human experts also scored students on.   
 It is very noticeable that in their open responses the experts mostly supported their ideas 
of validity through a comparison of the system with human assessors. Several approved of 
the system’s assessment because they felt it was very like the human expert’s: “Because it 
simulates human evaluation”; “Comparing to my assessment, I conclude that the system is 
valid and useful for these activities”. Another made clearer that the precise basis for 
comparison was that the results were close. For him/her the system was valid because the 
scores it came up with were close to those that a human expert would make: “The results of 
the assessment by the system is almost matching my physical assessment”. Indeed, probably 
all experts who made human comparisons were referring mainly to the output feedback since 
they had not had explained to them by the researcher the details of the algorithms used by 
the system to arrive at these scores, so they could not judge how human-like the decision 
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making process was. Interestingly only one suggested that the system might be valid by being 
different from the human, indeed better “I believe the system might be more effective than 
me”. However, the expert did not go on to say in what exact respect he/she thought the system 
was better.   
 Finally, three REF items focused on the involvement of student rating in the assessment.  
80% of the participants found that peer evaluation with the rating tool was a good approach 
to assess the quality of student performance in VWs (REF9/REF10 composite value, 
median=4, “Strongly Agree”).  However, we must note that on the binomial test of REF10 
item failed to reach significance. Hence it seems that while the experts definitely approved 
of peer feedback in general, they were not so clearly in favour of the rating tool used in the 
study, when their ratings were not significantly above the scale midpoint (2.5) (Table 7-22).  
 They further offered some open response qualitative data in explanation of the latter 
finding (in REF11).  There was one response unambiguously in favour of the rating scale as 
part of the assessment: “The rating tool was efficient to assess the other group member in 
collaborative activity.” Another indicated that such rating was appropriate "Because it 
simulates human evaluation”, although in fact the peer evaluation was human evaluation: it 
did not simulate it. Perhaps he/she meant to say that it simulated evaluation made by peers 
of each other in natural conversation.  Another approved of it as contributing to the learning 
process, which of course does not require it to be also part of the assessment: “Being able to 
reflect on the individual performance as well as that of the others is a key in enhancing 
learning experience.” Peer-assessment enables students to improve their judgement skills 
and it promotes lifelong learning by not just relying on teacher evaluation [201].  
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 However, a number expressed mixed feelings, which account for the binomial test result 
(Table 7-22) for REF11: e.g. “sometimes it's good and sometimes not”. Only one offered an 
explanation, however: “I actually partially agree on this. As student sometimes could judge 
based on emotions regardless of true performance.” This expert felt that student ratings 
might not be sufficiently objective, but rather based on feelings.  For example, if the students 
in a group are friends, they might give high scores to their peers even if these are not 
contributing to the learning activity. Overall,  most of the expert REF results support the 
hypothesis that “The experts report that they have positive attitudes to the value of the 
Observe Portal assessment” (H2.5). Hence the finding is consistent with the student results 
for H2 in providing a positive attitude to the system assessment. 
 In conclusion on this issue, similar to what we did for the student AEQ measures above, 
we compared the 10 human experts' summary ratings over all the  REF issues for the system 
assessment above (phase 2 (cond. 2-2)) with 8 experts'  overall ratings of parallel aspects of 
their assessment made through physical observation (in phase 1). The difference was highly 
significant (Mann-Whitney Z = -3.003, p=.003). This, therefore, demonstrates that, 
collectively on the aspects measured by the REF items, the experts reported considerably 
more positive experiences of, and attitudes to, the Observe Portal system assessment 
feedback than to feedback from teachers physically present as students worked. This, 
therefore, further reinforces the positive evaluation reported earlier in this section, based on 
an analysis of the REF responses in cond. 2-2 alone. 
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7.3.3. H3: The Observe Portal provides assessments that are very similar to human-
expert assessments; these Observe Portal assessments are produced using less effort 
overall 
In order to support this hypothesis, we need to ascertain, in terms of condition 2-2, whether 
in fact the experts did find that a lot of effort/difficulty was involved in assessing pairs/groups 
of students working collaboratively on house programming tasks, and whether indeed they 
and the system arrived at much the same scores. For the first, we present primarily the 
findings from the EXP subset of items on the teacher questionnaire; for the latter, we compare 
the scores given by the human experts and the system.  
Expert observation experience (EXP) 
This set of items (Table 7-23) measures a set of variables concerning experts' experience of, 
and reflection about, the assessment process they followed in phase 2 (cond. 2-2), in order to 
find out if doing a manual (hardcopy) assessment based on observation of the virtual world 
was difficult or easy for them.  
EXP1 (r) It is EASY to observe students’ performance in the virtual 
environment using the manual sheets 
EXP2 It is DIFFICULT to observe students’ performance in the virtual 
environment using the manual sheets 
EXP3 It is INCONVENIENT to observe students’ performance in the 
virtual environment using the manual sheets 
EXP4 It is TIME-CONSUMING to observe students’ performance in the 
virtual environment using the manual sheets 
EXP5 Explain the reasons why it was difficult (or not) observing and 
assessing the students' performance using the manual sheets  
EXP6 (r) If there were more than two students, I'll observe and assess them 
easily.  
EXP7 Based on the previous question (EXP6), explain the reason for your 
choice. 
EXP8 At some point, I got lost while I'm observing the students. 
EXP9 Collecting learning evidence from collaborative activities in VW 
was difficult 
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EXP10 (r) Assessing the group and the individual's INTERACTIONS was easy  
EXP11 Assessing the group and individuals TASK SUCCESS was difficult  
EXP12 (r) Assessing the COLLABORATIVE SOCIAL SKILLS of the group 
and individuals was easy 
EXP13 Do you have any additional comments about the overall experience 
using the manual sheets for the assessment? 
Table 7-23: Expert observation experience (EXP) 
 As with previous constructs, EXP items were worded the opposite way to others, so we 
have reversed the ratings so that high ratings consistently indicate greater difficulty in 
observing and assessing students in condition 2-2.  Results from the analysed data showed 
that 53% of participants agreed that it was difficult to observe students' performance in 
Observe Portal using the manual sheets (EXP1-r/EXP2/EXP6-r/EXP8/EXP9/EXP10-
r/EXP11/EXP12-r composite value; median = 3, “Agree") (Appendix B.6). In addition, 60% 
of the experts found observing students' performance in the learning environment by using 
the manual sheets was inconvenient (EXP3, median = 3, “Agree ") and 60% found it time-
consuming (EXP4, median = 3, “Agree").    
 Additionally, the one-sample binomial test yielded only one statistically significant 
difference from the midpoint among all the EXP items Table 7-24. In general, the quantitative 
data showed a number of responses near or even just below the midpoint of the scale, 
however, EXP6 is significantly high. In other words, there is some evidence that the experts 
found the manual assessment process was not particularly easy, but fell near to the neutral 
midpoint of the 1-4 response scale in terms of ease; this result is only moderately consistent 
with H3.1.  
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It is EASY to observe students’ performance in the 
virtual environment using the manual sheets 




It is DIFFICULT to observe students’ performance in 
the virtual environment using the manual sheets 
10 1 4 2 2.5 1.080 .344 
EXP3 
It is INCONVENIENT to observe students’ performance 
in the virtual environment using the manual sheets 
10 2 4 2 2.8 1.033 .754 
  EXP4 
It is TIME-CONSUMING to observe students’ 
performance in the virtual environment using the manual 
sheets 





If there were more than two students, I'll observe and 
assess them easily. 




At some point, I got lost while I'm observing the 
students. 
10 1 4 3 2.9 1.197 1.00 
EXP9 
Collecting learning evidence from collaborative 
activities in VW was difficult 
10 2 4 3 3 1.054 1.00 
EXP10 
(r) 
Assessing the group and the individuals 
INTERACTIONS was easy  




Assessing the group and individuals TASK SUCCESS 
was difficult  
10 1 4 2 2.5 1.080 .344 
EXP12 
(r) 
Assessing the COLLABORATIVE SOCIAL SKILLS of 
the group and individuals was easy 
10 1 3 3 
2.4 
.949 .754 
EXP  Mean of all EXP items (condition 2-2) 10 1.83 3.25 2.20 2.50 .492 .344 
Table 7-24: Expert EXP descriptive statistics and binomial test 
 In order to understand the reasons given for finding the assessment difficult or easy, we 
looked first at the experts' comments on EXP5 – “'Explain the reasons why it was difficult 
(or not) observing and assessing the students' performance using the manual sheets”. A 
variety of considerations were mentioned, some focusing more on the ease or not of the fact 
that observation was via the VW on the computer rather than of students in a physical class, 
others on the matter of the recording of the assessment being on paper (manual sheets) rather 
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than on an electronic form, both of which were referred to implicitly in various ways in the 
other EXP items. 
 One expert pointed out the benefits of observation in the VW rather than in a physical 
classroom: “It was useful and fair I believe. Because I could see the performance of 
individual student unlike in the class room”. However, as another pointed out, the ease of 
that depended on the expert having some skills: “It is easy if the person can observe and deal 
with the system.” Another expert added that assessing students via the portal into the VW in 
which the tasks were performed would in fact be more difficult if the expert had to record 
his/her assessment ratings electronically, rather than on paper - as was actually the method 
used in condition 2-2. Such an 'automated sheet' would mean navigating away from the 
display of the students working to enter scores in an assessment sheet window, so something 
might be missed: "better to have a manual sheet than having an automated sheet as 
navigating away from the virtual environment could be disturbing.” Finally, one expert 
summed up her view quite clearly by saying: “It is not difficult but this auto method is better 
and faster”. We take this to mean that she thinks that the Observe Portal assessment was 
superior even though the process was not overly difficult for human experts/teachers.  
 The above points were supplemented by open responses to  EXP7 which referred to  
EXP6, the closed item where the binomial test showed opinions to be significantly negative 
(above 2.5) about ease:  90% of the experts agreed and saw that observing and assessing more 
than two students will be a difficult task (EXP6 (r), median=3, “Agree”). EXP7 asked the 
experts to explain the reason for their choice. 
 In fact the experts' comments mostly just responded that higher numbers were a problem 
simply due to the need to look at several students at once: “I have to observe each individual 
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this will not be easy in manual process”;  “It might be harder to track more than two students 
and cross match those skills manually.” There were however some suggestions about how to 
make the observation of larger numbers of students easier for the human experts. One 
suggested “more students, need more people to observe”, i.e. several experts would watch, 
each focusing on different people in a group or class. That is however usually impractical in 
the real world. Another suggested: “In the current situation I think it is hard to observe more 
than 2 students. There should be a way of letting the teacher know who, what and when to 
assess”. This suggested that the observer should not watch everybody all the time and focus 
on several different measures at once, instead observing many students should have a specific 
system to follow when watching. Finally, one possibly referred to the idea that accessing a 
recording afterwards could help: “It could be easy if the system documents the students' 
performances.” However, this expert might have been simply referring again to the system 
assessment being better than that of a human expert. 
 In conclusion, once again several commented unambiguously that the system would 
clearly be superior with larger numbers of students to observe and assess: "This would be 
difficult if I have more than two students. Therefore the system assessment would be more 
accurate.”  
 The last piece of evidence that we present from the EXP questionnaire data is a 
comparison between experts' responses to the EXP items in phase1 (physical classroom) and 
parallel items from phase 2 (cond.2-2). The Mann-Whitney test showed that there was no 
significant difference between the overall ratings based on EXP items in phase 1 (mean=2.4) 
and phase 2 (mean=2.5): Z=-.179, p=.858. The quantitative results, therefore, indicated that 
experts' ratings in phase 1 and phase 2 were close. Neither of these measures indicated that 
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observing the students was easy. This therefore again provides only moderate support for 
H3.1. 
Analysis of human experts' manual assessment sheets 
 In order to gain more understanding about the experts’ experience of ease or difficulty, 
the expert manual assessment sheets from phase 2 (cond. 2-2) were also analysed in depth.  
 
Figure 7-3: Experts' manual assessment sheets 
 Table 7-4 displays, for each main category of assessment, the frequencies of the experts 
completing their manual assessment, not completing it, or providing no assessment. The 
human experts mostly managed to complete the interaction and success assessments of the 
groups and individuals, whereas the collaborative problem-solving skills assessments were 
only 33% completed for the individuals and groups and so 66% were half or not completed. 
Accordingly, it might seem that the experts spent more time and effort in evaluating students’ 
interactions and success, but most of them did not assess the social collaborative skills. 
However, a simple explanation for this is that the conscious work involved in assessing 


































Assessment completed Half Completed No Assessment
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was just one three-point scale used for both individual and group assessment, and no 
definitions were provided for any of the points on these scale points. This made the 
assessment quick, but intuitive rather than explicit in its basis. By contrast, social 
collaborative problem-solving skills involved 3 separate three point subscales, each with 
further three point scales within it, and all the scales had verbal definitions of each point 
which made it very explicit, but also a lot more time consuming to use, as the expert might 
well need to reread the definitions when applying all these scales. Hence it is perhaps not 
surprising that often the experts rarely managed to complete scoring on the social 
collaborative problem-solving skills scale. 
 In addition, based on the researcher observation, most of the experts had taken 7 to 15 
mins to return the assessment sheets after the end of the learning activities in Observe Portal. 
On the other hand, the system assessments were instantly displayed to users when they 
completed the leaning tasks. Furthermore, 100% of the interaction, success and social 
collaborative skill assessment results for groups and individuals were presented to students 
by the system.      
     In summary, although some experts reported assessing students by using the manual 
sheets was an easy task, their ease ratings were often not significantly above the midpoint of 
the EXP rating scale on the binomial test, and many of the experts could not actually complete 
the assessment sheets, especially assessing the collaborative skill level. The findings from 
the expert open responses when observing the VW and using the manual sheets show in the 
end that most of the experts found observing and assessing students in Observe Portal was 
easy only because they were observing just two students: they judged that observing more 
than two students would be a very difficult task, tracking many users and assessing them at 
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the same time. All these results, therefore, give some support to the hypothesis that “The 
human experts find that making their own assessments of the students’ activities in the virtual 
world is a difficult task” (H3.1).  
System assessment scores compared with human expert assessment scores  
In order to test H3 fully, we also compared the scores awarded by the system with those 
awarded by the human experts.  Since we built the Observe Portal system and created its 
fuzzy system based on human experts’ evaluations, we expected that the system should match 
the human expert evaluation. Thus, student assessment scores in phase2 (cond. 2-2) were 
used to make the comparison because that is the condition where students were assessed by 
both the system and human experts on the same performance. The scores included were 
scores on the three score scales: task success, learning interaction and social collaborative 
problem solving. The mean scores may be seen in along with the results of the Wilcoxon test 
to compare the pairs of scores for each student participant. 
Measure  Assessor Mean Wilcoxon  Z P 
Task Success 
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Table 7-25: Wilcoxon test of score differences between human experts and Observe Portal 
system 
 The quantitative findings show no significant differences between system assessments 
and expert assessments on any of the interaction and collaborative skills measures, which 
means that system and expert closely matched on these measures for individuals. However, 
the data did show significant differences in the “Success 1” assessment (relating to task 1).   
When we examined the task 1 data, we found that the system rated students on average 
around 4 points lower than did the experts, which, on a three-point scale, is quite a sizeable 
amount. For this task, the human experts awarded 3 much more often than the system did, 
and more often than they awarded 2, while the system was more inclined to award the mid 
score of 2.  For example, in success1 assessment, the system gave 11 students score 2 
(middle) while the experts gave all these score 3 (high). This pattern did not continue in 
success 2 and success 3, however, where the two types of assessor scored students identically. 
This indicates that the system was more critical than the experts in evaluating the students' 
task success, at least on the first assessment occasion and so H3.2 is partially supported.   
7.3.4. H4: Students and experts prefer the Observe Portal’s assessment feedback over 
and above that yielded from human experts 
This hypothesis was tested by considering the PA questionnaire responses of both students 
and experts, in relation to condition 2-2 where both human experts and the system provided 
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Student preferred approach (PA)   
In order to compare human expert assessment with system assessment, the PA items asked 
the students about which method they preferred to assess their performance. Since the 
participants in phase2 (cond2-2) were the only students who experienced both assessment 











Table 7-26: Students' preferred approach 
 From the analysis of the PA items, we concluded first that 87% of the students thought 
that the Observe Portal system had an advantage over traditional methods (teacher 
observation) for assessing students’ performance in the virtual world (PA1 median=3, 
“Agree”). The remainder of the PA items asked participants either simply to choose between 
the two assessment methods or give open response answers. 60% found the Observe Portal 
provided more information than the expert about the group and individual student 
performance (PA2). 67% expressed the opinion that the system assessment provided more 
USEFUL assessment information (PA3). Additionally, for assessing the interaction level, 
PA1 I think the use of the ObservePortal system has a significant advantage over 
traditional methods (teacher observation) for assessing students’ performance in the 
virtual world 
PA2 Which method provides more information about the group and the students’ 
performance? 
PA3 Which assessment method provides USEFUL information about the group and the 
student’s performance? 
PA4 Which method assesses better the individual and the group INTERACTION level? 
PA5 Which method assesses better the individual and the group SUCCESS level? 
PA6 Which method assesses better the individual and the group COLLABORATIVE 
SKILLS level? 
PA7 Which approach would you prefer to use for assessing the group and individual 
performance? 
PA8 Based on the previous question (PA7), explain the reason for your choice? 
PA9 I believe that the assessment provided by the ...........................  is more accurate. 
PA10 Based on the previous question (PA9), explain the reason for your choice? 
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57% found the system better than teacher assessment (PA4), 73% found the system was better 
in assessing the success level (PA5) and 80% of the participants found the system was much 
better in assessing the collaborative skills level (PA6). Furthermore, 53% of the students 
preferred the system to assess the group and individual performance (PA7), and 67% believed 
that the assessment from the system was more accurate than teacher assessment (PA9), see 
Figure 7-4.  
Figure 7-4: Evaluation of students preferred approach (PA) 
 The findings of the one-sample binomial test (Table 7-27) showed that the students 
believed that the Observe Portal system had very significant advantages over traditional 
methods (teacher observation) for assessing their performance in virtual worlds (PA1, 
p<.001), way above the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale. On the two-choice PA 
items, however, the results were less simple. Students found that the Observe Portal was 
significantly better in assessing only the success level (PA5, p= 0.016) and the collaborative 
skills level (PA6, p= 0.001) compared with the traditional method (teacher observation). On 






















PA2 PA3 PA4 PA5 PA6 PA7 PA9
Students' preferred approach (PA)
Teacher Observation Observe Portal System
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the other comparisons were significant. The assessment information (PA2, p= 0.362), the 
usefulness of the assessment information (PA3, p= 0.099), assessment of the interaction level 
(PA4, p= 0.585), the chosen approach to assess student performance (PA7, p= 1.00) and the 
accuracy of the assessment (PA9, p=0.099) did not yield significant differences between 
preference for the assessment from the human expert and preference for that from the 
Observe Portal.   
 












PA1 I think the use of the Observe Portal system has a 
significant advantage over traditional methods (teacher 
observation) for assessing students’ performance in the 
virtual world 
30 2 4 3 
3.07 .583 <.001 
  






PA2 Which method provides more information about the 
group and the students’ performance? 
30 1 2 %60 
 
.362 
PA3 Which assessment method provides USEFUL 
information about the group and the student’s 
performance? 
30 1 2 %67 
 
.099 
PA4 Which method assesses better the individual and group 
INTERACTION level? 
30 1 2 %57 
 
.585 
PA5 Which method assesses better the individual and group 
SUCCESS level? 
30 1 2 %73 
 
.016 
PA6 Which method assesses better the individual and group 
COLLABORATIVE SKILLS level? 
30 1 2 %80 
 
.001 
PA7 Which approach would you prefer to use for assessing 
group and individual performance? 
30 1 2 %52 
 
1.000 
PA9 I believe that the assessment provided by the..............  
is more accurate. 
30 1 2 %67 
 
.099 
Table 7-27: Student PA descriptive statistics and binomial test 
 The reasons for this variation in response are not immediately apparent. Possibly they 
arise from differing interpretations by students of the detailed wording of the items. Or 
perhaps while the first item was given less thought, and so seemed to them to have a clear 
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answer, the experience of answering the following items (PA2 onwards) raised students' 
awareness that the issue was not so clear cut as they initially thought.  
 We, therefore, examined the open questions associated with PA8 and PA10 which asked 
for the reasons behind the responses to the closed question. These comments provided some 
evidence of attitudes which existed that fell short of a total preference for the system 
assessment but did not entirely explain why the detailed responses to the closed items differed 
across items in the way that they did.  
 Many presented reasons for favouring the system assessments. Some were rather vague, 
such as: “it's more advanced” (s55). The most popular specific one was that it was claimed 
to be objective and unbiased and so more accurate. One stated this in an interesting way, s56: 
“ There's less bias using the Portal, it measures things without actually seeing what you're 
doing.” This seemed to reflect that idea that although the same data was available both to the 
system and the human assessor, in fact the former did not truly see the student actions in the 
VW in any human sense of the word. Five others expressed a similar general view of the 
system’s merit of objectivity, but this was stated in most detail by s53: “Since it is a computer 
program, there is no way it could be biased or judgmental when assessing any type of group 
or individual performance. It also brings up criticisms and points of information that are 
strictly related to the task at hand, which makes it much more objectively efficient.”  
 Another claim for the system was that it was more complete:  "because everything you 
do u can see the results”; “More data is being processed allowing better overall results to 
be produced". Possibly the fact that the system, but not the human, presented participants 
with a video of their session added to the idea that the human was not seeing/using all the 
data. In fact, however, the same data was available to both the system and the human. The 
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effect of completeness was judged to be that this contributed to accuracy: “The system is 
more accurate in the sense that it prevents ones' personal biases and also help to analyse 
students' performances throughout the whole processes rather than traditional method that 
only allows one to access on a particular time and place."  Once again, however, in the 
present study, the human expert was observing the students continuously all through their 
performance of the tasks.  Finally, understanding was also seen as helped by the system: "the 
system.... give more opportunities to understand what you do” s60; “Because the data is 
easier to understand and harder to misjudge than human observation” s45.  
 By contrast, there were also some views that human assessment was better: “I believe 
that even if technology develops and reaches extremely high standards, the experience and 
the knowledge of humans cannot be easily replaced. That's why I trust the traditional methods 
more.” s35. Another said: “Teachers maybe see some weak points that the system would not” 
s55. Here the comments seem to suggest that there are valuable human abilities that cannot 
be mimicked by a system. In this sense, then, contrary to the claims described above which 
were in favour of the system, some thought that human assessment would be more complete: 
“I think the teacher observation would be more complete than the system" s52. There has 
long been a debate on that and there are people who think human minds are always better 
than computers or the opposite [202, 203], hence some people, even if the system gives them 
good results, still do not believe in machines.   
 Again, on understanding, some seemed to believe that the human expert assessments had 
the advantage: “I think that feedback from teacher is better because she/he can explain it 
more.” s42. That is an interesting recognition of the idea that although the system seemed to 
give more feedback, because of the video and assessment charts, possibly that extra material 
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was not actually considered very helpful compared with a human giving an additional 
explanation of student performance. Notably, however, nobody suggested that the human 
would be less biased. 
 A number of comments attempted to recognise a balance where the system and the human 
each had strengths: “most of the things are better with the Observe Portal, but for success of 
the task it is best if there is an external observer” s37. That comment did however run counter 
to the result for PA5, where the responses were significantly in favour of the system in 
assessing task success. Another appeared to generalise his/her balanced response to other 
kinds of task than those in the experiment: “I think traditional methods are important in some 
situations in the sense that more feedback can be given regarding the presentations, while 
the Observe Portal system can help to assess interaction and collaborations that may be 
difficult for to assess via single presentation or through reading the group project/ essay.” 
s46. This seems to claim that when student work can be assessed via productions, such as 
presentations or essays which represent the culmination of some aspect of the students’ work 
(but no such production was involved in the researcher's experiment), human assessment 
might be superior as richer feedback can be given.  Where, however, the focus is, as in the 
present case, on the process of doing some piece of work, especially involving interaction 
and collaboration, this commentator saw the system as having the advantage. According to 
Wells [8], educators should evaluate the whole learning process when leading learning 
activities rather than just look at the final artefact as evidence of learning. Overall, we can 
say that the comments suggest a view that was summed up neatly by one participant: “I 
believe there are more things that the Observe Portal has gotten right” s56.    
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 Generally,  the previous results on balance support the first part of hypothesis 4: “Students 
and experts, both, prefer the Observe Portal system’s assessment feedback over the 
traditional teacher/expert’s assessment feedback.”  
Expert Preferred Approach (E-PA) 
In order to deal with the part of  H4 which referred to the experts, we gathered data with a 
set of questionnaire items especially for the experts (E-PA) (Table 7-28).  
E-PA1     I think the use of the Observe Portal system has a significant advantage over 
traditional methods (teacher observation) for assessing students’ performance 
E-PA2     Which approach would you prefer to use for assessing collaborative students in 
virtual world? 
E-PA3     Based on your previous Q, explain the reason for your choice? 
E-PA4     Could you give us your view of the Observe Portal system? 
E-PA5     What aspects of the Observe Portal do you think helps most in assessing students' 
learning in the virtual world? 
Table 7-28: Expert preferred approach 
 The analysis of the experts' responses showed that all participants (100%) agreed or 
strongly agreed that using the Observe Portal system had a significant advantage over the 
traditional method (teacher observation) for assessing students’ performance (E-PA1, 
median=4, “Strongly Agree”). Likewise, all the experts said they preferred to use the Observe 
Portal system for assessing collaborative students in a virtual world over the traditional 
method, i.e. doing it themselves in the way they had in condition 2-2  (E-PA2, median=4, 
“Strongly Agree”) (Figure 7-5).  
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Figure 7-5: Evaluation of E-PA2 
 Furthermore, the one-sample binomial test showed that on these two closed items the 
experts responded statistically significantly way above the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 
response scale, Table 7-29.  
 




I think the use of the Observe Portal system has a 
significant advantage over traditional methods (teacher 
observation) for assessing students’ performance 




N Min Max 
 




Which approach would you prefer to use for assessing 
collaborative students in the virtual world? 
10 1 1 100 
 
.002 
Table 7-29: Expert PA descriptive statistics and binomial test 
 To further understand the positive results with regard to the previous items, we analysed 
the experts’ comments in the open-response items E-PA3, E-PA4, and E-PA5, which asked 
for further comments and reasons. Note that, at the time of making these comments, the 
teachers had the opportunity to compare the system feedback with their own – with respect 










ObservePortal System Teacher Observation
E-PA2. Which approach would you prefer to use for 
assessing collaborative students in virtual world? 
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 While some experts just praised the system as “a good innovation that will be useful with 
the education sector”, a “great system to use in learning” or "very effective”, some also 
provided several reasons for their preference for the system feedback. A few said it was 
"more accurate" than their own expert feedback, presumably having compared the two for 
some example students. A specific advantage claimed was that accuracy was maintained even 
when there were several students working in a group: “It is good to be able to observe the 
performance of all students individually and track them which is hard to achieve in reality.” 
 However, the most popular reason given was that it was "easier" and would "save time 
and effort". Nevertheless, one admitted that they would also themselves assess if feasible: “It 
saves time and effort. I might use both where possible but it is handy to have an automated 
system.” Some again further pointed out that the ease of use became a more important factor 
when more students had to be assessed: “for more than 2 students it will be very efficient as 
the environment will not be too crowded compared to the real world and the activities of 
each student can be easily monitored”; "Especially for large number of students working in 
VW.” 
       Experts' wider comments also drew attention to two important provisos. First, one said 
that the system was “very efficient for these activities". This implies that it might not be so 
efficient for other activities, as indeed was suggested by one of the students as noted above, 
who in effect referred to it being good for the assessment of process rather than of product. 
We cannot tell if the expert here had the same distinction in mind, however. Another expert 
further commented that it was "a good idea to do such system especially that Immersive 
learning need more improvements to meet learning requirements”.  
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        Finally, the above refers to the system needing to "meet learning requirements". 
Similarly, another says: “It can give a good assessment if it matches the assessment's 
requirements”. This then draws attention to the fact that, in order to be useful, what the 
system does in making its assessments must agree with what those in charge of the learning 
require students to learn, and expect to assess.  
  The last expert PA item, E-PA5, asked an open question about which aspect of the 
Observe Portal the experts thought helped them most in assessing students' learning in the 
virtual world. In their responses, speed and accuracy were widely mentioned and these were 
also mentioned in other comments made by the experts. The aspects covered by the experts’ 
statements included almost every feature of the Observe Portal system. These aspects were 
as follows: 
a) All the system features 
b) Speed and accuracy 
c) Assessing collaborative skills 
d) Observing the number of attempts, as well as the rating tool 
e) The time taken to perform an action by each student 
f) The record of the actions performed by students 
g) The chat box and the design of the environment  
  All the above results for the E-PA items, therefore, support the expert related element 
of the hypothesis: “Students and experts prefer the Observe Portal’s assessment feedback 
over and above that yielded from human experts” (H 4).  
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Comparison between Preferred Approach of Experts and Students 
Finally, the Mann-Whitney test was used to compare experts and students in phase 2-2 (the 
virtual classroom with expert) on the two parallel PA quantitative items which both groups 
responded to (PA1, PA2).   
Table 7-30: Significance tests of PA difference in phase 2-2 between students and experts 
 As Table 7-30 shows, there were significant differences between experts and students 
(p < 0.05) on both PA items. In both cases, the experts approved the Observe Portal 
assessment significantly more strongly than the students did.  
7.3.5. H5: Students and experts express their acceptance of using the Observe Portal 
assessment system.   
Finally, we turn to the measurement of acceptance as defined by the three core variables of 
the TAM evaluation model (see 6.2.1) [20].  In this way, we hope to confirm H5. Below, 
we report the results in relation to the core TAM variables in turn - both for the students via 
the three SA variables and for the experts via the corresponding three EA variables (6.2). 
  Group N Mean M-W Z P 
PA1 I think the use of the Observe Portal 
system has a significant advantage over 
traditional methods (teacher 
observation) for assessing students’ 
performance. 
Students in 2-2 30 3.10 
 .015 Experts in 2-2 10 3.60 
  
Group N 
% Choice of 
System Chi sq. P 
PA2 Which approach would you prefer to 
use for assessing collaborative students 
in virtual world? 
Students in 2-2 30 %60 
5.714 .019 
Experts in 2-2 10 %100 
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Student perceived usefulness (PU) 
This primarily measures how far a student user considers that using the Observe Portal is 
useful for assessing performance. Table 7-31 lists the questions used to measure the 





Table 7-31: Student perceived usefulness (PU) 
 The three items PU1, PU2, and PU3 asked if the system was suitable for assessing 
students operating within 3D environments or not (PU2 negative worded). As for previous 
constructs, the composite values were calculated for these items together. PU4 and PU5 (PU5 
is negatively worded) asked separately if the Observe Portal was useful for assessing 
students’ interactions, success levels, and collaborative skills. 87% of the participants found 
that the Observe Portal system was suitable for assessing distance students in a virtual world 
(PU1/PU2/PU3 median=3, “Agree”).  Similarly, 86% indicated that the system was useful 
for assessing students' interactions, success levels and collaborative skills (PU4/PU5 
median=3, “Agree”) (Appendix B.7). 
 
 




The use of Observe Portal is useful for 
assessment in 3D-VW collaborative 
activities  
68 1 4 3 3.15 .605 <.001 
PU1 The use of Observe Portal is useful for assessment in 3D-VW collaborative 
activities  
PU2 (r) The use of the Observe Portal system is not suitable for assessing students’ 
performance 
PU3 The use of the Observe Portal system allows me to get a deeper understanding 
of  the individual and group performance 
PU4 I find that Observe Portal is useful in assessing students’ interactions, success, 
and collaborative skills 
PU5 (r) I don’t see that Observe Portal makes any difference in assessing students’ 
interactions, success, or collaborative skills 
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PU2 (r) 
The use of the Observe Portal system is 
not suitable for assessing students’ 
performance 
60 2 4 3 3.05 .699 <.001 
PU3 
The use of the Observe Portal system 
allows me to get a deeper 
understanding of the individual and the 
group performance 
68 1 4 3 3.16 .589 <.001 
PU4 
I find that Observe Portal is useful in 
assessing students' interactions, 
success, and collaborative skills 
68 1 4 3 3.10 .736 <.001 
PU5 (r) 
I don’t see that Observe Portal makes 
any difference in assessing students' 
interactions, success, and collaborative 
skills 
60 1 4 3 3.15 .709 <.001 
PU Mean of all PU items 68 1.80 4.00 3 3.13 .523 <.001 
Table 7-32: Student PU descriptive statistics and one-sample binomial test 
 In addition, the one-sample binomial test yielded (p<.001) for all items (Table 7-32). The 
quantitative data confirm that the students found the Observe Portal system significantly 
useful for assessing distance students operating within a virtual world, way above the neutral 
midpoint of the 1-4 response scale. These results, therefore, support the first part of the 
hypothesis (H5.1): “Students and experts alike find the Observe Portal system is useful.”  
Student perceived ease of use (PEOU) 
Perceived ease of use is “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system 
would be free of effort”.   Table 7-33 lists the questions used to measure perceived ease of 





Table 7-33: Perceived ease of use (PEOU) 
PEOU1 I find the Observe Portal is easy to use in virtual world collaborative activities 
PEOU2 The feedback obtained from the system is clear and understandable 
PEOU3 It is difficult to use the Observe Portal assessment system. 
PEOU4 Students assessment through Observe Portal is easy 
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 As with the previous constructs, items were designed both in positive and negative 
worded forms, so were reversed as needed: in the present case PEOU3. Composite values 
were also calculated for the mean of all four items (Appendix B.7).  92% of the participants 
found that the Observe Portal is easy to use in virtual world collaborative activities (median 
= 3, “Agree"). 
 Furthermore, the one-sample binomial test showed that, on all items as well as the means 
for the whole set,  the students found the Observe Portal system to be significantly useful for 
assessing distance students in the virtual world, considerably above the neutral midpoint of 
the 1-4 response scale (p<.001) (Table 7-34). 
 
 




I find the Observe Portal is easy to use in virtual 
world collaborative activities 
68 1 4 3 3.24 .672 <.001 
PEOU2 
The feedback obtained from the system is clear and 
understandable 
68 1 4 3 3.25 .720 <.001 
PEOU3 (r) 
It is difficult to use the Observe Portal assessment 
system. 
68 1 4 3 3.23 .673 <.001 
PEOU4 
Student assessment through Observe Portal is easy 
68 1 4 3 3.29 .600 <.001 
PEOU Mean of all PEOU items 68 1.75 4.00 3 3.26 .452 <.001 
Table 7-34: Student PEOU descriptive statistics and one-sample binomial test 
 In addition, Kruskal-Wallis results (Table 7-35) revealed that users’ computing expertise 
level (CU2), knowledge of virtual worlds (VW1), intelligent environment knowledge (IE1) 
and programming experience (PE) did not have a significant influence on perceived ease of 
use of the Observe Portal system (PEOU1). These results could be related to the simple 
techniques adopted to design the system and the assessment flowcharts. These results, 
therefore, support the hypothesis “Students and experts find the Observe Portal system is 
easy to use” (H5.2). 




Independent variable Chi-square DF P 
PEOU1 Computing expertise (CU2) 0.111 2 0.111 
PEOU1 Virtual worlds experience 
(VW1) 
1.643 1 0.151 
PEOU1 Intelligent environment 
knowledge (IE1) 
0.365 1 0.546 
PEOU1 Programming Experience (PE) 4.029 2 0.133 
Table 7-35: Kruskal-Wallis results for ease of use of the Observe Portal system 
Student intention to use (IU) 
Intention to use is the variable which, in the TAM model, has the most immediate impact on 
acceptance and mediates the effects of PU and PEOU. In our study, it was represented by 
three positive worded items, whose composite we also calculated to represent the whole 
scale. Table 7-36 lists the questions used in the questionnaires: 
Table 7-36: Intention to use 
 Overall, 86% of the students reported intending to use the Observe Portal to assess their 
individual and group performance (median = 3, “Agree") (Appendix B.7). Furthermore, the 
one-sample Binomial test (Table 7-37) showed that the students in future significantly 
intended to use the Observe Portal system for assessing their performance in a virtual world, 
assuming it was available, way above the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale. These 
results support the hypothesis “Students and experts express an intention to use the Observe 
Portal system in the future.”  
 
IU1 I would use Observe Portal to assess my performance 
IU2 I would use Observe Portal to understand my performance 
IU3 Assume that I had access to the Observe Portal. I intend to use it to 
understand the individual and the group performance 
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  N Min Max Median Mean SD 
Binomial Test p 
IU1 
I would use Observe Portal to assess my 
performance 
68 1 4 3 3.15 .797 <.001 
IU2 
I would use Observe Portal to understand my 
performance 
68 1 4 3 3.24 .715 <.001 
IU3 
Assuming that I had access to the Observe 
Portal. I intend to use it to understand 
individual and group performance 
68 1 4 3 3.18 .732 <.001 
IU  
Mean of all IU items 
68 1.00 4.00 3 3.19 .68 <.001 
Table 7-37: Student IU descriptive statistics and one-sample binomial test 
Expert perceived usefulness (E.PU) 
We next consider the same three TAM3 components of acceptance again, but this time in 
relation to the experts [184]. Again, here TAM3 included the three variables: perceived 
usefulness (E.PU), perceived ease of use (E.PEOU) and intention to use (E.IU). E.PU is 
designed to measure whether the experts believed that the Observe Portal system was useful 
for student assessment in virtual worlds (Table 7-38). Like other sets of items, E.PU3 and 






Table 7-38: Expert perceived usefulness (E.PU) 
 E.PU1, E.PU2, and E.PU3 asked generally about whether the system was useful for 
making assessments in 3D environments or not while E.PU4 and E.PU5 asked about whether 
the Observe Portal was useful specifically for assessing students’ interactions, success levels 
and collaborative skills. The results table in Appendix B.7 shows that all the experts found 
E.PU1 The Observe Portal is useful for assessment in 3D-VW collaborative 
activities 
E.PU2 The use of the Observe Portal system allows me to get a better 
understanding of the individuals’ and groups’ performance 
E.PU3 (r) I think the Observe Portal system is not suitable for assessing students’ 
performance 
E.PU4 I find that Observe Portal is useful for assessing students' interactions, 
success, and collaborative skills. 
E.PU5 (r) I don’t see that Observe Portal makes any difference in assessing students’ 
interactions, success, and collaborative skills 
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the Observe Portal system was useful for assessment in the collaborative virtual world, 
(E.PU1/E.PU2/E.PU3(r) median=4, “Strongly Agree”). Also, 95% of the experts expressed 
the opinion that the system was useful for assessing students’ interactions, success levels and 
collaborative skills (E.PU4/E.PU5(r) median=3, “Agree”).  
 The one-sample binomial test was applied to determine whether there was a statistically 
significant difference from the scale midpoint rating in responses to the E.PU items (Table 
7-39 ). The quantitative data showed that the experts believed that the Observe Portal system 
is, in all the areas that were asked about, significantly useful for assessing distance students 
in a virtual world, considerably above the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale. This 
was particularly prominent for E.PU1, 3, 4 where no rating fell below 3. 
  N Min Max Median Mean SD 
Binomial Test p 
E.PU1 
The Observe Portal is useful for assessment in 
3D-VW collaborative activities 
10 3 4 4 3.70 .483 .002 
E.PU2 
The use of the Observe Portal system allows me 
to get a better understanding of the individuals’ 
and groups’ performance 
10 2 4 4 3.30 .675 .021 
E.PU3 (r) 
I think the Observe Portal system is not suitable 
for assessing students’ performance 
10 3 4 4 3.30 .483 .002 
E.PU4 
I find that Observe Portal is useful for assessing 
students' interactions, success, and collaborative 
skills. 
10 3 4 3.5 3.50 .527 .002 
E.PU5 (r) 
I don’t see that Observe Portal makes any 
difference in assessing students’ interactions, 
success, or collaborative skills 
10 2 4 3 3.30 .675 .021 
E.PU 
Mean of all E.PU items (condition 2-2) 
10 2.5 4 4 2.95 .261 .021 
Table 7-39: Expert PU descriptive statistics and one-sample binomial test 
 These quantitative results clearly support the hypothesis: “Students and experts alike find 
the Observe Portal system is useful” (H5.1).  
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Expert perceived ease of use (E.PEOU)  
The perceived ease of use is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a 
particular system would be free of effort”. Table 7-40  lists the questions used to measure the 




Table 7-40: Expert perceived ease of use (E.PEOU) 
 As with the previous constructs, the E.PEOU items were phrased both positively and 
negatively, so reversed values were calculated and used where necessary. The results showed 
that 93% of the experts significantly agreed that the Observe Portal was easy to use in virtual 
worlds (median = 4, “Strongly Agree") (Appendix B.7). 
 Next, the one-sample binomial test showed that the experts found the Observe Portal 
system significantly easy to use for assessing distance students in virtual worlds, way above 
the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale (Table 7-41). 
Table 7-41: Expert PEOU descriptive statistics and binomial test 




I find the Observe Portal is easy to use in virtual 
worlds. 
10 1 4 4 3.60 .966 .021 
E.PEOU2 
Using the Observe Portal system is clear and 
understandable. 
10 3 4 4 3.80 .422 .002 
E.PEOU3 
(r) 
It is difficult to use the Observe Portal assessment 
system. 
10 1 4 3.5 3.10 1.197 .109 
E.PEOU4 
Assessment through the Observe Portal system is 
easy. 
10 3 4 3 3.40 .516 .002 
E.PEOU Mean of all E.PEOU items.  10 2 4 3.75 3.50 .553 .021 
E.PEOU1 I find the ObservePortal is easy to use in virtual worlds 
E.PEOU2 Using the ObservePortal system is clear and understandable 
E.PEOU3 It is difficult to use the ObservePortal assessment system. 
E.PEOU4 Assessment through the ObservePortal system is easy 
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 These quantitative results again support the hypothesis: “Students and experts find the 
Observe Portal system is easy to use” (H5.2). 
Expert intention to use (E.IU) 
Intention to use is the third core TAM variable, intended here to measure the intention to 




Table 7-42: Intension to use 
 Items E.IU1, E.IU2, and E.IU3 asked about the experts' intention to use Observe Portal 
to assess student performance. All items were positively worded and the result shows that, 
overall, 90% of the experts would intend to use the Observe Portal to assess individual and 
group performance in virtual worlds, where it was available (median = 4, “Strongly Agree") 
(Appendix B.7).  
 Next, the one-sample binomial test (Table 7-43) showed that on all items the experts 
expressed a significant intention to use the Observe Portal assessment system in the future 
(if available) - way above the neutral midpoint of the 1-4 response scale. This result, 
therefore, supports the hypothesis “Students and experts express an intention to use the 
Observe Portal system” (H5.3). 
 
  




I would use Observe Portal to assess students' 
performance in collaborative activities 
10 2 4 4 3.60 .699 .021 
E.IU1 I would use ObservePortal to assess students’ performance in collaborative 
activities 
E.IU2 I would use the system for assessing students’ interactions, success, and 
collaborative skills. 
E.IU3 Assume that I had access to the ObservePortal. I intend to use it to assess 
student performance. 
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E.IU2 
I would use the system for assessing students' 
interactions, success, and collaborative skills 
10 2 4 4 3.60 .699 .021 
E.IU3 
Assuming that I had access to the Observe 
Portal, I intend to use it to assess student 
performance 
10 2 4 3 3.30 .675 .021 
E.IU Mean of all E.IU items 10 2 4 4 3.50 .652 .021 
Table 7-43: Expert IU descriptive statistics and binomial test 
Overall, the evaluation based on student and expert responses to the TAM variables, 
perceived usefulness (PU), the perceived ease of use (PEOU) and the intention to use (IU), 
yielded positive results. Most of the participants agreed that the system was easy to use, 
useful, and they would want to use it, where available. Accordingly, following the TAM 
model, we conclude that they accept the use of the Observe Portal as a tool for assessing 
individual student and group performance. These results then support hypothesis 5, “Students 
and experts express their acceptance of using the Observe Portal assessment system.” This, 
in turn, constitutes another positive evaluation point with regard to the system. 
7.3.6. Final comments 
Finally, we may note that the students showed to be cooperative participants, producing a 
number of responses to the open questionnaire items, and generally they seemed to enjoy 
taking part in the experiment. The students’ optional additional comments on their overall 
experience were as follows: 
1. “it was a nice experience which allowed me to use my past knowledge 
       of C programing.” 
2. “was very interesting and exciting, would certainly do it again” 
3. “Thank you it was very interesting!” 
4. “it was perfect” 
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7.4.Chapter Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the results arising from the results yielded by the surveys aimed 
both at the experts and the students, and analyses of the human and system scores, the experts' 
assessment sheets and the student chat and ratings. Overall, the data strongly supports the 
effectiveness of the research framework, and the prototype superiority over human expert 
assessment, for the kind of assessment in question (real-time assessment relating to multiple 
scales of students working on learning tasks). This finding will be further considered and 
discussed in the next chapter (Chapter 8). 
Chapter 8 
8. Discussion 
Chapter 7 described the empirical evaluation of the prototype that we created based on MIVO 
framework to facilitate the observing, recording, assessing and giving feedback on 
collaborative distance learning activities performed by participants in a 3D virtual world 
environment. The evaluation of these activities was achieved by setting up three experimental 
situations in which students used the system; this enabled a comparison between the virtual 
observation/assessment system and observation/assessment by a human expert, performing 
in a role similar to that of a teacher. This chapter (Chapter 8) discusses further the findings 
from these experimental set-ups and their broader significance for this research area. The 
chapter opens with a summary of how far the research hypotheses were supported. Then it 
discusses the evaluation results concerning the effectiveness of the MIVO framework and the 
Observe Portal system. 
8.1.Research Aim Revisited 
The overall research aim, as stated in Chapter 1, was to expand the ability of 3D virtual 
environments to support learning by improving the method of assessing learning in such 
spaces. The research focused on the creation of a novel computational architecture 
framework that improved upon previous frameworks for assessing and giving feedback on 
collaborative distance learning taking place in a VW (Observe Portal).  Apropos this, the 
conceptual MIVO framework was proposed in Chapter 3, drawing upon parallels between 
the observing and assessing of students in physical settings and the observing and assessing 
of them in VWs. To do this (observing etc., in VWs) successfully, a MixAgent mechanism 
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was provided which combines natural agents and software agents within the same 
environment – to support the recording learning evidence from virtual activities. Also, the 
OLens model was constructed to simulate teachers’ observation and assessment of 
collaborative students in immersive environments, as explained in Chapter 3. In addition, the 
research made a significant contribution by demonstrating the implementation of the Observe 
Portal as a proof-of-concept prototype applying the fuzzy logic approach described in 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Such a computational-architectural framework could be used to fill 
the gap between the collecting of learning evidence from technological sources and the 
collecting of such from human teachers etc., and may well be able to help solve the issues 
that arise when evaluating such aspects of learning as interaction, task success and the social 
collaborative skills which come into play when students work collaboratively in a distance-
learning environment. Another contribution of the present research is the experimental results 
yielded by the learning activities created specifically to enable the researcher to empirically 
evaluate the Observe Portal. Research hypotheses were stated which could be tested through 
data gathered from experts and students using the system (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). 
8.2. Discussion of the Research Results  
In Chapter 6, the research hypotheses are re-expressed in more practical terms that allow for 
their empirical testing, and, indeed, these hypotheses have all been evaluated through the 
empirical work described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 restates the hypotheses with an indication 
of how well supported each was (Table 7-1). This section (8.2) discusses further the findings 
from the evaluation experiments and their broader significance. 
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Hypothesis 1 
An essential aspect of this research was to propose a computational framework to enhance 
the existing methods of observing and assessing distance-learning students working 
collaboratively in VWs. Our framework was aimed at improving the collection of learning 
evidence from distance collaborative students by the means of integrating software and 
natural agents. In effect, the students were required not only to communicate with each other 
while they performed the learning tasks collaboratively, as would happen also in face to face 
pair work in a physical classroom, they additionally were required, for the purposes of 
assisting the system to make better assessments, to categorise each message they sent (to 
other students) into one of six types, and to engage in repeatedly rating each other’s quality 
of performance. Neither of these activities usually takes place in the course of collaborative 
work where a human teacher is engaged in assessing the students - whether in a physical or 
virtual learning space - since they would not usually be regarded as activities that were 
necessary for learning to occur.  Hence it was essential to ascertain if, in fact, students 
acquired positive attitudes towards these natural agent tools when using them while 
performing distance-learning tasks in the virtual world (H 1).  
 To evaluate this hypothesis, firstly, we measured whether the students reported positive 
attitudes towards rating each other when performing distance-learning tasks in the virtual 
world, and whether their use of the rating function as they worked suggested that they did 
not find it onerous (H 1.1). Secondly, we measured whether the students had positive attitudes 
to the online classified chat facility which they have to use when performing tasks in the 
virtual world, and whether their accuracy of classification of their messages signalled any 
difficulty with the classification requirement (H 1.2). To our knowledge, since natural agents 
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such as the ones proposed in this present study are not widely used in assessment systems, 
these issues have not been researched before, so my results here constitute new findings.   
The essential instruments needed to measure students’ attitudes to their roles as natural 
agents, rating each other while performing tasks in VWs, were the natural agent rating 
perception questionnaire items (NA). The students' responses to every closed-response NA 
item were significantly positive overall. 89% of the participants found that working as natural 
agents and rating other students through the rating tool was easy to do. In addition, 78% of 
the users reported that they found it fun, 86%, interesting, and 82%, useful. These results 
demonstrated the acceptance of the student users of working as natural agents and using the 
rating tool to rate other students in the course of, and at the end of, the learning activity. On 
the other hand, we must remember that the participants had, in all likelihood, not been called 
upon ever before to provide such ratings of their peers while undertaking learning tasks, or 
at any rate not with such frequency. Hence the whole process would have had a certain 
'novelty effect'. We cannot be certain that if they were called upon to do this over an extended 
period of weeks, each and every time they worked collaboratively on learning tasks online, 
they would still maintain the same level of enthusiasm throughout.  
In the open response data, some students reported that they felt that assessing each other 
was comfortable because there were no face-to-face evaluations and the ratings were 
anonymous, so they could be honest when they rated each other. This supports the findings 
of Lu and Bol [204] who studied the effect of anonymous electronic peer review. Those 
authors found that it was more effective for students to give anonymous scores and feedback 
to their peers than it was to provide students with reviews from identifiable other students. 
This was because an anonymous assessment system makes participants more amenable to 
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giving an honest rating and providing their classmates with valuable remarks which were 
intended to improve their (the classmates) performance.   
Other participants described the rating tool as very easy to use because it had a simple 
design, was easy to navigate and had a straightforward method for rating - through a scroll 
bar with three options (high – middle – low) and a button press. This result is in agreement 
with that of Darejeh and Singh [205], who stated that simple designs help users to understand 
system structure and improve their interest in using a particular software system. Also, the 
rating timing system and the reminders this produced helped participants to remember to 
evaluate other students on a continuing basis; this meant that the rating process became more 
likely to be used. In addition, according to [149], a simple and user-friendly student-
originated feedback tool allows the creation of such feedback in a way which avoids the 
untoward interruption of a learning session. Therefore, another purpose of the simple rating 
mechanism in our system was to provide synchronous feedback during the learning activity 
without imposing significant interruption on the students.  Furthermore, asking students 
before starting the learning session to rate others only when they are free to do so – i.e., after 
completing a program, after a conversation or after completing a learning task – also helped 
to prevent the feedback requirement negatively affecting the flow of student learning. 
However, a few students suggested widening the rating scale to one of five points instead 
of just three. This draws attention to an important aspect of peer review,  which is to provide 
learners with sufficient options by which to express their feedback and allow them to be more 
informative with their review [204]. However, although widening the scale would be more 
useful for people who are more cognisant of the educational process, and so more able and 
willing to give accurate ratings, this could overload the students' thinking processes, since 
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they would be having to undertake collaborative tasks, classify their chat sentences and rate 
other students all at the same time.  
A further, more significant, point, however, is that most of these students in their open 
responses, whether positive or not, seemed to be interpreting the rating activity as having a 
pedagogical purpose - to aid the learning process. Clearly requests for a wider scale, and 
more room for feedback, with the aim of working on each other’s weaknesses, all relate to a 
learning purpose. However, the researcher's actual main purpose in providing the student 
rating system was, in fact, to provide the necessary information so that the system could work 
better (in terms of providing assessments), which is quite different. For that purpose, a wider 
scale and an opportunity for the students’ to provide qualitative feedback would not be more 
helpful. Hence what is brought to light here is a conflict between the needs of the learning 
task and the needs of the system. Whether or not the students had been told what the purpose 
of the rating system was, they clearly focused on the possible pedagogical purpose, as more 
meaningful to them, but this conflicted with the researcher's main purpose. 
Furthermore, the analysis of the frequencies of rating saved in the database by the system 
showed wide variation between students but a median frequency of twice in subtask 1 and 
three times each in subtasks 2 and 3.  This, therefore, supports the conclusion that the simple 
form of rating implemented in this study did not represent too onerous a task and became 
routine over time. Kruskal-Wallis test results showed that the users’ level of computing 
expertise level or knowledge of virtual worlds did not have a significant influence on the ease 
with which they believed that the rating could be performed. These results could be related 
to the simple design of the method offered by the natural agent tool - a scroll bar and rating 
button interaction. This, as has been said, was all that was needed to enable the natural agent 
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input to the system, although the facilities provided were not really adequate to properly fulfil 
a pedagogical function in the task completion process. Overall, then, all the data related to 
H1.1 predominantly (though not without some provisos) support the hypothesis that the 
students express positive attitudes to the activity of rating each other when performing 
collaborative learning tasks in the virtual world (H 1.1). 
 Secondly, we needed to measure students' attitudes to the online classified chat system 
which could be used when performing tasks collaboratively in the virtual world. The COMM 
subset of items in the questionnaire which concerned this all returned significantly positive 
ratings.  86% of participants found that communicating via the classified chat window was 
relatively easy to use. Also, the majority of students found that their experiences of 
collaborating with the other student(s) in other location(s) using the classified chat were 
generally good.  
 Participants’ qualitative comments about the chat system mostly concerned points which 
could be made about online written chat in general, regardless of any requirement to classify 
each message into one of six categories.  For instance, students commented that using the 
chat was easy because it was similar to their daily interactions through chat boxes in social 
media. Others found that the chat helped them to collaborate better and contribute more. 
Others suggested reasons why the implementation made them feel personally good about the 
chat because it was very comfortable, easy to use and well structured. On the other hand, one 
found having to type troublesome as compared to face to face talking. This is in line with the 
results obtained by Pena-Rios [52] whose participants considered voice communication to be 
much easier than using chat. The use of text-based chat in this study was however required 
because of the facility to save chat content in user logs and analyse it later for research 
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purposes. Furthermore, it would have been difficult if not impossible to elicit a classification 
of each message if the messages had all been spoken. 
 More of interest to us, however, was that some students did report that they found using 
the multiple buttons to classify their chat a little bit bothersome and indeed, for their purposes, 
unnecessary. Once again they were thinking of what the pedagogical function might be of 
the chat classification in terms of what they were required to do in relation to the tasks they 
were set (programming a house), and not surprisingly failed to see any such function in 
performing this classification. They had forgotten, that the function was actually to assist the 
system in making its assessment of them (the students). So, rather as with the rating system 
discussed above, we again see a slight conflict here between what serves a direct learning-
related purpose and what is needed to make the expert system work as required.   
  On the other hand, the analysis undertaken of the classified chat, stored in the chat logs, 
revealed that 90% of the chat messages had been categorised properly and therefore that the 
users had pressed the correct buttons, classifying the discourse function of each of their 
written utterances into one of the six categories provided. The students' used the response 
categories most, but where a distinction was required between REPLY and AGREE, REPLY 
was over-used - in instances where the purpose of the utterance was really for AGREE.   
 This general pattern of error, where a more general category (here, REPLY) was used in 
place of a more specific one (here, AGREE, which is really just one kind of REPLY) is not 
unusual. It may be a sign that some students felt pressured by the limited time allowed for 
each subtask and the fact that they were being observed (at least in condition 2-2, where the 
expert observer was present on screen as an avatar). In such a situation students will naturally 
allocate cognitive resources primarily to what they see as the main task, programming the 
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house, and this might in some instances leave insufficient time or cognitive resources for the 
identification of a message to be something more specific than a REPLY. However, it is 
perhaps remarkable that there were only around 10% erroneous categorisations - which 
shows therefore that this issue did not constitute a major problem. 
 Furthermore, students' positive attitudes were again found not to be dependent on their 
particular backgrounds or experiences. Thus, the hypothesis was predominantly supported: 
“The students express positive attitudes to the online classified chat facility which they can 
use when performing collaborative learning tasks in the virtual world” (H 1.2).  
 Putting together all the above findings from the student’s NA and COMM questionnaire 
responses and their rating and chat logs we feel that the evidence overwhelmingly shows that 
there was an acceptance by the students of their roles as natural agents. All these results 
together support hypothesis 1, “Users express positive attitudes towards their roles as human 
agents when performing distance-learning tasks in the virtual world” (H1), and also support 
an overall positive evaluation of the Observe Portal system.  These results also point to the 
effectiveness of our computational framework (MIVO) which was involved, right from the 
start, in the proposal of the MixAgent mechanism - to integrate software and natural agents 
in order to collect learners’ data, identify the relevant learning evidence and so assess the 
learning achieved by groups and individuals. This does not however mean that we think no 
improvements can usefully be made in response to the relatively small number of negative 
comments yielded by the open questions. These we will address in the conclusion chapter. 
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Hypothesis 2  
Another important evaluation-related objective of this research was to assess whether the 
Observe Portal system provided distance collaborative learners with valuable feedback, as 
judged by whether the users reported positive experiences with, and positive attitudes 
towards, the quality, quantity etc., of the assessment feedback provided (H2). This construct 
was evaluated in relation to the students by the use of a version of the AEQ questionnaire 
instruments (QTF, QF, UF) and in relation to the teachers, through the REF set of 
questionnaire items, as summarised in Table 7-1.  Positiveness of response was measured in 
two ways: first, whether the users recorded positive ratings relative to the response scale itself  
(significantly above the midpoint), and second, whether more positive ratings were reported 
in the situation where the system provided feedback derived from students working totally 
online in a VW in condition 2 than were reported where the feedback came from a human 
expert observing students working face to face in a physical classroom (so taking on a 
traditional teacher’s role) in condition 1.   
 As regards the student measures, the QTF, quantity and timing of feedback, results 
revealed that 91% of the students had positive experiences of this and reported that they had 
received plentiful feedback from the system in relation to their (the students’) performance. 
Correspondingly, 89% of the participants reported that the assessments were received back 
from the system in a timely fashion. The students were significantly in agreement with all 
the QTF items except one:  only 44.1% responded that they would have learned more (about 
their performance) if they had received more feedback from the system, so implying that they 
mostly considered that what they had in fact received was adequate. One way of interpreting 
this result is that, although the system did not provide any qualitative feedback, the 
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assessment charts that it did provide were judged to be sufficient by the students for their 
own purposes. These results, therefore, support the hypothesis “The students express positive 
attitudes to the speed and amount of feedback they can obtain from the Observe Portal” (H 
2.1).  
 Another aspect of the students’ assessment experience which was measured was the 
quality of feedback (QF). The results demonstrated again that most of the student participants 
(93%) agreed that the feedback the system provided was useful in helping them to understand 
the reasons behind the assessments that were made of their individual and their group’s 
interaction levels, of their task success level and of their social collaborative skills level. 
Indeed, no significant difference was found between their reported satisfaction with the 
system feedback on each of the three measures. In addition, 77.53% of the students reported 
that the feedback helped them to recognise their performance level in relation to the learning 
activity. All these items were responded to positively – as indicated by a binomial test. These 
results, therefore, support the hypotheses “The students believe that the Observe Portal 
system provides very useful information about interaction, success and collaborative skills” 
(H 2.2) and “The students report that they have a good understanding of the Observe Portal 
assessment” (H 2.3).   
 Finally, among the results reported via the AEQ, students widely claimed in response to 
the UF items presented to them that they did utilise the feedback provided by the system.  
The AEQs yielded that 79.41% of the participants said they used the assessment feedback in 
order to help them go back over what they had done in the learning activity. 85.29% of the 
students thought the availability of such a system assessment would be of use to them in 
relation to any such activity in the future. 69.12% of the students agreed that the system 
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prompted them to use the recorded video material in order to understand the reasons for their 
assessment scores. Responses to all the items were significantly positive except in relation to 
one particular item to which learners (48.53%) responded that they had merely read the marks 
from the system, and had not in fact, as a result, watched the video of the whole session 
(which the system also provided), despite being prompted to do so.  
 This latter result might have been because the students wanted to finish the experiment 
early and did not wish to spend more time in watching the video of what they had just done, 
since of course the experimental sessions were not part of any ‘real’ course that they were 
taking. Hence the tasks they had undertaken and the skills/knowledge they had acquired 
would not need to be remembered or be revised in the way that tasks set in a course pursuant 
of qualification would be. This illustrates a largely unavoidable limitation of using 
experimental trials of new educational software which are undertaken outside of any real 
learning context. However pedagogically realistic the tasks are, the students will not be 
participating with the same motivations and sense of purpose that they would have when 
performing tasks that are part of an assessed (e.g., degree) course [206].  
 Still, overall the student participants mentioned did claim to exploit the system feedback 
after working in the VW significantly more than they exploited the human (teachers’) 
feedback after working in the physical classroom. Hence, overall, we regard these results 
from the quantitative data as supporting the hypothesis “The students claim to make extensive 
use of the feedback from the Observe Portal”(H 2.4). It must be noted, however, that the 
hypothesis is itself necessarily limited to be concerned with what they claim, rather than with 
what, in fact, happened since we did not gather data about any use they actually made of the 
feedback. 
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 Moving now to the expert participants, some similar themes to those which emerged from 
the AEQ given to students were also demonstrated by expert’s responses to the REF list of 
items, provided to them in order to evaluate the assessment feedback from the human expert 
point of view.  The evaluation results showed significantly positive responses to all but two 
items.  One of these two was concerned with whether they (the experts) believed that the 
learners understood the purpose of the system assessment. The students had claimed, to a 
significant extent, that they had, but the experts seemed to doubt that they (the students) 
actually had. However, such differences of opinion are to be expected when self-report 
instruments such as questionnaires are used rather than objective measures of understanding. 
All the experts (100%), however, found that the system provided learners with useful 
feedback subsequent to the activity, as well as that the scoring of the learners’ performance 
by the system was helpful. Likewise, the instructors reported that the assessment provided 
by the system could help learners improve their performances.  
 In addition, 100% of the participants strongly agreed that the Observe Portal assessments 
were reliable and valid. They did not show much evidence of understanding the difference 
between those terms, which perhaps were too technical for such a questionnaire. However, 
they did evidence that one of the strongest criteria many of them used for endorsing the 
quality of the system feedback was that they felt it resembled their own in some way.  They 
differed however in whether they thought the system actually did better than they did, e.g. in 
being able to process more information faster,  or less well, in that some insights might be 
missed by it.  
 In response to other REF items, the experts strongly agreed (80%) that peer evaluation 
was a good approach to assess the quality of student performance in VWs but failed to 
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significantly approve of using the rating tool to assess fellow group member(s) during the 
collaborative activities.  In open responses, one voiced the view that students' ratings of each 
other could be too influenced by emotion while another regarded the authenticity of human 
peer ratings as adding strength to the assessment. Furthermore, it could add also to the depth 
of reflection and hence the learning process.  According to Kyllonen [38], students 
collaborative skills cannot be effectively accomplished by simple assessment approaches. 
These skills require more advanced means of measurement such as peer-rating [38]. Peer-
rating assessments are more predictive and accurate than other assessment methods when 
evaluating student skills [39]. Additionally, it enhances student decision skills and it supports 
lifelong learning by not just relying on instructors assessment [201]. 
 Finally, as did the students, the experts judged the value of the system feedback via the 
VW in phase 2 (cond 2-2) as more valuable than which humans gave in phase 1, the directly 
observed physical classroom. Hence overall, but not without reservations, the expert views 
on the assessment were positive and so favourably evaluated the expert assessment system 
with respect to the hypothesis: “The experts report positive attitudes to the value of the system 
assessment” H 2.5. 
 In total, all the above results then for the most part support the main hypothesis “The 
Observe Portal system provides collaborative distance learners with assessment feedback, 
and users report positive experiences of such assessment feedback” (H2). Generally, this is 
a positive evaluation of the research prototype. The results also demonstrated the 
effectiveness of our MIVO framework for observing collaborative distance-learning students 
and its ability to be used as a basis of student assessment. In particular, the results advocate 
for the OLens model within the MIVO framework. OLens is the observation model for 
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identifying and structuring evidence of student learning which has taken place in a 3D virtual 
environment as part of an e-learning assessment process. OLens was implemented by creating 
a multi-level assessment interface within the Observe Portal prototype. Each assessment 
window (interaction, success and collaborative skills) in the prototype corresponds to a level 
of the OLens model. The positive results yielded in relation to the previous hypotheses 
support the effectiveness of the model and its value in assessing learners’ performance from 
various different perspectives.  
Hypothesis 3 
An important aspect of the expert assessment system to evaluate was whether it actually 
presented an improvement in assessing collaborative students over traditional teachers’ 
observation (H 3). This aspect was tested in three different ways: by obtaining experts' reports 
on how difficult they found it to assess students as they worked at a distance online in phase 
2 (cond 2-2) (EXP), by analysing the extent to which they actually managed to complete the 
assessment sheets in phase 2 (cond 2-2) and by comparing the scores awarded by the system 
with those provided by human experts.  
 The expert observation experience (EXP) questionnaire items measured the experts' 
experiences and their thinking about their manual observation process when assessing the 
students in the virtual world - with access to the same data that was used by the system to 
arrive at its assessment. We had expected that the experts would report high levels of 
difficulty in relation to assessing the students in the virtual world themselves - which would 
by implication enhance the evaluation of the system assessment. In the event, one aspect of 
expert assessment (in condition 2-2) was rated significantly difficult: this aspect concerned 
the difficulty involved when there were more than two students to observe and assess. 
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Otherwise, the results reflected a view that assessment by the experts themselves, of the 
activities in the VW, was only moderately easy. 53% of participants argued that it was 
difficult to observe students' performance in Observe Portal using the manual sheets.  An 
examination of the experts’ comments revealed why some, but not others, of the experts 
found observing the students relatively easy. Those who did find this observation task quite 
straightforward were those who were proficient at tracking student actions and chat history 
via the facilities offered by the environment. Conversely, others reported that they found 
collecting learning evidence difficult because this had to be done in real-time and they often 
lost track of who did what. On the issue of assessing more than two students, 90% of the 
experts judged that this, in particular, was not an easy task because there were even greater 
problems associated with tracking and assessing large numbers of students simultaneously in 
real-time and recording such assessments on the manual sheets. This finding echoes others’ 
views to the effect that observing and taking notes is a challenging task, especially where 
teachers are required to observe many students at the same time with respect to differing 
activities within an educational setting [207]. 
 Many of the experts agreed that assessing individual student’s interactions and task 
successes was easier than assessing their collaborative social skills. However, most of the 
points made applied to the difficulty of trying to assess multiple students involved 
simultaneously with the same task (and regardless of whether a physical classroom or a VW 
setting was used) - e.g., losing track while observing the students, and finding assessment 
time-consuming and inconvenient. The same was true of a number of the other possible 
remedies (i.e., other than this assessment system) suggested in response to the issues 
encountered in teacher/expert assessment [41, 207]. 
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 In addition to the experts' own reported opinions concerning the ease and otherwise of 
undertaking assessments in condition 2-2, we also used evidence of their actual performance 
- in the form of their success rate in terms of completing the manual assessments. The results 
showed that, mostly, the assessments of the interactions and of the task success levels of 
groups and individuals were completed successfully by the experts; however, only 33% of 
the required assessments of the social collaborative skills displayed by the groups and 
students were completed successfully, leaving 66% of the assessment skills sheets left half 
or entirely uncompleted, while of course the Observe Portal system provided 100% of its 
required assessment feedback (and, in addition, without any time delay). An interesting 
finding was that the experts spent most of their time and effort evaluating students’ 
interactions and success, and most could not easily assess the social collaborative skills 
dimension.  
     In summary, although some of the experts reported that assessing students via the use of 
the manual sheets was a relatively easy task, provided that there were no more than two 
students to assess simultaneously, many, nevertheless, found that they could not complete all 
the assessment sheets required - especially in terms of assessing the social collaborative skill 
aspects of the activities. In contrast, the system, of course, presented all the assessment results 
it was required to, to the users. This illustrates, among other things, the limitations of self-
reported evidence in relation to evaluation studies, and indeed, research in general. Clearly, 
the teachers over-stated their abilities, in terms of their being able to make comprehensive 
assessments, and it is possible that they simply did not want to admit to the researcher that 
they had experienced the amount of difficulty that they had in fact experienced, even when 
assessing only two students – specifically as regards using the more complex social 
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collaborative skills scales. Indeed, some experts may just have wanted to please the 
researcher, and for this set of items believed that reporting that the assessment was not too 
difficult for a human expert represented what the researcher wanted to hear (although actually 
in this case that was not the opinion that would most strongly support the value of the expert 
system).  Even taking all this into consideration, however, we nevertheless feel that these 
outcomes do support H 3.1, the human experts find that making their own assessments of the 
students’ activities in the virtual world is a difficult task. 
 The other essential evaluation point relevant to H3 was that of comparing the Observe 
Portal assessments to the expert assessments in terms of the actual scores awarded. The 
Observe Portal assessment had been built on the basis of human experts’ evaluations, thus it 
was expected that “The system matches the human experts’ performance closely in relation 
to the assessment of all measures of student task performance in the VW ” H 3.2. The 
quantitative data and the tests used demonstrated that there were no significant differences 
between the system assessments and the expert assessments as regards all of the interaction 
and collaborative skills measures; this meant that the system and the expert assessments were 
closely matched on these measures. However, the data showed that there were significant 
differences in terms of the success1 in task1 assessment. 
 In order to understand these differences, we looked closely at the data and the rules 
programmed into our system. As explained in Chapter 5 - Section 5.3, we built the FL system 
on the basis of human experts’ assessment beliefs employed in relation to learning activities. 
Both the system and the experts were required to score students as low, middle or high based 
on their (the students’) performance. When comparing between the scores generated from 
the system and those given by the experts, we concluded that the system was more critical 
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than the experts when evaluating the students' task success on the first assessment occasion. 
The following are some possible explanations for these differences between the system’s and 
the experts’ scoring in relation to success1/task1. 
 First, it was usually in the course of task 1 that the students started slowly to discover the 
learning environment and begun to understand how it worked. Once the students had 
progressed to task 2 or task 3, they understood the functionality of the system and therefore 
did better on these tasks than on the first. However, the Observe Portal did not consider this 
kind of factor when evaluating the students. It treated all three tasks in the same way when 
counting the number of correct programs and when considering whether each student’s 
success score should be low, middle or high. On the other hand, some of the human experts 
might have scored the students at a higher rating than they otherwise would have done, in 
relation to task 1, because they took the students’ unfamiliarity with the system, at that point, 
into account.  
  A second explanation for these differences in scoring is that the experts’ evaluations are 
based on their own opinions and so the experts’ judgements may differ from one to other. 
Observation is a skill that all people naturally have, nevertheless some notice different things, 
and some are more observant generally than others [207]. Thus, these differences may have 
affected the results of the evaluations, in that most of the experts’ assessments matched the 
system’s, but some did not.  It remains a matter of debate as to whether it is a failing of a 
system not to match such human variation, or should we regard this as a way in which such 
a system is actually better than human experts – by regarding such variation as being due to 
'human fallibility'. However, in conclusion, and regardless of these considerations, we can 
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say that the human and system scores were not the same just in relation to success1, and so 
H3.2 is 9/10 supported. 
 Overall, the human experts found that making their own assessments of the students’ 
activities in the virtual world was somewhat difficult (H 3.1) and that the system matched the 
human experts closely on most measures relating to task performance (H 3.2). These results, 
therefore, with some reservations, do support the main hypothesis (H3): The Observe Portal 
provides assessments that are very similar to human-expert assessments; these Observe 
Portal assessments are produced using less effort overall. These results, in turn, support the 
MIVO research framework and its proof-of-concept prototype.  
Hypothesis 4 
Hypothesis 4 specified that the users would prefer the Observe Portal assessment results as 
compared to traditional teachers’ assessments. The strategy used to evaluate users’ 
preference was to ask learner and expert participants who experienced both assessment 
approaches in phase 2 (Cond 2.2) to express their preferences.  
 Based on the students’ feedback, a general preference for the Observe Portal system 
emerged from the students’ feedback, but this differed significantly from the neutral midpoint 
judgment on only three of the eight relevant quantitative PA items. Thus, notably, the 
majority of participants (87%) thought that the Observe Portal system demonstrated 
significant advantages as compared to expert observations as regards assessing students’ 
performance in the virtual world. Specifically, most of the students found the system useful 
and that it provided more information about the students’ social collaborative skills and also 
their task related success. In terms of assessing interaction levels, however, only a little over 
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half of the students (57%) considered that the system’s assessments were better than the 
teachers’ (this result not to be statistically significant). In addition, 67% of the participants 
believed that the assessments made by the system were in general more accurate and useful 
than the teacher’s assessments (this was also found not to be significant).  
 Turning now to the experts’ preferred approach, the analysis of the experts’ PA 
questionnaire responses showed that on the two relevant closed response items they very 
significantly agreed that using the Observe Portal assessment system had significant 
advantages over the traditional methods for assessing students. Likewise, all the experts 
reported that they preferred to use the Observe Portal system for assessing collaborative 
students operating within the virtual world – as opposed to the traditional method.  
 The experts’ qualitative comments revealed their reasons for choosing the system for use 
in assessment (as opposed to simply making their own assessments).  Firstly, some of these 
participants reported that they found the system was more accurate in terms of collecting 
learning evidence, especially when more than two students were being assessed. Secondly, 
others reported that using Observe Portal was much easier than assessing the students 
manually and saved time and effort, again this was especially true where more than two at a 
time had to be assessed.  While the first point matches what some students said, of course, 
the saving of effort and time was a key factor only to the experts/teachers. Technology can 
greatly improve educational processes and supports teachers by providing evidence of 
students’ progress and reducing the amount of time required to assess learners [208].  
 Some experts did also make comments partly echoing what some of the abovementioned 
students said, that the system assessment might be more relevant to certain types of learning; 
indeed that it could improve the learning and assessment which could be achieved in 
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immersive environments. According to Gobert [101], educators can encounter serious issues 
when attempting to assess learning within 3D environments. There is a significant lack of 
theoretical foundations which can be discovered in the literature regarding learning 
assessment and assessment approaches that are relevant to virtual environments. Thus, this 
thesis aimed to overcome this limitation, exploit the affordances of 3D virtual worlds, and 
investigate the ways in which students can be assessed in such spaces, in order to enhance 
their (these environments’) learning effectiveness.  
 In addition to the previously detailed PA results, there were significant differences 
between the experts and the students as regards the PA items. The experts accepted the 
Observe Portal assessment significantly more strongly than the students did. This is a very 
interesting result - that human experts/teachers preferred the use of the system for assessment 
more than their students did. This could be due to at least two factors.  First, the experts, 
because of their background knowledge of computing, presumably had a far deeper 
understanding of how the system worked than most of the students did. Hence, they might 
have been able to see its merits more clearly, including in terms of issues such as how it 
might be arriving at its assessments; thus, they were less likely (than the students) to judge it 
by the output it produced as feedback to the students. Students, on the other hand, were 
presumably judging the system primarily just on the basis of the feedback it produced for 
them individually. Second, the priorities of the teachers were different. While students were 
interested in the content of the feedback, teachers, as we can see from the remarks cited 
earlier, were interested in the ease of use and speed of the system and the ways in which it 
could save them effort.  
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 Finally, we found that, on two parallel questionnaire items, the experts emerged as 
significantly more positive than the students about the merits of the expert system 
assessment. It can be concluded that the findings concerning the experts' and students' 
preferred approach support the Observe Portal in H4, that Students and experts prefer the 
Observe Portal’s assessment feedback over and above that yielded from human experts. 
However, the support for this from the experts was considerably stronger than that from the 
students.  
Hypothesis 5 
Finally, hypothesis 5 focused on assessing the students' and experts' acceptance of the 
Observe Portal system, as defined by the core variables of the TAM model (6.1). This was 
evaluated in terms of two dimensions:  the student acceptance and expert acceptance. Both 
were measured via questionnaire items targeting perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use 
and the intention to use the expert system when available.  
The data was purely quantitative and both students and experts made significantly 
positive responses to all the items in all the categories. This was except for one item under 
ease of use – as responded to by the experts. Furthermore, the results from the students’ 
questionnaire implied that ease of use was not affected by any of the student background 
variables (computing expertise, virtual worlds experience, intelligent environment 
knowledge, programming experience). In summary, the results derived from both the expert 
and the student participants’ responses clearly revealed strong acceptance of the use of the 
Observe Portal assessment system (H 5). 
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8.3.Applications 
The MIVO framework and its models, as discussed in this thesis, can be applied in any other 
learning environment that requires students to collaborate together to solve problems. 
However, some of the following should be taken into account when applying the research 
framework and prototype in such a way: 
1- The scalability of the virtual environment has been tested in [52], and hence it has been 
shown to work successfully with more than 10 students, however it is been found that the 
fewer the group members, the better the group performance and the learning outcomes 
that these groups produce [52]. Thus, the research evaluation experiments were limited 
to the use of groups of two or four students, and the experiments were not applied to 
larger groups because it was felt that the students would get confused if asked to rate 
more than three other students during the time in which they worked together. Although 
it is possible for many students to use the Observe Portal at the same time, the rating 
method can be scaled up to groups of four students.  
2- The outcomes of the current research can be applied to any educational institution and 
can thus readily be applied to my sponsor university (Umm AlQura University) in Saudi 
Arabia. The current research platform (Observe Portal) is able to help teach students 
about the topic of smart houses, in computer science classes, and can help to assess any 
necessary group collaborative work.    
The following section discusses the limitations inherent in the research platform that 
should be considered when applying it.   
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8.4.Limitations  
There were some limitations in the research framework and the prototype developed 
according to it; they resulted from the restricted time available for carrying out the research. 
These limitations were: 
1- The first design limitation was that the Observe Portal (Chapter 4) did not permit teachers 
to customise the learning assessments by choosing which OLens lenses they wanted to 
apply within the learning sessions. In addition, there were no facilities which allowed 
teachers to introduce additional new lenses and to specify the rules for such lenses.  
2- Another limitation, perhaps, was in the design of the classified chat window classification 
buttons. Some users claimed that the chat buttons were awkward to use and unnecessary. 
However, the chat interface was designed in this way in order to enable the classification 
of student sentences and then to assist the system in judging the students’ collaboration. 
The automatic classification of such “chats” would have been a research project in itself.  
3- The 3-points rating (low-middle-high) limited the students in terms of their ability to rate 
their peers. Indeed, some students suggested widening the rating scale to one of five 
points instead to allow them to both criticise and praise their peers more accurately. 
However, widening the scale might well have overloaded the students' thinking 
processes, since, as it was, they were already being expected to undertake many tasks at 
the same time. In addition, the main purpose of implementing the rating system was to 
provide the necessary information to the system so that it could give better assessments 
than it otherwise would have been able to. Further rating gradations were unnecessary in 
terms of this requirement.  
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4-  The prototype was limited in its assessment abilities because it only provided the 
students with quantitative assessment, using charts, and produced no qualitative 
feedback. Such feedback would have been useful for the students in terms of learning 
more about their performance.  
5- MIVO was utilised here for a specific learning context - how to program a smart house 
using simple rules made available via a 3D virtual world; this limited context was 
employed in order to demonstrate the validity of the overall vision of the framework. 
Applying it in another learning context would be beneficial in relation to the general 
research area.   
8.5. Chapter Summary 
This chapter has discussed the findings of the experiments undertaken to evaluate the 
assessment system, and their wider implications for the research area. Overall, the value of 
the MIVO framework and the components of this which were employed in the proof-of-
concept prototype was supported in terms of it being a suitable computational framework for 
supporting the assessment of collaborative learning in VWs. In addition, the empirical results 
support the effectiveness of the Observe Portal assessment system in terms of it collecting 
the learning evidence from collaborative distance-learners working in a virtual world 
environment and providing effective feedback to those learners.  
Looking Table 7-1 we can see that most of our hypotheses received some support and 
that this support was particularly strong in the case of H5 - acceptance based on the TAM 
model. Nevertheless, some valuable points were made by participants in the open response 
data which prompt the examination of a number of improvements which could be made; 
these will be considered in the final chapter.  
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The next and final chapter concludes this thesis with an account of the implications of 
the findings for the further development of our proposed expert assessment system. It also 
concludes with a consideration of the remaining challenges in the field and suggestions for 
future research work in this area.
Chapter 9 
9. Concluding Remarks 
“It always seems impossible until it’s done.”  
– Nelson Mandela 
The motivation of this research was to create a novel computational framework that enhances 
the observing and assessing of collaborative learning in immersive environments. It focuses 
more on providing methods for identifying and classifying learning evidence and assessing 
group working then on mapping all these elements to an appropriate learning design. In order 
to achieve this, the study includes a detailed literature review concerning virtual learning 
environments and learning assessment and the integrating of these with the use of fuzzy logic 
and multi-agent approaches – in order to enhance the assessment of learners (Chapter 2). In 
line with this literature, the present research proposes an innovative computational 
framework called the Mixed Intelligent Virtual Observation (MIVO) framework which 
includes the Virtual Observation Lenses (OLens) and the Mixed Agents model (MixAgent) 
(Chapter 3); this framework can be used to support the assessment of collaborative students’ 
learning within virtual worlds. The MIVO framework, along with the OLens and MixAgent 
models, has been implemented here within a proof-of-concept prototype called the Observe 
Portal system (Chapter 4). This prototype utilised fuzzy logic methods to imitate expert-
based evaluations; the integration of the fuzzy logic system into the Observe Portal is 
described in Chapter Five. The research also employed collaborative learning activities for 
the evaluation of the effectiveness of the models (Chapter 6), reporting on these evaluations 
and the analyses of them in Chapter 7. The outcomes of these evaluations are discussed in 
Chapter 8. Finally, this final chapter (Chapter 9) includes a summary of the thesis and 
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explains the possible future directions which this research work could take - and the attendant 
challenges. 
9.1.Summary of Achievements 
The research hypotheses were defined in Chapter 1, section 1.3. To underline the themes of 
the research hypotheses, this thesis describes empirical user-based experiments involving 
both students and experts who all participate in a number of educational sessions within a 
virtual world. Each session used a group of two students to imitate collaboration between 
learners and one computer science expert to imitate classroom teacher observation. Also, 
these experiments employed a functional prototype (the Observe Portal) which was 
implemented as a proof-of-concept of the MIVO framework. The Observe Portal prototype, 
as described in Chapter 4, applied the MixAgent model – which involves natural and software 
agents both playing a central role in the gathering of learning evidence in real-time to assess 
student performance. Furthermore, the system utilised the OLens model which uses a fuzzy 
learning system (created for this research). The OLens model comprises four lenses: event 
detection, learning interactions, student success and performance outcome. To evaluate 
students via each lens, data from the MixAgent model was processed employing a fuzzy 
reasoning approach as a means to combine the data generated from the agents; learners’ 
performance was assessed using the data representing the inferred learning outcomes 
obtained from the collaborative activities involving individual students and groups (Chapter 
5). In consequence, the MixAgent and OLens models were applied to real-time collaborative 
learning activities within the Observe Portal, and the results from the observation lenses were 
presented to the users via dashboard interfaces and video recordings.  
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The learning activities in the immersive environment operate using the educational model 
relating to hands-on laboratories and are based on the educational paradigms associated with 
these. These activities were designed to allow students to collaborate and work together to 
control virtual smart home appliances, as explained in Chapter 6. The experiments also 
involved experts who were asked to evaluate students manually and observe their (the 
students’) work; subsequently, the system’s assessment was compared with these experts’ 
assessments. The results from the user experiments illustrated that the use of the MIVO 
computational framework supports the proficient collection of learning evidence from 
distance-learning collaborative students for assessments by enabling the integration of 
software and natural agents to enhance such assessments.  
In addition, the statistical results showed that the learners had, in general, positive 
experiences of the research prototype. The findings derived from the natural agents’ 
perceptions evidenced that the learners had a generally positive attitude to working as natural 
agents and to evaluating the other student(s) through the rating tool; indeed, the rating logs 
showed that learners rated each other several times while working on the tasks. With respect 
to the peer ratings, a three-point scale is the most practicable. However, we would add a 
further pedagogical dimension by offering a space for students to make their own, open, 
qualitative comments and to offer advice to their peers on how to improve their (peers’) 
performance. It would not be obligatory to complete this, but the facility would be available 
for those who wanted to use it; this is as suggested in the users’ comments. In addition to the 
rating tool, the classified chat window which offers several chat-classification options via its 
buttons was considered easy to use and students strongly agreed that they achieved good 
communication within their groups. Also, the analysis of the chat logs indicated that most of 
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the participants categorised their sentences correctly via the chat buttons.  All these results 
support the thesis hypothesis 1: Users express positive attitudes towards their roles as human 
agents when performing distance-learning tasks in the virtual world. 
This research also assessed the effectiveness of the MIVO framework by measuring 
whether the Observe Portal system provides distance collaborative learners with valued 
assessment feedback in terms of helping them to understand their weaknesses and strengths. 
To do so, the research evaluates the students’ assessment experience and the experts’ 
reflection on the assessment. Generally, the evaluation of the students’ assessment 
experience concluded that the majority of the students had positive experiences and agreed 
the assessment had a significant impact on their ability to understand their performance. 
Furthermore, the experts’ reflections on the assessments made were encouraging, and these 
experts agreed that the assessments yielded from the system were reliable, valid and useful 
for helping students to improve their performance. These findings supported the effectiveness 
of our MIVO framework in supporting proficient assessment and they also supported 
hypothesis 2, that the Observe Portal system provides collaborative distance learners with 
assessment feedback, and users report positive experiences of such assessment feedback.  
An important goal for the virtual observation framework and prototype was that it should 
improve the effectiveness of the assessing of collaborative students as compared to experts’ 
traditional forms of observation, as proposed. This aspect was assessed by obtaining the 
expert assessment experience measurement and comparing an evaluation of the system’s 
observations with the expert observations. The results showed that although some experts 
stated that assessing students effectively, manually, was an easy task, many of them could 
not complete the assessment sheets, especially as regards assessing the levels of collaborative 
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skill exhibited. In contrast, the system was able to present a complete set of user assessment 
results back to the users. The experts found that assessing individual students operating in 
Observe Portal was easy when they only had to take into account the activities of just two 
students; however, they also stated that observing more than two students interacting could 
be a very difficult task, tracking many users and evaluating them at the same time was 
confusing to them. They also realised that it was very time-consuming and inconvenient to 
spend time simply watching the learners operate in the virtual world. Furthermore, a 
comparison between the system’s assessments and the experts’ assessments showed that 
there were no significant differences between these on any of the measures except one 
measure (the success of task 1). However, a longer training period for the participants would 
have been useful with regard to the evaluation experiments - so that the students might have 
understood how to use the system better. This might help to bring the results of the expert 
evaluations closer to those of the system evaluations, especially in regard to the first tasks.  
Overall, the system and the expert assessments were closely matched apart from one measure. 
These results therefore (with some minor reservations) support the main hypothesis 3, the 
Observe Portal provides assessments that are very similar to human-expert assessments; 
these Observe Portal assessments are produced using less effort overall. 
 The experiments also evaluated the users’ preferences in terms of the assessment 
approach. The strategy as regards this was to ask both learner and expert participants who 
experienced both assessment approaches - in the second phase of the experiment (phase 2 
(condition 2.2), as described in Chapter 6) - to express their preferences. The subsequent 
analysis showed that the majority of the participants believed that the Observe Portal system 
had a significant advantage over traditional methods (teacher observation) in relation to 
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assessing students’ performance in the virtual world. Such findings evidenced that in many 
respects the participants much preferred the system’s to the teachers’ assessments. However, 
in addition, the results highlighted the interesting finding that the human experts preferred 
the system’s assessments more than the students did. Overall, it can be concluded that the 
findings derived from the experts’ and the students’ expressed preferences in terms of 
approach hypothesis 4- students and experts prefer the Observe Portal’s assessment feedback 
over and above that yielded from human experts. All these results give positive support to 
the computational framework proposed here and the prototype used to implement it. 
Finally, this research studied the importance of assessing the users’ acceptance when 
implementing a project such as the Observe Portal system. This (the user acceptance) was 
evaluated by assessing both the students’ levels of acceptance and the experts’ levels of 
acceptance. In summary, most of the student and expert participants agreed that the system 
was easy to use, useful and indeed that they would use it where it was available. Participants 
positively accepted the use the Observe Portal as a tool for assessing students and groups’ 
performance. These findings advocate for hypothesis 5, that students and experts express 
their acceptance of using the Observe Portal assessment system. 
It is important to be able to measure the performance of individual students because it is 
only by doing so that one can determine whether a student has achieved the desired learning 
objectives. Such an approach is obviously also highly valuable to teachers in relation to 
reviewing their learners’ work and then helping them to enhance their learning activities 
within the VW based on their (the students) performance. In addition, the feedback generated 
by the system helped to show to the students themselves their own weakest areas so that they 
could work at them and improve their overall performance. 
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9.2.Contributions 
The first, main contribution of this research is the proposing of a novel computational 
framework that synthesizes and integrates learning theories and computational models 
related to the observing and assessing of collaborative learning in VWs. This innovative 
framework contains within it two observation models: the Observation Lenses model 
(OLens) and the Mixed Agents model (MixAgent) (Chapter 3). OLens is a novel observation 
model for identifying and structuring evidence of student learning in 3D virtual environments 
as part of an e-learning assessment process. MixAgent is a computational model that 
integrates software and natural agents in order to implement a mechanism for collecting 
learners’ data and inferring from these data to identify learning evidence and to assess the 
learning achieved by groups and individuals. 
There is extensive coverage in the empirical literature of the merits of appraising students 
in real world classrooms; however, there is a lack of research concerning the observing and 
assessing of students who are operating within virtual worlds. Thus, this computational 
framework overcomes this limitation, exploits the affordances of 3D virtual worlds and 
allowed for an investigation into the ways in which students can be assessed, in VWs - in 
order to enhance their learning effectiveness. In particular, it dealt with the challenges of 
gathering learning evidence and analysing learning events to measure the quality and quantity 
of learning outcomes, and it addressed the limitations involved with the collecting of learning 
evidence by technology and the collecting of such evidence by human experts. Such a 
mechanism can be utilised as the basis of assessing learning in immersive environments. 
The second contribution of this thesis is the construction of a proof-of-concept prototype 
(Observe Portal) which implements the proposed framework. This prototype employed the 
virtual observation components, assessing students’ performance in real-time from different 
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perspectives based on a pedagogical framework (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). The assessments 
involved evaluating collaborative learners as groups and as individuals; this included the 
evaluation of learning interactions, learning success and collaborative skills.  
Finally, the thesis contributed to the research area by presenting empirical research 
findings from the evaluation of the prototype which demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
approaches and the models used in relation to collaborative learning activities in 3D virtual 
environments, and compared them (favourably) to the equivalent traditional approaches 
(Chapter 6 and Chapter 7).  
 The experimental findings have demonstrated an expansion of the affordances of 
assessment in 3D VWs. These have advanced our knowledge of virtual assessment by 
showing that it is possible to apply existing educational frameworks to immersive 
environments and to harness the power of human observation allied with technologically-
based observation to support the gathering of high quality learning evidence, in quantity, 
from collaborative learning activities; this was in order to provide valuable feedback so that 
educationalists can understand the students’ weaknesses and strengths from a number of 
differing perspectives and then improve their (the students’) performance.  
Moreover, this research also delivered the following secondary (in terms of being less 
important) contributions: 
1- The design of assessment interfaces driven by learners’ performance (to assess students 
taking part in collaborative tasks). 
2- The creation of hierarchical fuzzy logic systems which emulate human reasoning as 
expressed in 3D virtual environments.  
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3- The encoding of a collaborative problem-solving skills taxonomy [14] and applying this 
in a 3D virtual environment to assess student collaborative skills. 
4- The introduction of instruments for measuring the effectiveness of the natural agent tools; 
these instruments measure, specifically, the perception of the chat communication 
(COMM) subsystem and the perception of the natural agent rating procedure (NA). 
5- The use of instruments for measuring the experts’ assessment experience (EXP) and the 
experts’ reflections on the effectiveness of the assessment methods (REF).  
9.3. Future Work 
 
1- The evaluation of MIVO was carried out over a relatively short period of time. 
Undertaking a larger scale (in terms of numbers of learners) and longer duration 
evaluation might yield significant results, demonstrating further the model’s suitability 
(or otherwise) for improving learning and the assessment of learning in immersive 
environments.  
2- Producing an instructor interface that enables teachers to configure the assessment lenses 
and properties, define learning activities, decide assessment characteristics and choose 
the type of assessment feedback required potentially represents an area for future 
research. 
3- A future study could generalise the MIVO framework and its models to work with other 
learning activities and apply them in other types of teaching environments, such as mixed 
reality environments; this represents an open research topic. Additional challenges might 
emerge if these models were to be applied to other settings and contexts. 
4- A further research direction would be to apply natural language processing (NLP) 
approaches to analyse the users’ conversations in the chat window and so do away with 
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the need to have multiple buttons to classify students’ dialogues.  NLP has been used in 
many studies in order to process and analyse large amounts of human language data from 
a variety of different sources such as social media and games [209-211]. Applying NLP 
to the students’ chat in order to classify student conversations would enable users to 
concentrate more on their own work rather than having to give attention to the question 
of which chat buttons they must use to classify their sentences. Thus, AI-based methods 
could help in gathering more learning evidence from the collaborative learners. 
5- It is important to consider assessing other attributes and skills relating to collaborative 
work in distributed learning environments. Assessing other learning skills, not just the 
collaborative skills, and so add more assessment lenses to the OLens model to evaluate 
students from different points of view, would enhance the learning process offered and 
support the educators to evaluate the learners’ work in more depth and according to 
additional perspectives; this is another possible future research direction. 
6- The Corona Virus Pandemic (COVID-19) has demonstrated the importance that 
technologies such as our virtual learning environment may have in the future, for both 
teaching and assessment. In many conceivable circumstances, students may not be able 
to physically attend places of learning and in such circumstances many educators will use 
online video calling applications for teaching. However, most educators and students 
have claimed that video calls/conferences are not as effective as physical classes because 
of the loss of attention and enthusiasm which is endemic with this type of online learning. 
The application of 3D environments provides more interesting scenarios whereby 
students can learn. However, developing immersive systems such as virtual reality (VR) 
or augmented reality (AR) environments that can provide a wide range learning content 
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and activities and still support the accurate assessment of learners will require a great deal 
of development and programming. A future study could usefully look at the possibility 
of flexible and easy creation of immersive environments by educators, customising 
systems for their own learning purposes, and how to make building a new 3D lesson as 
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Appendix A: Experiment Instruments 
 
A.1. Student Preliminary Survey 
 
Constructs:  
• General information (GI) 
• Computers use (CU) 
• Programming experience (PE) 
• Video games experience (VGE) 
• Virtual worlds experience (VWE) 
• Intelligent environments knowledge (IE) 
 
Table A.1: Students Preliminary Survey 
Code Question Response scale 
GI -1 Full Name - [open ended] 
GI -2 Email - [open ended] 
GI -3 Gender - Male / - Female 
GI -4 Age - [open ended] 
GI -5 Nationality - [open ended] 
GI -6 Level of English - Elementary proficiency 
- Limited working proficiency 
- Professional working 
- Full professional proficiency 
- Native or bilingual proficiency 
GI -7 Level of studies - First-year undergraduate 
- Second-year undergraduate 
- Third-year undergraduate 
- Postgraduate(Master/PhD) 
GI -8 Subject of studies - [open ended] 




CU -2 [If PRE-2 answer = YES] Which are 
the main uses you give to your 
personal computer? 
- Leisure  
- Studies  
- Social interactions 
- Paid work   
- Other 










VGE -1 How often do you play video games 
per week? 
- Not at all  
- Once or twice per week  
- 4-5 times per week  
- Every day 




VGE -2 If you play video games please name 
the ones you use 
- [open ended] 
VWE-1 Are you familiar with virtual worlds? - Yes 
- No 
VWE-2 [IF VW-1 answer = YES] How often 
do you use virtual worlds? 
- Not at all 
- Once or twice per week 
- 4-5 times per week 
- Every day 
VWE-3 Please select the virtual worlds that 
you have used or heard of 
- OpenSim 
- Second Life 
- RealXtend 
- Open Wonderland 
- Meshmoon 
- IMVU 
- Club Penguin 
- Habbo 
- Other Option 




IE-2 Have you ever been involved in 
doing practical activities/ 




IE-3 Have you used or heard of 




GW-1 Do you like to work in groups? - Yes 
- No 
GW-2 Why did you choose this answer in 
Q-22? 
- [Open-Ended] 
GW-3 Rate your collaborative skill level - I have High collaborative skill 
- I have Middle collaborative skill 
- I have Low collaborative skill 
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A.2. Experts Preliminary Survey 
Constructs:  
• General information (GI) 
• Experience in using educational technology (ET) 
• Student Assessment (SA) 
• Personal innovativeness (PI) 
• Virtual worlds experience (VWE) 
• Intelligent Environments knowledge (IE) 
 
Table A.2: Experts preliminary survey 
Code Question Response scale 
GI -1 Full Name - [open ended] 
GI -2 Email - [open ended] 
GI -3 Gender - Male/  - Female 
GI -4 Age - [open ended] 
GI -5 Nationality - [open ended] 
GI -6 Level of English - Beginner 
- Intermediate 
- Expert 
GI-7 Level of education - Master's Degree 
- First-year PhD 
- Second-year PhD 
- Third-year PhD 
- Fourth-year PhD 
- PhD Degree 
 
GI-8 Major - [open ended] 
GI-9 What subjects do you teach? - [open ended] 
GI-10 Teaching Experience - Less than one year 
- 1-5 years   
- 6-10 years   
- 11-15 years   
- 16-20 years   
- 20+ years 
GI-11 Have you taught/observed students in 
computer engineering labs? 
- Yes 
- No 
SA-1 How do you usually assess students’ 
learning? 
- Tests 
- Assignments  
- Group Projects 
- Individual projects 
- Observation 
- All the above 
- Other (please specify [  ]) 
SA-2 Do you assign group projects and 
group activities to students? 
- Yes 
- No 
SA-3 [If SA2 answer=yes] How do you 
assess the groups? 
- Self-evaluation 
- Peer evaluation 
- Final product evaluation 
- Teacher evaluation 
- All the previous 
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- Other (please specify [  ]) 
ET-1 Do you use technology (software or 




ET-2 Do you use educational software that 
helps in teaching? 
- Yes 
- No 
ET-3 [IF ET-1 OR ET-2 answer = YES] 
Please write the name(s) of the 
software you have used? 
- [open ended] 
PI-1 I like using new technologies in 
teaching. 
- Strongly agree  
- Agree 
- Disagree 
- Strongly Disagree 
PI-2 I can use and understand new 
technologies quite easily. 
- Strongly agree  
- Agree 
- Disagree 
- Strongly Disagree 
VWE-1 Are you familiar with virtual worlds? - Yes  
- No 
VWE-2 [IF VWE-1 answer = YES] How 
often do you use virtual worlds? 
- Not at all 
- Once or twice per week 
- 4-5 times per week 
- Every day 




VWE-4 Please select the virtual worlds that 
you have used.  
- OpenSim 
- Second Life 
- RealXtend 
- Open Wonderland 
- Meshmoon 
- IMVU 
- Club Penguin 
- Habbo 
- Other Option 
IE-1 Are you familiar with smart 
houses/intelligent spaces? 
- Yes  
- No 
IE-2 Have you used or heard of 
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A.3. Participants Information Sheet 
 
Certification 
I, (Samah Felemban) certify that the details of this project have been fully explained and described and 
my contact details have been provided to the participants for their replies, communications or inquiries. 
The purpose of this study 
The research is about applying a computational framework to enhance the effectiveness of assessing 
and observing collaborative students in 3D virtual worlds compared to traditional classroom 
observation. Also, it provides distance learners with effective feedback to better understand the 
students’ and groups’ weaknesses and strengths. This research evaluates the effectiveness of the used 
assessment approaches through measuring learners and expert’s experiences when using the 3D virtual 
environments and their acceptance of the assessment results.  
 
Do I have to take part? 
Your participation is voluntary. I would like you to consent to participate in this study as I believe that 
you can make an important contribution to the research. If you do not wish to participate, you do not 
have to do anything in response to this request. Asking you to take part in the research because I believe 
you can provide important information to the research evaluation that I am undertaking. 
What will I do if I take part? 
If you are an adult and happy to participate in the research, I will ask you to read this information sheet 
and sign the consent form. When we receive this you will be asked to enrol yourself in simple learning 
tasks (writing rules for smart home sensors) either remotely or locally. When you finish all the tasks, 
you will be asked to fill in a survey. Then, the researcher will contact you to discuss your participation 
in the next experiment if needed. 
What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
Whilst there may be no personal benefits to your participation in this study, the information you provide 
can contribute to the future development of e-learning when using up‐to-date immersive technologies. 
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?  
All information you provide to us will be kept confidential. The participant data and survey data will 
be stored separately on a secure database. Only the researcher will have access to it. Providing your 
personal information is optional. 
What will happen to the results of the research study? 
All information provided by you will be stored anonymously on a computer with analysis of the 
information obtained undertaken by the researcher based at the University of Essex. The results from 
this analysis will be available in one or more of the following sources; the researcher PhD thesis, 
scientific papers in peer-reviewed academic journals, presentations at conferences or local seminars.  
For more information, please contact Samah Felemban (ssyfel@essex.ac.uk). 
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CONSENT FORM  
Title of the Project: Towards Recognising Learning Evidence in Collaborative Virtual Environments 
Researcher: Samah Felemban 
Notice: If you are an adult (aged 18 and more), please sign this constant form and continue filling the 
following surveys.  If not, please don’t participate in this research experiment.   
                                                                                                             
Participant Name:                 Date:                    Signature:            Email: 
 
 
Researcher Name:                  Date:                   Researcher Signature: 
 
  
Please check the appropriate boxes  YES NO 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the Information 




2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am 
free to withdraw from the project at any time without giving 
any reason and without penalty. 
 
 
3. I agree to take part in the project. Taking part in the project 




4. I understand that my words (anonymised) may be quoted in 
publications, reports, web pages, and other research outputs. 
  
5. I understand that the collected survey data and users’ data 
provided will be securely stored and accessible only by the 





6. I understand that the analysis of the data collected in this 
study will be used as appropriate and for publication of 
findings, in which case data will remain completely 
anonymous. 
  





8. I agree to take part in the above study.   
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A.4. Experts Manual Sheets 
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Student Name 0 - 5 min 5 - 10 min 10 - 15 min 
 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
          
         
 
Group Learning Interactions Rate Group Interaction  
 
Student Name 0 - 5 min 5 - 10 min 10 - 15 min 
 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
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A.4.2 Task Success Sheet 
 
Task Success Rate Individual Success 
 
Student Name 0 - 5 min 5 - 10 min 10 - 15 min 
 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
          
         
 
Group Task Success Rate Group Success 
 
Student Name 0 - 5 min 5 - 10 min 10 - 15 min 
 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
 
        High - Middle - Low 
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A.5. Student Post-Questionnaires  
 
A.5.1. Student post-questionnaire – Phase 1 (the physical classroom) 
Constructs: 
• Perceive collaboration and communication (COMM) 
• Assessment Experience: Quantity and timing of feedback (QTF), Quality of feedback 
(QF), Doing with the feedback (UF). 
• User interface (GUI) 
 
Table A.5.1: Student post questionnaire – Phase 1 (the physical classroom) 
Code Question Response scale 
COMM1 I found difficulties when 







COMM2 It was comfortable to communicate 






COMM3 Explain the reasons why it was 
comfortable (or not) to communicate 
with the other student(s)  
[open ended] 
COMM4 How would you rate your experience 
of collaborating with students in the 
same location? 
Very Poor Poor Good Very Good 
COMM5 Please provide any extra comment 
you have on your experience 
working with the other student(s) in 
the experiment. 
[open ended] 
GUI1 Using the programming interface 
while working with the other 






GUI 2 Using the programming interface 
while working with the other 






GUI 3 Using the programming interface 
while working with the other 






GUI 4 Using the programming interface 
while working with the other 






GUI 5 Using the programming interface 
while working with the other 






GUI 6 Using the programming interface 
while working with the other 






GUI 7 Using the programming interface 
while working with the other 






GUI 8 Explain the reasons why it was 
comfortable (or not) using the 
[open ended] 




programming interface with other 
student(s)  
GUI 9 Do you have any additional 
comments about the overall 
experience when rating others in the 
virtual world? 
[open ended] 
QTF1 On this activity, I get plenty of 














QTF3 There is hardly any feedback on my 













QTF5 Whatever assessment I get comes too 






QF1 The expert assessment mostly tells 







QF2 The assessment from the expert is 
useful to understand the individual 
and the group INTERACTION 






QF3 The assessment from the expert is 
useful to understand the individual 
and the group SUCCESS LEVEL in 






QF4 The assessment from the expert is 
useful to understand the individual 







QF5 The assessment from the expert helps 






QF6 The assessment from the expert 






QF7 Once I have read the assessment, I 




















UF1 I use the assessment feedback to go 







UF2 I think the assessment will help me 
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A.5.2 Student Post Questionnaire – Phase 2 (Condition 2-1 (virtual classroom with system 
observation))  
Constructs: 
• Perceive collaboration via chatting tool (COMM) 
• Perceive rating as natural agent (NA) 
• Assessment experience: quantity and timing of feedback (QTF), quality of feedback 
(QF), doing with the feedback (UF) 
• Student acceptance of the system (SA): perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of 
use (PEOU), intension to use (IU) 
 
 
Table A.5.2: Student Post Questionnaire – Phase 2 (Condition 2-1) 
Code Question Response scale 
Section 1: Natural Agents (COMM & NA) 
COMM1 I found difficulties when communicating 
with the other student(s) via the multi-






COMM2 It was comfortable to communicate with 
the other student(s) through the virtual 







COMM3 Explain the reasons why it was 
comfortable (or not) to communicate 
with the other student(s) through the chat 
window? 
[open ended] 
COMM4 How would you rate your experience of 
collaborating with students in other 
location(s) using the classified chat? 
Very Poor Poor Good 
Very 
Good 
COMM5 Please provide any extra comment you 
have on your experience working with 
the other student(s) in the virtual world. 
[open ended] 
NA1 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA2 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA3 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA4 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA5 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA6 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 
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NA7 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA8 Explain the reasons why it was 
comfortable (or not) to rate the other 
student(s) through the rating tools 
[open ended] 
NA9 Do you have any additional comments 
about the overall experience when rating 
others in the virtual world? 
[open ended] 
Section 2: Assessment Experience 
QTF1 On this activity, I get plenty of feedback 













QTF3 There is hardly any feedback on my 






QTF4 I would learn more if I received more 






QTF5 Whatever assessment I get comes too late 






QF1 The system assessment mostly tells me 






QF2 The assessment from the system is useful 
to understand the individual and the 







QF3 The assessment from the system is useful 
to understand the individual and the 







QF4 The assessment from the system is useful 
to understand the individual and the 







QF5 The assessment from the system helps 






QF6 The assessment from the system shows 






QF7 Once I have read the assessment from the 




















UF1 I use the assessment feedback to go back 







UF2 I think the system assessment will help 






UF3 The system assessment prompts me to go 
back over video material recorded earlier 










UF4 I tend to only read the marks from the 







Section 3:  Student acceptance of the system (SA) 
PU1 The use of Observe Portal is useful for 









The use of the Observe Portal system is 







PU3 The use of the Observe Portal system 
allows me to get a deeper understanding 







PU4 I find that Observe Portal is useful in 
assessing students interactions, success, 






PU5 I don’t see that Observe Portal makes any 
difference in assessing students 







PEOU1 I find the Observe Portal is easy to use in 






PEOU2 The feedback obtained from the system is 













PEOU4 Students assessment through Observe 






















IU3 Assume that I had access to the Observe 
Portal. I intend to use it to understand the 







X Do you have any additional comments on 
your overall experience? 
[open ended] 
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A.5.3 Student post questionnaire – Phase 2 (Condition 2-2 (virtual classroom with system and 
expert observation))  
Constructs: 
• Perceive collaboration via chatting tool (COMM) 
• Perceive rating as natural agent (NA) 
• Assessment experience: quantity and timing of feedback (QTF), quality of feedback 
(QF), doing with the feedback (UF). 
• Student preferred approach (PA) 
• Student acceptance of the system (SA): perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of 
ese (PEOU), intension to use (IU). 
 
Table A.5.3: Student post questionnaire – Phase 2 (Condition 2-2) 
Code Question Response scale 
Section 1: Natural Agents (COMM & NA) 
COMM1 I found difficulties when 
communicating with the other student(s) 






COMM2 It was comfortable to communicate with 
the other student(s) through the virtual 
interface (i.e. using the chat window 






COMM3 Explain the reasons why it was 
comfortable (or not) to communicate 
with the other student(s) through the 
chat window? 
[open ended] 
COMM4 How would you rate your experience of 
collaborating with students in other 
location(s) using the classified chat? 
Very 
Poor 
Poor Good Very Good 
COMM5 Please provide any extra comment you 
have on your experience working with 
the other student(s) in the virtual world. 
[open ended] 
NA1 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA2 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA3 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA4 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA5 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA6 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 
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NA7 Using the rating tools to evaluate the 
other student(s) while working or at the 






NA8 Explain the reasons why it was 
comfortable (or not) to rate the other 
student(s) through the rating tools 
[open ended] 
NA9 Do you have any additional comments 
of the overall experience when rating 
others in the virtual world? 
[open ended] 
 
Section 2: Assessment Experience 
QTF1 On this activity, I get plenty of feedback 













QTF3 There is hardly any feedback on my 






QTF4 I would learn more if I received more 






QTF5 Whatever assessment I get comes too 






QF1 The system assessment mostly tells me 







QF2 The assessment from the system is 
useful to understand the individual and 
the group INTERACTION LEVEL in 






QF3 The assessment from the system is 
useful to understand the individual and 







QF4 The assessment from the system is 
useful to understand the individual and 







QF5 The assessment from the system helps 






QF6 The assessment from the system shows 






QF7 Once I have read the assessment from 




















UF1 I use the assessment feedback to go 







UF2 I think the system assessment will help 






UF3 The system assessment prompts me to 
go back over video material recorded 
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UF4 I tend to only read the marks from the 







Section 3:  Student acceptance of the system (SA) 
PU1 The use of ObservPortal is useful for 









The use of the Observe Portal system is 







PU3 The use of the Observe Portal system 
allows me to get a deeper understanding 







PU4 I find that Observe Portal is useful in 
assessing students interactions, success, 






PU5 I don’t see that Observe Portal makes 
any difference in assessing students’ 







PEOU1 I find the Observe Portal is easy to use 






PEOU2 The feedback obtained from the system 













PEOU4 Students assessment through Observe 














IU2 I would use Observe Portal to 







IU3 Assume that I had access to the Observe 
Portal. I intend to use it to understand 








Section 4: Observe Portal & Teacher Assessment 
PA1 I think the use of the Observe Portal 
system has a significant advantage over 
traditional methods (teacher 
observation) for assessing students’ 






PA2 Which method provides more 
information about the group and the 
students’ performance? 
Teacher Assessment 
Observe Portal System 
Assessment 
PA3 Which assessment method provides 
USEFUL information about the group 
and the students' performance? 
Teacher Assessment 
Observe Portal System 
Assessment 





PA4 Which method assesses better the 
individual and the group 
INTERACTION level? 
Teacher Assessment 
Observe Portal System 
Assessment 
PA5 Which method assesses better the 
individual and the group SUCCESS 
level? 
Teacher Assessment 
Observe Portal System 
Assessment 
PA6 Which method assesses better the 
individual and the group 
COLLABORATIVE SKILLS level? 
Teacher Assessment 
Observe Portal System 
Assessment 
PA7 Which approach would you prefer to 
use for assessing the group and 
individual performance? 
Teacher Assessment 
Observe Portal System 
Assessment 
PA8 Based on the previous question (A7), 
explain the reason for your choice? 
[open ended] 
PA9 I believe that the assessment provided 
by the ...........................  is more 
accurate. 
Teacher Assessment 
Observe Portal System 
Assessment 
PA10 Based on the previous question (PA9), 
explain the reason for your choice? 
[open ended] 
X Do you have any additional comments 
on your overall experience? 
[open ended] 
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A.6. Expert Post-Questionnaires 
A.6.1 Expert Post-Questionnaire – Phase 1 (Physical Classroom) 
Construct:  
• Expert experience (EXP) 
• Expert Reflection about system assessment (REF) 
 
Table A.6.1: Expert Post-Questionnaire – Phase 1  
Code Question Response scale 
EXP1 It is EASY to observe students’ 
performance using the manual sheets. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP2 It is DIFFICULT to observe students’ 
performance using the manual sheets. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP3 It is INCONVENIENT to observe 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP4 It is TIME-CONSUMING to observe 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP5 Explain the reasons why it was difficult 
(or not) observing and assessing the 
students' performance using the manual 
sheets  
[Open Ended] 
EXP6 If there were more than two students, I'll 
observe and assess them easily.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP7 Based on the previous question (EXP6), 
explain the reason for your choice? 
[Open Ended] 
EXP8 At some point, I got lost while I'm 
observing the students. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP9 Collecting learning evidence from 
collaborative activities was difficult. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP10 Assessing the groups’ and the 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP11 Assessing the groups’ and individuals’ 
TASK SUCCESS was difficult.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP12 Assessing the COLLABORATIVE 
SOCIAL SKILLS of the groups and 
individuals was easy. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP13 Do you have any additional comments 
about the overall experience using the 
manual sheets for the assessment? 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF1 Learners receive useful feedback from 
me after the activity. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF2 The marking of the learners’ 
performance from me is helpful.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF3 The provided assessment can help 
learners to improve their performance.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 








REF4 I think that the assessment is reliable. Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF5 Why do you think the assessment is 
reliable or not? 
[Open Ended] 
REF6 I think that the assessment is valid. Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF7 Why do you think the assessment is 
valid or not? 
[Open Ended] 
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A.6.2 Expert Post Questionnaire 
Constructs:  
• Expert perceive usefulness (E-PU) 
• Expert perceive ease of use (E-PEOU) 
• Expert perceive intention to use (E-IU) 
• Expert experience (EXP) 
• Expert reflection about system assessment (REF) 
• Expert preferred approach (E-PA) 
 
 
Table A.6.2: Expert Post Questionnaire (Phase 2) 
Code Question Response scale 
E.PU1 The Observ Portal is useful for 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PU2 The use of the Observe Portal 
system allows me to get a better 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PU3 I think the Observe Portal system is 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PU4 I find that Observe Portal is useful 
for assessing students' interactions, 
success and collaborative skills. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PU5 I don’t see that Observe Portal 
makes any difference in assessing 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PEOU1 I find the Observe Portal is easy to 
use in virtual worlds. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PEOU2 Using the Observe Portal system is 
clear and understandable. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PEOU3 It is difficult to use the Observe 
Portal assessment system. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.PEOU4 Assessment through the Observe 
Portal system is easy. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.IU1 I would use Observe Portal to 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.IU2 I would use the system for assessing 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E.IU3 Assume that I had access to the 
Observe Portal, I intend to use it to 
assess student performance. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP1 It is EASY to observe students’ 
performance in the virtual 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
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EXP2 It is DIFFICULT to observe 
students’ performance in the virtual 
environment using the manual sheets 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP3 It is INCONVENIENT to observe 
students’ performance in the virtual 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP4 It is TIME-CONSUMING to 
observe students’ performance in the 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP5 Explain the reasons why it was 
difficult (or not) observing and 
assessing the students' performance 
using the manual sheets  
[Open Ended] 
EXP6 If there were more than two students, 
I'll observe and assess them easily.  
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP7 Based on the previous question 
(EXP6), explain the reason for your 
choice? 
[Open Ended] 
EXP8 At some point, I got lost while I'm 
observing the students. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP9 Collecting learning evidence from 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP10 Assessing the groups’ and the 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP11 Assessing the groups’ and 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP12 Assessing the COLLABORATIVE 
SOCIAL SKILLS of the groups and 
individuals was easy. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
EXP13 Do you have any additional 
comments about the overall 
experience using the manual sheets 
for the assessment? 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF1 Learners understand the purpose of 
the system assessment. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF2 Learners receive useful feedback 
from the system after the activity. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF3 The marking of the learners’ 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF4 The provided system assessment can 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF5 I think that the Observe Portal 
assessment is reliable. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF6 Why do you think the assessment is 
reliable or not? 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 












REF7 I think that the Observe Portal 
assessment is valid. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF8 Why do you think the assessment is 
valid or not? 
[Open Ended] 
REF9 Peer evaluation is a good approach to 
assess the quality of student 
performance in VWs.   
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF10 Using the rating tool to assess the 
other group member(s) is an 
appropriate method in the 
collaborative activity.   
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
REF11 Based on the previous question 
(REF10), explain the reason for your 
choice?   
[Open Ended] 
E-PA1     I think the use of the Observe Portal 
system has a significant advantage 
over traditional methods (teacher 




Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
E-PA2     Which approach would you prefer to 
use for assessing collaborative 
students in the virtual world? 
Traditional methods The Observe Portal 
system 
E-PA3     Based on your previous (E-PA2), 
explain the reason for your choice? 
[Open Ended] 
E-PA4     Could you give us your view of the 
Observe Portal system? 
[Open Ended] 
E-PA5     What aspects of the Observe Portal 
do you think helps most in assessing 
students' learning in the virtual 
world? 
[Open Ended] 
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Appendix B: Statistical Tables 
 
B.1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Student Constructs 
Table B.1:  Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Student Constructs 
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B.2. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Experts Constructs 
Table B.2:  Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Expert Constructs 
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B.3. Perception of natural agent rating (NA)  
 
Table B.3.1: NA1/NA5 composite  DIFFICULT-EASY values 
  EASY (NA1) DIFFICULT (-1) (NA5)     
  Std No. % Std No. % Total % 
Strongly agree  23 34% 34 50% 57 42% 
Agree 38 56% 26 38% 64 47% 
Disagree  6 9% 6 9% 12 9% 
Strongly disagree 1 1% 2 3% 3 2% 
  68 100% 68 100% 136 100% 
 
Table B.3.2: NA2/NA6 composite FUN-ANNOYING values 
  FUN (NA2) ANNOYING (-1) (NA6)     
  Std No. % Std No. % Total % 
Strongly agree  27 40% 27 40% 54 40% 
Agree 26 38% 26 38% 52 38% 
Disagree  11 16% 11 16% 22 16% 
Strongly disagree 4 6% 4 6% 8 6% 
  68 100% 68 100% 136 100% 
 
Table B.3.3: NA4/NA7 composite INTERESTING-BORING values 
  INTERESTING (NA4) BORING (-1) (NA7)     
  Std No. % Std No. % Total % 
Strongly agree  24 35% 22 32% 46 34% 
Agree 36 53% 35 51% 71 52% 
Disagree  5 7% 10 15% 15 11% 
Strongly disagree 3 4% 1 1% 4 3% 
  68 100% 68 100% 136 100% 
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B.4. Student perception of chat communication (COMM) 
 
Table B.4.1: COMM1/COMM2 DIFFICULT-EASY values after reversal 
  Difficult (-1) (COMM1) Easy (COMM2)     
  Std No. % Std No. % Total % 
Strongly agree  29 43% 26 38% 55 40% 
Agree 31 46% 31 46% 62 46% 
Disagree  8 12% 8 12% 16 12% 
Strongly disagree 0 0% 3 4% 3 2% 
  68 100% 68 100% 136 100% 
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B.5. Student assessment experience (AEQ) 
 
Table B.5.1: QTF1/QTF3/QTF4 composite values Quantity of Feedback 
  QTF1 QTF3 (-1) QTF4 (-1)     
  Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Total % 
Strongly Disagree 2 2.9 0 0 4 5.9 6 3% 
Disagree 7 10.3 3 4.4 26 38.2 36 18% 
Agree 39 57.4 35 51.5 26 38.2 100 49% 
Strongly Agree 20 29.4 30 44.1 12 17.6 74 36% 
Total 68 100.0 68 100.0 68 100.0 204 100% 
 








Table B.5.3: QF1/QF5/QF6/QF7/QF8/QF9 total composite values 
  QF1 QF5 QF6 QF7 QF8 (-1) QF9 Total 




1.0 1 2.0 3 3.0 4 1.0 1 1.0 1 
20 4.20% 
Disagree 45.0 66 7.0 10 9.0 13 8.0 12 7.0 10 11.0 16 87 18.28% 
Agree 11.0 16 37.0 54 31.0 46 34.0 50 38.0 56 31.0 46 182 38.24% 
Strongly Agree 68.0 100 23.0 34 26.0 38 23.0 34 22.0 32 25.0 37 187 39.29% 




  QTF2 QTF5(-1)     
  Frequency % Frequency % Total % 
Strongly Disagree 1 1.5% 1 1.5% 2 1% 
Disagree 3 4.4% 10 14.7% 13 10% 
Agree 36 52.9% 33 48.5% 69 51% 
Strongly Agree 28 41.2% 24 35.3% 52 38% 
Total 68 100% 68 100% 136 100% 
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B.6. Experts Experience (EXP)   
 
Table B.6.1: EXP1-r/EXP2/EXP6-r/EXP8/EXP9/EXP10-r/EXP11/EXP12-r composite 
values 
 EXP1-r EXP2 EXP6-r EXP8 EXP9 
  Expert No. % Expert No. % Expert No. % Expert No. % Expert No. % 
Strongly 
Disagree 
7 70% 6 60% 1 10% 1 10% 0 0% 
Disagree 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 4 40% 4 40% 
Agree 3 30% 4 40% 7 70% 0 0% 0 0% 
Strongly 
Agree  
0 0% 0 0% 2 20% 5 50% 6 60% 
Total 10 100% 10 100% 10 100% 10 100% 10 100% 
 
EXP10-r EXP11 EXP12-r    
Expert No. % Expert No. % Expert No. %  Total % 
5 50% 1 10% 3 30% 24 30% 
1 10% 4 40% 1 10% 14 18% 
4 40% 0 0% 6 60% 24 30% 
0 0% 5 50% 0 0% 18 23% 
10 100% 10 100% 10 100% 80 100% 
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B.7. Users Acceptance (TAM Variables)  
 
Table B.7.1: PU1/PU2/PU3 composite values 
 PU1 PU2 (-1) PU3 
 
  Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq Total % 
Strongly Disagree 1 1.5 2 2.9 1 1.5 4 2% 
Disagree 5 7.4 14 20.6 4 5.9 23 11% 
Agree 45 66.2 35 51.5 46 67.6 126 62% 
Strongly Agree 17 25.0 17 25.0 17 25.0 51 25% 
Total 68 100.0 68 100 68 100 204 1.00 
 
Table B.7.2: PU4/PU5 composite value 
 PU4 PU5 (-1) 
  
  Freq % Freq % Freq Total % 
Strongly Disagree 4 5.9 3 4.4 7 5% 
Disagree 3 4.4 8 11.8 11 8% 
Agree 43 63.2 35 51.5 78 57% 
Strongly Agree 18 26.5 22 32.4 40 29% 
Total 68 100.0 68 100.0 136 100% 
 
Table B.7.3: Composite values of PEOU items 
 PEOU1 PEOU2 PEOU3(-1) PEOU4 
  
  Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq % 
Total 
Freq % 
Strongly Disagree 2 2.9 2 2.9 3 4.4 1 1.5 8 3% 
Disagree 3 4.4 5 7.4 3 4.4 2 2.9 13 5% 
Agree 40 58.8 35 51.5 40 58.8 41 60.3 156 57% 
Strongly Agree 23 33.8 26 38.2 22 32.4 24 35.3 95 35% 
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Table B.7.4: Composite value for IU items 
 IU1 IU2 IU3 
  
  Freq % Freq % Freq % Total Freq % 
Strongly Disagree 3 4.4 2 2.9 2 2.9 7 3% 
Disagree 8 11.8 5 7.4 7 10.3 20 10% 
Agree 33 48.5 36 52.9 36 52.9 105 51% 
Strongly Agree 24 35.3 25 36.8 23 33.8 72 35% 
Total 68 100.0 68 100 68 100.0 204 100% 
 
Table B.7.6: E.PU1/E.PU2/E.PU3 composite values  
  E.PU1 E.PU2 E.PU3(-1)  
  Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq Total % 
Strongly Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
Agree 3 30% 2 20% 7 70% 12 40% 
Strongly Agree 7 70% 8 80% 3 30% 18 60% 
Total 10 100% 10 100% 10 100% 30 100% 
 
Table B.7.7: E.PU4/E.PU5 composite value 
  E.PU4 E.PU5 (-1) Total 
  Freq % Freq % Freq Total % 
Strongly Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
Disagree 0 0 1 10% 1 5% 
Agree 5 50% 5 50% 10 50% 
Strongly Agree 5 50% 4 40% 9 45% 
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Table B.7.8: Composite values of E.PEOU items 
  E.PEOU1 E.PEOU2 E.PEOU3(-1) E.PEOU4 
    






1 10% 0 0 2 20% 0 0 3 8% 
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
Agree 1 10% 2 20% 3 30% 6 60% 12 30% 
Strongly Agree 8 80% 8 80% 5 50% 4 40% 25 63% 
Total 10 100% 10 100% 10 100% 10 100% 40 100% 
 
Table B.7.9: Composite value for E.IU items 
  E.IU1 E.IU2 E.IU3     




Strongly Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 
Disagree 1 10% 1 10% 1 10% 3 10% 
Agree 2 20% 2 20% 5 50% 9 30% 
Strongly Agree 7 70% 7 70% 4 40% 18 60% 
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